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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the Federal

Government's policy of educational integration with the

view to determining the kinds of provisions that were made

in .the process of integrating IndÍan students into the

mainstream of the regular public school system throughout

the province of Manitoba; and further, to ascertain and

discuss the associated problems which these Indian students

encountered in their efforts to adjust to the provisions of

the integrated system of education in communities across

Manitoba.

It was not the íntent of the study to appraise the

matter with regards to the extent of the success or failure

of integrated education at this stage. What was intended

here v/as merely to take a critical look at this important

educational concept and to review its repercussions as

these have occurred and developed over the years since its

inception.

In formulating the study, the writer Ïras depended on

previous research and writ,ings in the field to explaín and

expand on the policy of Íntegration in terms of Indian

education. These sources \¡/ere also employed to address the

\'I



associated problems \"/ith which the Indian people were

confronted during the process of such education, as it
obtained in various public schools in certain of the

provincial school systems. No attempt has been made to
draw conclusions that have not been based on or supported

by prior research and the personal observations and

findings of the author.

vr- L
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a basic introduction to the

particular problem to be examined in the study. It con-

tains a section outlining the rationale and background of

the study.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

The Indían in education across Canada, has been the

focus of criticism from several agencies and writers in the

field. Such organizations as the National Indian Brother-

hood (f954, Lg6g, Lg72), the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

(L972) , and authors like cardinal ( r969 ) , sealey ( r970 ) ,

Robertson (I970), walsh (197r), and Frideres (1974) ' have

aIl provided valuable insights into this particular sub-

j ect.

These criticisms were well substantiated by studies

conducted by such researchers as Vallery (1942), King

(I967), Hawthorn (1967), chalmers (197O), Renaud (1970),

ancl Sealey (L972) . Some of these studies, hot"rever, were

comparative in outlook and had as their focal point the
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educational achievement of Indian an<l non-Indian children

in a similar academic setting, while others dealt with the

classroom performance of Indian students in residential

school environments.

These studies were doubtless of value for they made

significant contributions to our understancling of Indian

educatíon. Their findings were even consistent in many

ways with those of such educators as Gue (1967), Kirkness

(1969, 1978, 1980), and Blue (1974). They atr arrived ar

the consensus that the existing arrangements for the educa-

tion of Indian youth !ùere falling short of their expecLa-

t ions .

Two retated studies \¡/ere carried out simultaneously in

L97O by McManus and Peters. They investigated the problems

of isolated and non-isolated male and female Indian

students in Manitoba. These studies hrere also comparative

in nature and conducted over a short time period. They

were Iimite<l in scope to students boarding in private homes

in the Ì4etropolitan Winnipeg area, and final year students

(i.e. students in Grade I or g), attending federal day

schools on the reserves in the Eastern Educational District

of the province. No consideration \¡/as given to students

Iiving in student resirfences or to students attending inte-

grated provincial schools avtay from their homes on the

reserves. A stan<lardized instrument the Mooney Problem
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Check List, Form Hû, was used to describe and compare the

groups of Indian students.

The. topic chosen for this thesis, with particular

reference to its methodology, is one which to dat'e, has not

been submitted to research. No one has so far attempted to

undertake a study aimed at addressing the problems encoun-

tered by Manitoba Indian students in their efforts to

obtain an education under the present integrated system, or

to assess the direct impact of such education on the socio-

cultural lives of the students, their parents, and the

communities in which theY live.

This study, therefore, is undertaken with the aim of

fulfilling the need for such an investigation'

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

It has been generally accepted by Indian leaders and

members of the larger Canadian society that Indians, on the

whole, are not as educated as they should be to meet the

demands and challenges of modern day life. For a propor-

tion of the Indian community today, education Seems essen-

tial aS a means of survival, but for an ever-increasing

number, a broader foundation of knowledge appears neces-

sary.l These are the ones who are continually striving

to obtain the training and skills required for the various
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job opportunities that are-offered in an increasingly

technological society. This group realizes that v¡ithout a

proper and adequate basic education they are restricted Ín

their career endeavours, and in fulfilling their desires

and potentiatities.2

It v/as against this background, in addition to other

socio-economic consequences, that the Federal Government

instituted the policy of integrating Indian students,

wherever possible, into the provincial public school

system.

The policy of educational integration itself, was

first recommended to the Federal Government by a Special

Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons as

far back as 1948.3 The specific intent of the policy, ât

the time, was to have Indian chil<lren receive their educa-

tion within the setting of the schools administered b-y the

provinces.Bytheyearlg50,4theFederalGovernmenthad

already put into effect its policy to integrate Tndian

students into non-Indian schools in the public school sys-

tem, and during the years that followed some attempts have

been made to accommodate those students who have access to

provincial schools in northern communities as well as in

urban centres throughout the country. Despite the spectac-

ular growth however, in the integration of Indian str:dents

into non-Indian schools, many questions concerning this
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aspect of Indian education have, within recent years,

engaged the attention of Indians and non-Indians aIike.

Both sides in this important issue seem to be in agreement

that, while the efforts being made to fit. the Indian

student into the mainstream of the public education system

are indeed commendable, many problems have developed during

the process.

Among the many problems encountered, it is held that

cultural conflicts along with the socio-economic backward-

ness of most Indian communities have contributecl greatly to

the poor performance of the majority of Indian students in

the public school system. Indian parents themselves have

becoine increasingly aware of the value of good schooling,

and have welcomed the pólicy of educational integration, if

only for the reason that it has afforded their children a

wider variety of progranmes than thos.e that were available

in the schools on the reserves.5 The consensus however,

appears to be that the kind of education it provides has,

in aIl essential ways, failed t.o meet the needs, both

socially and culturally, of the Indian peopIe.6 StiIl,

despite the many shortcomings of the integrated system of

education, many Indian parents believed that the policy was

at Ieas! acceptable in principle.T.

Many school boards have had to make changes in their

curriculum in an effort to meet the cultural, social and
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educational needs and differences of the Indian child.S

But even in fight of these developments, "o*" Indian

leaders argue that the concept of educational integration,

as legislated in the policy, has been but a one-way street,

requiring adjustments only on the part of the Indian, and

that as a consequence, the Indian education problem would

find no solution in the process of educational integrat.ion

as presently constituted.9 Whatever the wisdom of these

and other arguments for or against the policy of integrated

education, it. cannot be denied that the educational systems

throughout Canada have been designed according to the dic-

tates of the dominant white society and are not readily

adapted to native culture and customs. l0

Teachers, on the whole, have approached the problems

of educating students in integrated classrooms and schools

with an encouraging measure of enthusiasm and may have

achieved a corresponding degree of success for their

labours.ll It seems questionable however, whether they

have fully recognized that the interaction of children from

markedly different cultural and socio-economic backgrounds,

placed in a teaching-learning situation, can bring about

problems wtrich are often accentuated by the content and

methodology of a curriculum which has been developed prim-

arily to cater to the nee<ls of the majority socio-cultural

grou,o.
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There are many opi-nions as welI as valid research

studies which help to broaden our views and enlighten our

thinking with respect to the situation.I2 Despite such

attempts however, the question of whether integration, as

applied to native education, has been successful, will be

the centre of debate and controversy for some time to

come.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem

The idea of providing Indian chil<lren with an educa-

tion comparable to that affordêd other Canadians became the

policy of the government of Canada in 195O.I3 This nev/

approach to Indian education r¡/as founded on the belief that

the social and economic problems of the Indian people would

be resolved through a process of complete integration into

the dominant Canadian society. 14 There was the adde<l

premise that the most fruitful group with which to work was

that of the Indian youth, and that this could best be

accomplishecl in the area of their education.

This decision on the part of the Federal Government to

educate Tndian children, wherever and whenever possible, in

association with other Cana<1ians, at first won the favour

of many Indian leaders who saw in its implementation the
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promise of improved and better educational opportunities.

As integration continued to intensify in accordance with

the Federal Government's policy, that services for Indians

shall come "through the same channels, and from the same

government agencies " as for other Canadians r l5 the

problem of assisting Indian chilriren to make the necessary

social adjustments, to achieve adequate educational goals

and objectives, has become increasingly crucial and impor-

tant for those involved in their education.

Purpose of the Study

During his teaching career in Canada the writer of

this thesis has become keenly interested in Indian erluca-

tion. As a teacher in three different integrated school

systemsr preparing Indian students for integrated educa-

tion, the writer observed that Indian chitdren integrated

into provincial schools developed pronounced problems of

social adjustment as they progressed through the grades,

ancl that they fell behind the normal level of achievement.

The main purpose of this study is to provide a des-

criptive and analytical account of some of the basic

problems surrounding this phenomenal deceleration in over-

aII social and academic development on the part of Indian

students under the integrated system of education in this
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province. The aim of the study will be threefold:

I. To examine the official policy of integrated

education, as this policy is envisaged by the

Federal Government with the view to determining

the kinds of provisions that are made for the

education of Indian students within the Manitoba

Region.

2. To identify some of the major problems encountered

by these students, their parents and communÍties

by reason of the implementation of the said .

policy, and further,

3. To ascertain and assess if possible, the ways and

extent to which these groups are adjusting to the

system of integrated education as a whoIe.

Methodology of the Study

This study employs both the analytical and descriptive

methods of research. Since it involves a review of related

literature and research studies carried out in the field of

Indian education, the writer endeavours to analyze both

primary ancl secondary sources at his clisposal. In so

doing, he subjects to careful documentary analysis the

educational system in question, ad<lressing its peculiar

issues and problems within the context of the historical,

soci-economic, political, cultural and other influentiáI
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factors which impinge on the system.

An important as.oect of the methodology used in this

study is based on the results of direct observation, parti-

cipationr p€FSoñ-to-person contacts and reflections, on the

part of the author, ín as objective a manner as possirole,

gained through personal involvement in Indian education in

a variety of settings. In the course of these discussions,

every attempt will be made to move beyond the accustomed

formalistic treatment of the educational process to the

interaction among the people engaged in the educational

process.

The study will be basically descriptive in character,

but because it deals with education, it wiII be problem-

oriented as welL As the study develops, interpretive

generalizations will be produced inductively. Some of

these will be stated explicitly by the author while others

will hopefully be generated in the mincls of the readers as

hypotheses about Indian education and its environmental

impact on the lives of the Indians of this ,orovince.

Importance of the Study

For many years, educators employed in the field of

native education have expressed concern about the difficult

problems confronting children of Indian ancestry in their

attempts to enter into the eclucational, social and economic
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life of Èhe dominant white society.

The writer sees value in doing the study, not only

because of his involvement and interest in the education of

native peoples, but ^or"þo because iÈ provides a means by

which specific problems in native education can be examined

and understood as they relate to the past, present and

future Iives of these original peoples of Canada.

The study is relevant to an understanding of the

integrated approach to native education 'in Manitoba, as

well as to similar approaches being undertaken in other

parts of the country. In addition, the exercise has value

in that it. helps to provide an awareness of the changes

that have occqrred and are still.occurring in Indian educa-

tion and the problems that have confronted the Indian

student during the period of transition

The study will prove valuable in providing a frame of

reference from which native educational planning may be

viewed.. As a result".of undertaking the study the policies

and practices that have shaped the educational destiny of

Indians will be readily available to teachers.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Acculturation: The transfei of culture from one

ethnic group to another.
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Assimilation: This term refers to the adoption in

full to the culture of another group.

Attitudes: The responses in relation to self-concept,

values and patterns of behavior¡r of individuals within the

group and towar<1s others without the group or family.

Culture: The term "culture" shall refer to the inte-

grated systems of beliefs, behaviours, values, customs,

attitudes and characteristics of a particular ethnic aroup

which tends t.o resist change.

Cultural Conflict: The attitudes which Indians dis-

play in relation to those of the larger society. In most

instances, the ways of l-ife of the Indians are at variance

with those of the dominant society.

Indian: At the present time, two different defini-

tions are in official use and these do not appty Lo entire-

Iy the same group of people. The first, which refers to

what are usually called "registered Indians", is the legal

definition used by the Federal Department. of Indian Affairs

to denote the people who come under the jurisdiction of the

Indian Act; that is, those whose names are included in the

official Indian Register, either on a Band List or a

General List. Registered Indians'do not necessarily have

to Iive on an Indian reservatiì:n; in fact, some of them

live outsi<le the Province in which they are registered.

Some of them are not of Indian racial origin, as in the
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case of non-Indian women who marry Indian men.

The second definition refers to "Indian by racial

origin" and is used by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

It includes aII residents whose racial origin, traced

through the father, is Indian. These are not all regis-

tered Indians, nor do they alI live on reserves.

The term "Indians" however, as used in this study,

shall include registered as well as non-registered Indians

of Manitoba. No attempt has been made to distinguish

between the groups of Indians as defined above.

Integratioq: This study has adopted the definition

given in The Hawthorn Report (1967). According to this

report, integration (of the Indians) is defined as:

their full participation in the economic and
social Iife of Canada, together with the retention
of some of their cultural characteristics such as
pride of origin, knowledge of their history,
passing on of their traditions, and preservation
of thelr language.l6

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study is timited in scope to an examination of

the activities of Indian students attencling integrated

schools which fall under the jurisdiction of the various
..provincial school boards within the Manitoba region. Any

generalizations formulated wiII be applicable only to those

schools operated under sirnilar conditions.
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A further limitation of the study is that the students

under considera¿ion may have come frotn very distinct

groups, varying in. degrees of acculturation as far as the

dominant society is concerned. These groups include

children wTro live on Indian reservations adjacent to, or

within commuting distance from urban centres, and who

receive their education, beginning with kindergarten, in

the local provincial school system; as well as those

students who come from isolated reserves, where they have

received their early education, usually kindergarten

through grade nine, in the federal Indian day schools on

the reservations and subsequently sent on to urban settings

to complete their elementary and/or secondary education in

integrated provincial schools, living either in residences,

orr through the Boarding Home Placement Program, afforded

acconmodation in private homes in the towns.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS

Chapter T, the introductory chapter, will be followed

by a revj-ew of the available Iiterature related to the

study in Chapter II. In this chapter will appear a resumé

and interpretation of related research and professional

writing in the area of native education. However, only

those sources which relate specifically to the stated
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problem will be used. A summary statement relative to the

sources cited wiIl conclude the chapter.

In order to appraise effectively the educational

efforts among native peoples by the Federal Government,

some background information is required. For this reason,

a brief historical account of Indian education in Manitoba

will be the subject maLter to be considered in Chapter III.

It will provide a setting within which the Federal Govern-

ment's policy of educational integration may be reviewed.

In . Chapter IV, attention will be focussed on the

policy of the Federal Government to integrate Indian

chilclren into the provincial school system of Manitoba.

The Federal Government's policy of educational integration

wilI be analyzed.

Chapter V will address the adjustment problem among

Indian students with respect to the provisions of the

aforementioned policy of educational integration.

Problems and issues in the approach to Indj-an educa-

tion will be reviewed in Chapter VI. This chapter will

present an impartial view of the issues and problems inher-

ent in educating the Indian chilri

Chapter VII, the finat chapter, will take the form of

a general summary and conclusions Lo the study as well as

offer some suggestions and reconmendations for the consid-

eration of those interested in this aspect of education.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of research and writing has been

produced in the field of Indian education. From this

repertoire, t.he writer was able to glean information

relevant to this particular study, not only in terms of

background knowledge, but more specifically as this per-

tained to the problem slated for discussion. In this

chapter, hovrever, only a brief summary of the work dealing

with matters that are closely related to the one at hand

wilt here be given.

Most of the literature reviewed was significant to

some aspect of Indian education and was therefore relevant

to the study. In the reviews that follow, three broad

categories have been established to facilitate the grouping

of information appropriate to the various components of the

study. These three headings are:

1.. Historical

2. Socioeconomic, cultural, and political

3. ContemPorary Issues
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Historical

The Indians of Canada is a classical example of

existing studies dealing with the aboriginal life and

culture of native Canadian Indians. Even after hal-f-a-

century, since its first pubtication, the book remains the

most comprehensive and authoritative work available today

on the Canadian Indian.

The author, Diamond Jenness, an anthropologist,

ethnologist and scholar, spent over thirty years in the

study of native Canadians. During this time, he investi-

gated many of the Indian tribes from the Atlantic to the

Pacific coast as welI as the Arctic. His first hand

experiences gained from living among these natives, coupled

with his intensive research and involvement provided much

of the basis for his findings.

The reference to education, as it related to native

peopler proved most useful to the writer in developing this

study. The text itself, is valuable to both specialist and

Iayman, and may be most informative for anyone wishing to

acquire a general historical background of the Canadian

Indian, or detailed information on virtually any aspect of

native life.

In. his unpublished Master of Education thesis

entitled, "Education in Manitoba - North of 53", f936, John

Edward Lysecki has made a valuable contribution to educä-

tional research in this province. At first, he examines
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the historical, economic and social background of the area,

as an aid to understandÍng the growth and development of

the educational process. Secondly, the advent of the

missionaries to Northern Manitoba and the establishment of

missions and mission schools for the Indians are traced.

These institutions v/ere the fore-runners of the Indian Day

Schools that are dealt with to 1936. AIso covered in the

study is the historical development of the public and

private school systems in .l{orthern Manitoba up to that

time. This thesis had relevance to the topic under inves-

tigation as it provided much of the historical data used in

the preparation of Chapter III.

In his book, The Canadian Indian: A History Since

1500, the author, E. PaImer Patterson, provides an outline

of the many cultural changes undergone by the Indians since

I500. According to Pattersonr politics have played a major

role in bringing about these cultural shifts. After draw-

ing a comparison between the plight of the Indian people to

that of other conquered aboriginal groups around the worId,

he continues to describe in detail Tndian history from the

earliest contact with the whites, up to the present time.

In so doing, he traces the attempts to assimilate the

Indian into the dominant Euro-Canadian culture, depicting

at 'the same time the ris ing tide of Indian nationalism,

their struggle for unity and organization for survival.
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It is an excellent. text one which ís objective in

its views and relatively complete in its information.

Patterson clearly demonstrates an understanding of the

Indian people when he outlines their various positions from

one of autonomy in 1500, to one of cultural and economÍc

subservience in the present century. This comprehensive

history is an extremely well-documented account of the

changing position of the Indian in Canatlian society.

An interesting account of the history of past rela-

tionships between the Indian and the Government of Canada

is contained in a book entitled The Original Pqop.le,

writLen by Robert J. Surtees. This encounter is traced

from the first Indian-European contact to the present

time.

Surtees describes the manner in which the Indian \^/as

forced to forsake his v/ay of life and acquire the moral

values and customs of the white man. He lays blame for the

Indian problem on the "paternalistic" attitude of the

government which he claims was created to regulate and

determine the freedom and identity of the Indian people.

The book is short and not very elaborate, Yet, its

accuracy and descriptiveness concerning the unique quali-

ties an<1 spirÍtuality of the Indian, did furnish valuable

information and meaningful insight for this writer in the

preparation of this work. The excerpts from historical

documents used in the text, provided a proper perspective
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from which to view the Indian, especially in light of the

problems facing him today.

Herbert J. Vallery's thesis, entitled, "A History of

Indian Education in Canada", completed in 1942, is both a

thorough and interesting investigation of Canadian Indian

education. In his study, the author has examined the

history of Indian education in Canada, from the first con-

tact between the white man and the Indians, and traced j-ts

development from the year f600 untiL L942. The work is not

slanted toward any of the vested interests that have had a

hand in Indian eclucation. On the contrary, the text has

been critical of the white efforts at educating the

Indians. Of this, Vallery takes a rather extreme view and

attacks all the churches that have been involved in the

education of Indian children. He comments:

The story of Indian education in Canada, must
begin with the disastrous contact between the
white race and the Indians... We shall find that
Indian education is closely interwoven with the
work of religious organizations and the various
churches. . . We must remember that the education
of the Indians by the Whites, attempted a
breaking-down of the hundreds of years of the
Indian culture, civitization, r€Iigion, and
education. I

Keith Wilson's doctoral dissertation entitled, "The

Development of Education in Manitoba", and completed in

1967, is a very thorough study which presents a good histo-

rical account of the development of education in this

province. It gives an accurate assessrnent of the influence
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of polit.ical, social, economic and religious factors with

respect to the development of early schooling in Manitoba.

This thesis was useful to the writer in that it is

possibly the most complete compilation of educational

history relat.ed to l"tanitoba, set out in a single work as

well as the fact that it .orovides an .excellent bibfiogra-

phical source on early education in the provJ-nce.

Socioeconomic, Cultural and Political

The Indian: Assimilation, Intesration, or Separation?

by R.P. Bowles, J.L. Hanley, G.A. Rawlyk and B.W. Hodgins,

is a wide-ranged, diversified anthology of essays,

articles, opinions and government documents dealing with

the subject of Indian adjustment to the dominant Canadian

society. Accompanying these excerpts are questions

designed to probe the situation, pastr present and future,

of the native in Cana<fa, with regards to his current life-

style and social position.

Because of its varied compilation, the book provides

much scope for the examination of such matters as preju-

dice, justice, and equality as these are implied in the

subjects discussed. The points of view presented in the

text are the candid comments of both whites and Ïndians, a

feature which makes the volume an excellent sourcebook for

those interested in issues affecting conLemporary native

life in Canada.
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The questions surrounding each document can

invaluable help when considering the subject matter of the

richissues presented. The textual material however, is

beyond the questions and by itself can provi,le much thought

and generate healthy discussion.

Indian Students and Guidance, bY John F. Bryde, forms

part of a series of monographs relating to the guidance of

minority groups. It was written especially for the

guidance counsellor dealing with native students. This

valuable aid discusses quite adequately such topics as

Indian values, Indian personalit.y, conflicts with values of

the dominant culture, guidance and the Indian student, all

of which are of exceptional importance in the field of con-

temporary counselling and guidance for native chil<lren.

This publication provides a rather comprehensive and

informative approach to guidance with respect to the Indian

student. Based on the backgrouncl and personal experi".".=

of the author himself, the book offers first-hand informa-

tion concerning the many customs and values hel<l by native

peoples. This kind of knowledge which is so irnportant in

dealing with native people, is well reflected in the

excellent guidebook. The text will prove valuable to the

professional guidance counsellor in his attempt to under-

stand the personality and behaviour of the Indian, in

relation to that of the dominant group.

be of

Modern Indian Psychology is a two-part book written bY
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John F. Bryde. The text is generally aimed at the native

student in the upper levels of the public school system.

In the first part of the book, the author introduces and

explains some basic psychological terms and concepts and

from thence he proceeds to relate these to the life of the

young Indian student. Such notions as staying in school

and following parental advice are brought into somewhat

sharp focus.

Bryde's basic premise seems to be that of building a

positive self-image in the young stuclent by helping him to
gain self-confidencer so that he can lead a successful

life. This idea is.communicated to the point at which the

author sounds as though he is actually trying to brainwash

young Indians by weighing the wise sayings of the old

Indian man and fitting them into the values of the larger

dominant society. The book is simply written though some-

what repebitious in content.

Defeathering the Indian presents a commentary on

Indian education, based on the personal experiences of the

author. Miss La Roque, a young Me'tis girl f rom North-

eastern Alberta, uses her personal experiences both at

home in the Cree-l¡dtis culture within the dominant society,

as well as in its institutions, the school, to discuss such

pertinent topics as the <lifference between heritage an<l

culture; stereotyping,,oast and present, and the natiVe

person as depicted by the mass media; historically and in
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materiald used in the classroom.

The text portrays a strong reaction by a native person

to the gap that exists between the education system and the

bewildered nat.ive studenÈ. As one who has gone through the

education system herself, it is only through her words that

the reader can realize what frightening and abnormal

experiences confront the native child when placed in t'his

somewhat alien setting of integrated education.

The author aims her observations at al-l educators, in

the hope that these may furnish valuable insights and help-

ful suggestions for making education a more meaningful

learning experience for the native student among his

non-native peers.

Heather Robertson's book, Reservations are for

Indians, is a significant collection of articles based on

the life and socio-economic conditions of Canadian Indian

people in several communities in Manitoba. Her observa-

tions are not only enlightening, but they reveal an amazing

insight into the real reasons and causes for many of the

rlilemmas which beset the native population of Canada

today.

In presenting her reports, the author probes into the

seemingly tranquil life of the communities to observe the

endless cycle of white <lomination and manipulation of the

Indians. Through these careful observations, Robertson häs

formulated the uncompromising conclusions presented in her
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book. Although a valuable account, the book somehow lacks

percept.ion. Controversial and impassioned however, the

author has created a factual yet frustrating account of

Iife on the Indian reserve.

Indians Without Tipis: A Resource Book bv Indians and

¡¿dtis, editecl by D. Bruce Sealey, and Verna J. Kirkness, is

a resource text for teachers and students, written by

Indian and uitis. It presents a collection of articles

dealing with various viewpoints in the development of

knowledge and appreciation, concerning people of native

ancestry.

Under five general headings, the authors have pre-

sented a collection of articles dealing with various

aspects of Indian and Metis life. The topics discussed

follow a logical sequence. They are grouped under History,

Culture, Contemporary Scene, Possible Solutions, and

Viewpoints.

The articles which fall under the caption of

Contemporary Scene, are of much significance to these

discussions, for they examine the problems encountered by

Indian and ¡¡etis people in urban and rural centres across

Canada. The subject of education is covered in detail and

the authors have concluded that early and improved educa-

tion would aI Leviate the difficulties confronting the

native population.

The section on Possible Solutions, also furnishes
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some food for thought. Here the authors have investigated

a f ew ma jor problems, inåtuaing d j-scrimination, lack of

education, and alcoholism. To these, they have offered

many valid solutions such as acceptance, patience, and

goodwill on the part of the white .oopulation. The authors

regard these attributes as initial and necessary steps in

helping the Indians in their adjustment to life in the

dominant society.

This is an excellent book which should appeal to

Indians and non-Indians alike.

In his book, Indians in Transition: An Inquirv

Approach, the author Gerald Walsh provides a textbook

approach to the study of the socio-economic condition of

Indians in Canada. The book is primarily designed to

encourage the researcher to formulate his own opinions on

the role of the Indian in the present Canadian society. By

furnishing information frotn both white and Indian points of

view, the book emphasizes the need for the reader to be

creative in attempting to arrive at solutions to the

Indian's problems. This writer was forced to compare, ana-

Lyze and evaluate the propositions advanced in the text,

for no answers have been Provided.

Thq book is made up of three parts. The first part

presents the problem; part two attempts to explain the

Indian-European culture conflict from the time of the

"discovery", to the present day; part three proposes
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various solutions to the problem. The reader is provided

with very valuable informat.ion in the form of tables of

statistics, excerpts from conferences, newspapers, studies,

speeches, official documents and recent book reviews.

While the book may be considered traditional in its

a.oproach to learning, its Ievel of objectivity and interest

has remained unquestionably high. It poses many relevant

questions which should be the concern of every Canadian

citizen today.

In his book, The Unj ust Society: The Traqedy of

Canada's Indians, Harold Cardinal brings to the attention

of the Canadian society at large, the social and political

injustices suffered by Canadian Indians. His writings

depict an indictment of the treatment of the native Indians

of Canada by such social institutions as the church, the

schoOl, and the state. In his work, the aut.hor makes an

appeal for justice, fair play, and, equality of opportunity

for the Indian in the present and future of Canada.

Included in the text is a detailed analysis of the

controversial Statement of the Government of Canada on

Indian Polic (wtrite Pa er), 1969. The overall imPact

of the work is heightened by the author's own points of

view which provide a unique approachr ês weIl as an

articulate portrayal of the desires of the Indian peoples.

Harold Cardinal's The Rebirth of Canada's Indians,

Iike its predecessor, The Uniust Societv , is both a plea
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f,or, and a popular exposition of, an important policy

statement by the Indian Association of Alberta. In 1968,

the Federal Government released its notorious White Paper

advocating integration, abolition of reserves and the

transferring of most native matters to provincial jurisdic-

tion. Cardinal, then president of the Alberta Association,

was instrumental in having his group prepare a counter "Red

Paper". On t.his occasion, Cardinal and his colleagues have

put forward a detailed proposal for a brand-new Indian

Act.

The text outlines in some cletail the reasons why a new

act is required. In his findings, the author concentrates

on three important aspects of Indian life in Canada

culture, education and economic development. The author,

in presenting his ideas, helps to clear up much confusion.

For example, he presents a clear exposition of what native

peopte mean or understand by the words "nation" as against

"nation state". These he depicts as not being equivalent

but sees the latter as having the connotation of a distincL

people with a distinct culture and religion. similarly,

Cardinal endeavours to clarify the difference between

treaty rights and the provisions- of the Indian Act.

Tndians, hê points out, felt that while the treaties

guaranteed their independence, the

more dependent on the state.

Indian Act made them
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Contemporary Issues

In this short but informative book, Native Survival,

one of the Canadian Critical Issues Series, the authors

John Eisenburg and Harold Troper deal with some of the

problems confronting native peoples at the present time.

Among the problems discussed are such broad issues as the

intrusion of the white society on native lands, and the

consequent disruption of the Indian way of life; the legal

status of Indians under the Canadian judiciat systemt and

most importantly for the purposes of this study, the

responsibifity of the Federal Government for the educat.ion

of native chil<1ren.

In examining these concerns, the authors have selected

some excellent case studies with which to describe each of

the chosen areas. They have also offered parallel situa-

tions which may be used for cotnparative analysis - The

questions .raised after each topic help to stimulate further

interest in the issues discussed.

This is an excellent book, dealing with the legal,

political, and sociological aspects of native life. The

work has been carefully and concisely researched by the

authors as is evidence<l by the inclus ion of a very good

bibliography.

A Survey of Contemporary Indians of Canada: Economic,

Political, Educational Needs and Policies is a most

life preparedcomprehensive study on contempora:ry Indian

for the Federal Government by Professor H.B. Hawthorn of
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the University of British Columbia. This work, commonly

referred to as The Hawthorn Report, a designation that wiII

be used throughout thís ttresis, is an official collection

of articles and reports concerníng the economic, Political,

and educational needs and policies of native peoples in

Canatla as of the mid-sixLies.

Despite its â9ê, much of its content is still relevant

and applicable to the present native educational scene.

While the study itself tells a baleful story of alienation

and poverty, few of its findings are more disturbing than

its predictions concerning the educational future of Indian

and UJtis students across Canada. Of particular interest

to this writer are the statistics depicting the proportion-

ally high rate of nat.ive school dropouts at the various

grade levels, a phenomenon that is still conspicuous today

in the affairs. of native education in this country.

In an interesting study entitlecl, Beyond Traplines,

undertaken by Professor Charles Eric Hendry, for the

Anglican Church of Canada, the author gives a concise

assessment of the situation of the native peoples in

Canada. While the text deals particularly with the work of

the Anglican Church among Canadian natives, its suggestions

and recommen.Cations hold strong implicat ions f or aIl

concerned with the welfare of naLive groups in Canada.

The book suggests goals and strategies for programmes

designed to improve the lot of the Indians, Eskimos and
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l¡etis. It also reconmentls patterns f or action and outlines

specific steps for the introduction and implementation of

change among natives. These reconmendations follow in the

wake of a critical evaluation of past and present pro-

grammes as well as of the influence of the church on the

lives of these people. Strikingly significant among

Professor Hendry's recommendations, is the suggestion that

much emphasis be placed on changes in the basic attitude of

those having dealings with native peoples.

An interesting book by Robert Jamieson, entitled A

Review of Indian Education in North America, is a fairly

recently published account of some of the successes and

failures of various Indian educational progranmes that have

been implemented in the United States and Canada. These

programmes are analyzed at both Lhe primary and secondary

levels.

A. Richard King's book entitled The School at Mopass:

A Problem of, Identity, provides an analytical study of the

educational affairs of Indian Resirlential Schools in

Canada. The study was conducted during the period I962-63,

and at that time, there existed 59 such schools across

Canada. Most of these schools today, hordever, have been

incorporated into the regular school system.

King has divided the book into two sections. In the

first part, he deals with the Yukon Indian culture and

tradition, and goes on to show how these were gradually
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abandoned for a Christian identity with the coming of

urbanization and foreign technology.

In the second part of t'he text, the author discusses

the operation of the school as a learning environment.

King considers the school to be a virtuatly "closed social

system", consisting of two distinct worlds, one for the

children and one for the adult Indian, resulting from a

lack of communication and understanding between both.

As mentioned above, the book is very critical, sati-

rical and at times appears exaggerated. The t".¿àt would

do well to rememk;er that the author was probably stressing

the conditions of this system AS these were,oractised at

the time of the stutiy.

The role of the Church in the education and socializa-

tion of the Indian has been brought under severe criticism.

King writes of the churches:

An inevitable conclusion is that the organized
purveyors of Christianity bear the brunt of
responsibifity for the nonfunctional adaptation
of Indians in toclay' s Yukon society. This
conclusion is an assertion that Canadian
society has forced u.oon the churches collectively

a function that the churches are incapable of
perf orm ing.2

Although the book depicts a case study of one eclucational

instiÈution in one particular setting, it is apparent that

the situation described holds definite implications for alI

racial minority groups of low socio-econornic staLr.ts in

Canada, an'h certainly for the Indian population of Manitoba.
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Urban Indians The Strangers in Canada's Cities is a

book which

interaction

author Larry RroLz,

native

deals essentially with the

of Indians and non-Indians

day

in

takes a close look at the

to day social

cities. The

ever increas-

ing trend of migration to urban centres using his

own perceptions as well as candid comments from Indian

people across western Canacla.

According to the text about one quarter of the regis-

tered Indian population of Canada are presently Iiving off

the reservations, while many ¡¡dtis and non-status Tndians

are joining the trek to the cities. The author however,

does not see this trend as being unique to Canada, but

aligns it to the phenomenal migratory pattern of indigenous

peoples to urban areas all over the world.

The book embodies numerous interviews with native

people which give a first-hand look into their lives as

well as the difficulties and experiences they encounter in

adjusting to urban Iiving.

The situation that Krotz describes is the one faced by

many natives in the cities of Regina, Edmonton and

Winnipeg. The discuss ion provicles the reader with a

personal insight into the socio-cultural differences and

similarities of each of these urban communities.

The author addresses the major areas of concern Lo the

urban native which he cites as housing, employment ana

social services. He feels that such issues arise because
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of the methods that a city uses to interact with its native

migrants, and states that these are often based on the

desire of thç city to accommodate migrants on its own

terms.

According to Krotz, these problems stem more from a

matter of poverty rather than a question of face. He

maintains that the number of natives that are gainfully

employed in viable and useful occupations, is seen as

perpetuating a stereotype which encourages a widespread

perception of natives as a liability and not an asset to

the urban economy. While he admits that fragmentation,

expense and organizational problems do im.oede the work of

the social service agencies, he contends thaÈ the main

frustration may well stem from the inability of society to

cope with the situation.

Despite such socio-economic setbacks, socio-cultural

problems and unpleasant experiences facing native migrants

to the city, Krotz concludes that the urbanization of

Indian and ¡¡dtis people is an inevitable process. The

cities, he states, are not being regarded as part of their

birthright and heritage, and the urban Indian as a neI^I

ethnic aroup is becoming more recognized by the dominant

culture r

The book on the whole, is a sensitive and well-

documented portrayal of the lives of natives in Canada's

c ities .
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A most valuable publicatíon, cited by the writer and

used somewhat extensively in the preparation of this thesis

is Wahbunq: Our Tomorrows. Written by the Indian Tribes

of Manitoba, and published by the Manitoba Indian Brother-

hood, this text.orovides a.o*prehensive statement con-

cerning the mist.reatment of the Manitoban Indians,

^oresented from the viewpoint of this Indian organization.

The work is well-researched and covers topics such as

treaties and aboriginal ri-ghts, the Indian Act, culture,

housing, education, social and economic development.

In their analysis of the present educational system,

the authors of lnlahbung found that the system as a whole was

not meeting the needs of the Indian students, and that this

failure was a reflection of the "Obvious weaknesses in the

administration of an educational program for Indian

people". These they cited as follows:

t Absence ot
objective.

a clearly defined educational

2. Failure to provide a meaningful educational
program.

3 Lack of qualified teaching personnel. SimpIe
academic qualification is not sufficient.

Absence of parental involvement in deter-
mining the school program.

4

5 Failure to genuinely consi,ler the relevance
of Indian reality tg new programs such as the
one of integration.-

Their "Position" on education may be found as Appendix I to

this study.
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In this informative book, The Fourth Wor1d; An Indian

ReaIity, the authors, George Manual and Michael Posluns

ex.olore the status of the native from the perspective of

the "fourth v/orld". In the text they develop a discussion

of the history, politícs and human values whích revolve

around the nat.ive and European cultures of North America

which, up to this time, have failed to achieve any peaceful

and harmonious coexistence. They advance many reasons for

this situation. The native, they claim, sees European

lifestyles as being totally alien to his culture, values,

goals and world view. European culture, on the other hand,

has waged a relentless campaign, both in the past and in

the present, to assimilate and .eradicate the culture of the

natives.
The authors view both cultures as dwelling apart until

such time as the dominant white society decides to do some

serious evaluation of its own structure and goals, and its
understanding and treatment of the indigenous peoples of

North America . lrlhen this happens , the natives wi I I be

living in the "fourth world" within the Canadian-American

societal structures without the fear of being dominated and

subdued, The writers note that complete regard and hard

work must be realized by both cultures if this goal is to

become a reality.
The text provides good background information for the

study being undertaken for it. furnishes a thorough

understanding of the conditions which have led to the
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plight of the North American Indian todayr âs well as

offers some suggested changes necessary to bring about an

amelioration of the situation.

In her book, Culture and Committment, Margaret Mead

deals specifically with culture change caused by increasing

contact with a dominant society. In the text the author

discusses three stages of development in the advancement of

a culture, namely, the Pre-figurative, the Post-figurative,

and the Configuratíve stages. These concepts however,

though interesting, are not easily assimilated. It is

extrernely difficult to formulate a general description of

the learning process, based solely upon studies conducted

on only a few aboriginal tribes. Because of these

limitations, the book was not found to be as useful as it

might have been.

Indian Control of Indian Education: PoIicy Paper

presented to the Minister of Indj-an Affairs and Northern

Development was a policy handbook prepared by the }trational

Indian Brotherhood containing a statement of the goals,

principles and directions which lay the foundations of any

school programme intended for the education of Indian

children. This polícy of the National Indian Brotherhood,

designed to meet the needs of Indian stu<ients and fndían

educators, is based on two fundamental principles of

education - parental responsibility and local control.. The

four proposals embodied in the text were recognized and

approved by the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development, on December 2L, L974.
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The first proposal concerns the responsibility of

rnaking decis ions as regards the education of Indian

children. In this, the National Indian Brotherhood states

that the total or partial cont.rol of education on the

reserves should be in the hands of the band councils and

Indian parents themselves, and that Indian children should

have adequate and responsible representation on all school

boards having to do with their education. This .oroposal

deemed as unaccelotable the idea of transferring of educa-

tional jurisdiction from the Federal Government to provin-

cial governments without the approval and consultation of

the Indian people.

The second proposal deals with the educational pro-

grarnme. It states that this must be relevant to both the

chil<l's and the community's needs. It proposes that the

Indian child must be afforded the opportunity to Iearn

about his history, languâ9ê, and culture in school. It

also states that the needs of adult and vocational

education must be met by the system.

The third proposal recognizes the need for more native

teachers and counsellors. It stresses the realization that

qualified native persons must be afforded the proper

training and opportunities to become teachers

In the final proposal the policy takes a look at

school facilities. In dealing with this aspect of the

system, the policy outlines the need for educational
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reserve populations. It deplores the use
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the needs of

of sub-standard

facilities reconmending that these be replaced by nev/

buildings and equipment.

The book, despite its brevity, is well organized and

enlightening in terms of Indian education. The concepts

contained therein were indeed helpful in the formulation of

this work. A concise statetnent of the proposals for Indian

education outline<1 ín this text appears as a "Summary of

the Indian Position on Education" and may be found as

Appendix II to thís thesis.

Canada's Indian: Issues for the Seventies, edited by

Norman Sheffe, is concerned with the issues of the earlier

decade . It deals primari ly with t.hose years of growing

public concern and hopes for solutions to the problems

confronting the native people of Canada. The book presents

a discourse on the long history of the relationship that

exists between the Indían and the white and the resulting

neglect, misunderstanding, and errors of judgement.

The text is made up of short selections of written

speeches, lectures, nev/spaper clippings, pamphlets, essays

and government documents authored by naLive journalists,

government officials and other non-natives ínterested in

Indian affairs. Three major areas are covered collectivety

by the various topics. These include reforms antl goals,

methods employed to achieve them, the difficulties faced
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by the Indian because of a lack of the necessary skill,

capital and education, and strategies for change, for

native people themselves.

Despite the wicle range of controversial issues dis-

cussed, this writer has found the text particularly useful

in providing background and substance to the current

problems ín Indian education.

Indian Conditions: A Survey is an excellent summary

data source on registered or status Indians in Canada. It

brings up-to-date, in some respects, The Hawthorn Report

information presented to the Joint Parliamentary Committee,

on Indian Affairs f959-60, and the Review of Activities

1948-58, Indian Affairs Branch. With a minimum of comment,

the book provides sLatistical data on Inclian social' econ-

omic, and political conditions, in addition to information

on government progralnmes and off-reserve status Indians.

The statistics dealing with education are included under

economic conditions. This seems to suggest a very clear

definition of an economic model for schooling,

Although this report merely presents statist'icaI

information, it cannot be considered unbiased or mislead-

ing. The authors of the report have explicitly recognized

this condition and have indicated that their point of view

is very much that of the Federal Government. In spite of

such criticisms, however, the text furnishes a useful
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kind of encyclopedic fact which is often

obtain about Indians in Canada.
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precisely the

difficult to

In his book, Ruffled Feathers: Indians in Canadian

Society, William I.C. Wuttunee, a Cree of Saskatchewan and

a Calgary Iawyerr strongly criticizes the traditional

Indian views as regards their treaties and rights. He

argues against any kind of special staLus for Indians in

Canada and proposes that the only solution to the "Indian

Problem" teday, iê to integrate the Indian people into the

mainstream of Canadian society.

Being an acculturated Indian, Wuttunee understandably

advocates integration on the grounds that it is the only

sensible answer to the crying needs of the Indian popula-

tion. In so doing, he puts forward some rather interesting

insights into the problems facing the Indian today. His

viewpoint could best be summarized by stating that the

Ind.ian people must assr-lme greater control over their own

dest.iny.

The text poses a challenge to every native person in

Canada, for it does present an interest.ing controversy to

the popularly held notion of integration, particularly as

this concept is envisaged by the government's

on Indian policy.

lVhite Paper

Henry

I nquiries

Zentner's book, The Indian Identit Crisis:

into the Problems and Prospects of Social

ffihel t"Jnírrtrsil¡n

tf [T*'iirnÊt*b¡,r

, 'fillii$iìû,fifrnü
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Development among Native Peoples, is a complete volume of

six essays, dealing with contemporary Indian issues. The

topics raised in these essays are somewhat controversial in

nature and centre around the problems of social rlevelopment

among native peoples in Canada. The first three,

"Reservation Social Structure"r "Cultural Assimilation",

and "Value Congruence", are essentially sociological

studies in which the author attempts to place the attitudes

and values of the native Canadian population, into catego-

ries, according to dat.a collected from questionnaires. In

gathering this information, Zentner uses polarized type of

questions to which the responses are either positive or

negative. They are not followed by any qualifying state-

menLs, hence, the facts derived are somewhat distorted and

lead t.o the formation of sweeping generalizations.

From the reader's point of view, Zentner seems out of

touch with the real needs of the Indian people, especially

when his hypotheses are formulated from these facts. His

theory of assimilation appears incongruous with the text

which connotes cultural preservation. The essays entitled

the "Impending ldentity Crisis" and "Income, Aspirations

and Developmental Typology" are very informative, concise

and well written.

The entire collection is a typicat non-native stu<iy of

the problems confronting native peoples.
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Summary

The literature reviewed in this chapter was signifi-

cantly important in the formulation of this study. Apart

frorn providing a broad perspective and background from

which to examine the problem under consideration, it also

furnished a comprehensive collection of bibtiographical

references containing both primary and secondary sources.

The unpublished works reviewed in the historical

section of the chapter have been of particular value to the

writer. These theses not only supplied an excellent source

of bibliographical information, they also served as models

of the various skills and techniqttes involved in scholarly

writing.



CHAPTER III

A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF INDIAN

EDUCATION IN MANITOBA

INTRODUCTION

The story of the present position or plight of the

Indian cannot be separated from the history of his educa-

tion. It is one of the chief factors that might have

resolved, but certainly have caused many of his problems.

Yet, if there is b.o be a way out for the Indian from his

present dilemma, it will be implemented through the process

of education. Let us then go back to the beginning.

EDUCATION BEFORE THE ADVENT

OF THE WHITEMAN

Indian education in Manitoba has been in existence

ever since the first inhabitant of this vast province

experienced a particular urge which forced him to make a

decision. As he slowly, but surely, developed a means of

communicating with nature and his fellowman, the educa-

tional process progressed. Even though education, at thSt

time, was tneasured by one'S knowledge of his envircntnent,
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of the traditions, cultures and customs of his people; and

success or failure based on his proficiency in the hunt, it

must be admitted that planned education Tras been with the

Manitoba Indian for many more years than we suspect.l

All Indian groups paid special attention to education, as

the Indian chil<l came under the early influence and tute-

lage of his parents to be trained in the skills that vrere

both necessary and essential to mere survival. Gradually,

a basic form of living evolved with values peculiar to the

group. As time passed, parental involv.*"na along with the

skills and wisdom of others, such as hunters and warriors,

were utilized to make the individual a useful and suffici-

ent member of the community.2

From childhood to adulthood, the younger me¡nbers of

the tribe were carefully taught the behaviours that were

expected of them, the responsibifities which t.hey would

eventually have to assume as adults, and the skills and

values that were considered important to their way of

life.3 Boys were Laught men's work which was basically

the art of becoming courageous and skillful hunters.

Girls r ort the other hand, t¡/ere taught to do the tasks of

preparing and sewing garments, made from the skins of

animals., how to set up camp, how to prepare and cook food

and prevent it from spoiling and the rudiments of caring

for young chilclren. AII were taught their heritage and t'he
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attitudes and beliefs they should accept and practise in

order to live a good life.4 The fosÈering of moral

concepts were as important in early Indian education as

were the mastery of forms of manual skills and dexterity.

The methods of instructing children among the early

Indians were quite informal and carried on mainly through

st.orytelling, through pIay, through rj-tual and through

actual participation in the activities of the group.

Parents, relatives, and religious leaders were the chief

teachers of the youth, and atl of them faithfully and difi-

gently carried out their respective res.oonsibilities for

the education of the young. They imparted to the chilrlren

the youth of their tribe, the importance of applying

themselves to the learning and inculcating of that which

was expected of them.5

The native cultures r ëIS they existed before the

arrival of the Europeans, have provided a somewhat interes-

ting contrast to many of our current perceptions. In none

of these cultures was there any kind of provision for

education through a formal structurei yet everyone received

all the preparation that v/as needed to leati a full adult

life within his culture. The techniques and responsibifi-

ties fcr teaching the young were well grounded in the

culture and thoroughly understood by aIt.6

The traditional elements of education in the native
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cultures began to change when the native people made

initial- contact with Europeans. The exposure t.o these

different. cultures created demands upon the natives t.hat

could not be met in the traditional ways. The introduction

of the school as a separate inst.itution, to carry out the

education of the young, brought with it newer responsibifi-

ties that Indian adults had never encountered. T They had

no understanding of the responsibifities associated with

school management and operation, the vit,al elements of

which presented a constellation of new ideas with which t.he

Indian had to co¡r:e. Moreover, an institution which taught

not only a new language, butr ,Þropounded ideas and values

that were vastly different from those of Indian life, made

little sense to the Indian people.S

Suffice it to sê1lr that before the coming of the white

man, the native Indians of Manitoba had already developed

an effective systein of education, that was practical to

their s¡ay of life.9 While this early system of education

may stilt be in operation in the very retnotest areas of the

Province, in many cases it has been replaced by formal

schooling, an inevitable by-product of the increased com-

plexity of the technology and cybernetics which beseLs the

Indian of today.
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THE EARLY SCHOOLS

The first school ever to be established on the prairie

with an interest in the education of the Indian, was the

one at the catholic mission at st. Boniface in 1818.

Another was set up the same year, ât Pembina, under Edge.

These missions, however, primarily served the more

sedentary population, for the Indian children often

vanished over night as their families left the settlement

to hunt or fish. Lagasse foltowed the hunters out into the

prairie to their winter camp, where he established a school

with about forty pupils.

In 1820, the Protestant mission at Red River "north of

Fort Garry" reopened. In LA22, it was reported of this

mission that it

had a F:-e*g"I"-dençe which was a home of the Indian
boys and girls under the motherly care of Agathus
. .. It had its agricultural interests with plots
of ground for the native children... even an Esau
reui,led there, a mighty hunter, to kif l and bring
home the products of the chase fo,r hungry little
natives and their white teachers.l0

By 1824, there

girls enrolled

were fifteen Indian boys and four Indian

at the school.

In these first schools, a policy toward Indian educa-

tion was established, that right or wrong, was to persist

for more than one hundred and twenty-five years. The

dominant interest in education, at that time, was religion
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and all attempts were made t.o break the children frOm their

culture and their way of lífe. The attitude of the in-

structors was that their charges v/ere not quite fuII human

beings. John l¡Iest was more obvious in his aims f or the

education of the Indian child. He established an Anglican

R.g-"i9-çltial School for Indian boys in 1A23. He saw clearly

as his purpose, that he had to establish the principle,

that the North American Indian

of these regions would part with his children to
be educated in the white man's knowledge and
re I igion

and further that,

,-$...

the primary object in teachng them was to give
them a religious education.rr

referred to the attempt to "civilize them and fix

the cultivation of the soil."I2 Kavanagh says

school that "Agr--i-cu--Iture, gardening and reli.g.ious .-'

He

l-n

of

a Iso

them

the

truths were str.e.s.s,e.d. " l-q It should be noted here , how-

ever, that these were Anglican "religious truths."

By L824, there was only one Indían student ready to be

transferred to the Cathotic High School at St. Boniface.

This gives some clear indication as to the extent antl

intensity of Indian education, even in those early times.

In 1833, the Roman Catholic Church opened an agricul-

tural school for young Indians at Baie St. Paul. That

year, Reverend Beleourt drafted a grammar of the ojibwa

language. In IB4O, a Cree mission was established at The
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Pas. Similar missions were founded at Lac La Ronge and

Isle La Crosse in l-A46 by llenry Budd, James Settee and

James Beardy, aII of whom were Indian converts. Prior to

this, by 1845, the Oblate Fathers had already established

several missions on the prairies' lh. earl11 .start given to

Indian education in Manitoba was largely due to missionary

:?^"L. The different religious denominations vied with each

other to estabtish schools and collect converts.

While the various religious organizations reported

many favourable advances in the field of Indian education,

it. was significant that even at this early date, keen

observers had begun to perceive problems in the system. In

1836, Sir Francis Bondhead, Governor of Upper Canada,

wrote,
the attempt to make farmers of the red men has

been generally speaking, a complete failure. The
congregating of them for the purpose of civilLza-
tion has implanted more vices than it has eradica-
ted and consquently the greatest kindness we can
perform toward this intelligent, simple-minded
peopte, is to remove and fortify them as much as
poss ible f rom any communication with t.he
iortit"".14

The report of the Commissioner of fndian Affairs, L844, in

Upper Canada, said,

rl-'tf '

q

Their education must consist not merely of
training of the mind but of weaning them from
habits and feelings of their ancestors, and
acquirements of_ language, arts and customs
civilized life.rf,

the
the
the
of

Hístory shows that, approximately one hundred and thirty-
poles, regardingsix years a9o, these two extreme
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policy toward Indian education were formulated. Few

records exist, if â.n1rr of the Indian being consulted in

this matter. In I843, a British administrator is reported

to have written, "if they will not have English schools,

they shall not have English presents"I6 The most

cotnmon experience, however, v/as probably that written by

Dumoulin. He stated that:

We have not found any Indian
to receive instruction; theY
v/ithout, however, appearing
ir.17

.. who has refused
are all wiIIing,

greatly to desire

Despite the apparent controverslr however, !./ork went

on in the attempt to prepare the Indian for a nev¡ \,üay of

life. In these parts, Methodist ministers were reportedly

quite successfut. This was partly attributed to the fact

t.hat they lived very intimately with their converts' enter-

ing into their daily lives and striving to understand the

needs and feelings of the native people. In 1840, the

Reverend James Evans, a Wesleyan mj-nister f rotn Upper

Canada, established a mission at Norway House. He influ-

enced the Indians to settle, built a school, and invented a

cree syllabic system, printing parts of the Bible and hymns

on a homemade press. His mission also provided instruc-

tions for adults.

In IA43, the Grey Nuns established missions ín the

West, devoting themselves
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Indian origin, and. the effects
piety and unfailing industrY a,rç
social improvement of the race.rõ
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children of ...
of their zeaL,
manifest in the

EDUCATIONAL

PEOPLE

James Hargrave reports in f868, that of the Church of

England clergy in the West, "ll are natives of Rupert's

Land, more or less of Indian descent." Scholarships, he

said, \¡/ere available to Indian students for "completion of

t.heir education for mission work."l9

It may be said, then, that prior to confederation,

considerable efforts had been made at "educating" and

"civilizing" the Indian. This work, however, was Iargely

initiated and carried out by religious groups. The main

aim and element of this education was conversion to

Christianity as well as the perpetration of Lhe Christian

value system. Reading was taught, base<l on religious

texts, while there was some practical education, generally

in the field of agriculture. At this juncture, the educa-

tion of Indians in Manitoba was marvelously advanced, con-

sidering the state of the schools. that were operaLed at

that time for the benefit of other groups.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND ITS

RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD THE INDIAN

The British

that the Dominion

North America Act of 1867,2O stated

Government was to l-.S]." l-gte.. fg,r " In.fl ians

and lands reservecl for the Indians. " The first treaty with
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the Indians of the West, signed in 1871, gave the white men

167,OOO square miles of land, and peace. The Indiaris, orl

the other hand, received only a small grant of land, and a

promise from the government to control the liquor traffic

and maintaín a s I on each .r.-e,-Ç9-EV*Ê.,- Two more treaties

by IB73 gained about 91,000 square miles for settlement.

This time the government reserved

the right to sell or lease reserved lands with the
consent of the Indians and to appropriate reserved
lands for Federal Public purposes, subject to com-
pensation for improvemenlg and to make regulations
for hunting and iishing.2l

The Indian Act left almost nothing in the hands of the

Indians. Although they were perrnitted to elect band coun-

cils, and have a chief, ônY decision such a body would make

was subject to the approval of the Governor-General-in-

Council. In addition, the control of Indian Affairs was

passed from Department t.o Department, and thus never re-

ceived the fult attention of any of them. A section of the

Indian Act made reference to education. It stated that the

Govenor-General-in-Council migh t establish Dayr. Boaçdlng or

d t ls wherever, !hS_-ç 
g, --wer.e." *-.n e e.ded.,,.-..,.,.a n,d,'. . s e t-.'..

sta other r ul .f o-r. ...the i.r. ,..-q.p-e raÈ ig.n : ? 
2

The government of Upper Canada had one rather un-

pleasant experience with Indian education.

1879, Nicholas Flood Davin recommended to

In

S i-r

the year

John A.
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missionaries were so efficient and

economical at the business of educating Indians, contracts

should be entered into with the various religious denomina-

tions to board, educate, and train industrially a certain

number of pupils.23 It \^/as f urther proposed that such

schools should be located in central areas so that they

could serve several reserves and yet be removed from the

reserver so that the q g,I g F s.i-ve .,in f -l.uenç e, .-..o,f ,.,,.the .ha$-I.g_

could be overcome. He recommended the establishment of

four new Industrial schools in the Westr orlê of them in

Manitoba at Riding Mountain.

In IBB0, the Department of Indian Affairs was created.

Shortly thereafter, bureaus were set up for more local

administration, with Indian Commissioners responsible to

Ottawa. At the same time, the authority of the band chiefs

and councils to frame regulations, subject to the approval

of the Governor-General-in-Council, was extended to ecom-

pass the religious affiliation of the teachers, the pro-

vision of a separate school for a particular religious

minority, and the formulation of attendance regula-

tions.24 In 1893, a per capita grant system was insti-

tuted. Buildings h¡ere to be repaired jointly, the govern-

ment supplying the materials and the church furnishing the

labour. No fee was to be charged the pupils. The depart-

ment would appoint officíals to inspect the schools, and
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provide land and medical services.

Boarding schools were generally started by religious

denominations on reserves. The churches preferred this

kind of arrangement as they found that the parents were

more co-operative when their children were not being taken

away from them. Government Industrial Schools continued to

operate in "removed" Iocations. Cardinal claims that the

church used the schools to keep the parents under their

influence.25 The Boarding Schools taught fewer trades

and more about farming than the Industrial Schools, a con-

dition that was partly due to the lack of funds. They

were, however, so successful, that they increased from

twelve in 1890, to forty-one in 1910, while the number of

Industrial Schools decreased during the same period. These

religious schools had been expected to feed graduates to

|he Industrial SchooIs, but for various reasons they did

not. At this time, the per capita grant v/as $60.00 per

pupil at the Industrial school, while the Boarding school

was given sOmewhat less, because the churches were expected

to make a contribution.

The next major revision took place in IB94' when an

education branch was established within the department' It

had a staff of three, whose duties, to analyse the yearly

reports of Indian agents, and the quarterly reports of the

schools, were mainly clerical in nature. That same year.,
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the band councils lost the authority to f<¡rmulate regula-

tions for school attendance. The Privy Council was

ernpowered to make regulations for the admission of Indian

children to Boarding Schools "in such a manner as the

Governor-General-in-Council deems bestr " and for the appti-

cation of the annuities and interest monies of such child-

ren to their maintenance, and the maintenance of the

schools. Also, a legal basis was provide<1 for the f irst

time for the establishment of the Industrial or Boarding

Schools to which:

children of Indian blood under the age of sixteen
could be committed by justices or Indian agents
for care an<l education for a period not extending
beyond the time at which suçh children shall reach
the age of eighteen Years.26

Later the band councils were given the right to inspect the

schools at sr:ch times as agreed upon by the various author-

ities.

As may be determined by the above regulations, the

att.itude of the government toward the Ïndians was extremely

paternalistic. The bands and individuals retained vir-

tualty no voice in the matter of the education of their

children. Their only recourse in the case of discontent,

was to appeal to the Governor-GeneraI-in-Council, often

through the Indian agent or the principal of the school,

should these sympathize with their feetings. If their

complaint were contrary to his interests, he might prevent
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its reaching higher authorities, or at least use his influ-

ence to disclaim it. The problem was compounded by the

fact that So many Indians were semi-illiterate, and the

Indian Act, being couched in legal language was therefore

difficult for them to comprehend. A clause, for example,

of the Indian Act of 1876 stated:

Any Indian who may be admitted to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine or to any other degree by any
University of learning, or who may be admitted in
any Province of the Dominion to practise either as
an Advocate or as a Barrister or Counsellor or
Solicitor or Attorney or to be a Notary Public, ot
who may enter Hoty Orders or who may be licenced
by any denomination of Christians as a Minister of
the Gospel, shall ipso facto become and be
enfranchised under thi; act.27

An enfranchised Indian was not allowed to live on the

reserve, exceÞt if appointed by the church or governtnent to

do so. In any event, practice in such a case would not

have been very lucrative, and it was many years before a

sort of civil rights crusade began to turn the educatecl

Indian back to the reserve to help his own people. In

fact, many of the terms of enfranchisement helped to separ-

ate the Indians "who made it" from those who didn't.

The actual effect of all this legislation was to put

the Indian chilcl completely in the hands of the church

which had the majority following on his reserve.

In 1909, . D.C. Scott, the first Superintendent of

Indian Education, was appointed. He was "responsible f,ot

efficient management of Indian Schools and for determining
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and carrying out his policies. " This is the first time

there was a person whose sole duties were connected with

Indian education in an executive capacity. He immediately

began a review of the situation. In 1910, a new and

detailed contract was drawn up between the government and

the churches. A per capita grant of $80.00 to $125.00 \¡ras

promised, depending on the area and upon the conditions

províded for the students. Payment was to be made quarter-

ly, computed on the basis of the average attendance. Class

A standards, for full grant, required:

schools substantial and in a good state of repair,
stone eement foundation, airy full basement with
cement floor, pure and ptentiful water supply
throughout the building, proper system of drainge
and dis.oosal of sewage , hospit al accommodation,
ventilation, sufficient space per pupil, modern
heatin
work. 2

roorn for farming, gardens, ancl industrial
8'

A Class B school did not need to have a full basement, or

such a modern water supply. Lower grants were available as

con<litions became more primitive. Medicine, school books,

stationery and school appliances were to be provided by the

government, in adrlition to the gra.nt- The children had to

be between seven to eighteen years of a9ê, and must be

members of an enrolled Indian band. A pupil was required

to obtain the permission of the department in order to

change schools. Teactrers had to be approved by the depart-

ment. They had to be able to speak fluent English and be

capable of providing total instruction for their students.
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Citizenship \¡/as taught to the more advanced students.

Standards of clothing, food and cleanliness v/ere strictly

maintained. Schoolroom exercises took place five days a

week, while industrial, agricultural and domestic science

instruction were held s ix days a \¡/eek, except on legal

holidays. School vacation \¡/as not to exceed one month a

year, and this had to be taken between July 1, and October

t. During this time students were allowed to visit their

homes but the government was not responsible for their

transportation costs.

During the same period as the Boarding and Industrial

Schools were being established, a system of Day Schools was

also establishe<1. The problem here, however, was to f ind

sufficient students who would stay in one place long

enoughr so as to make the establishment of such a school a

worthwhile educational venture. In f886, there were forty-

seven Day Schools in Manitoba. These were assisted by

government grants, but v/ere generally run by the churches.

From f 908, attendance \^tas compulsory for children between

the ages of seven and sixteen Years.29 The children

"could be detained at school until eighteen if their proF

gress at school had been poor.'r The Royal Canadian Mounted

PoIice were made truant officers, and could arrest without

warrant, chilriren who f ail to attend school. A f ine of

$2.00 or ten days irnprisonment could be levied against any
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parent who failed to heed warnings. Repeated attendance

problems were sufficient grounds for the Superintendent to

judge a home unfít for a child, and thus have him committed

to a Boarding or Industrial School.

In 1909-10, with the appointment of the Superintendent

of Indian Education, plans were completed for the systema-

tic inspection of Day Schools, although it was not until

I940 that regular inspection was effecte<l throughout the

Province of Manitoba.30

Finance

The meeting at Orillia in LA46, had deLermined that

Indian education would be financed by "one-quarter of the

Indian annuities. " Whatever thís meant ín theory, in fact

it meant Lhat the Indian Affairs Branch held the futl

amount of such annuities "in trust" and spent it as they

saw fit. This was ín effect untit L928, at which timer orl

the grounds that the government, bY treaty, had promised to

maintain schools on the reserves, the government completely

took over the cost of Indian education, except for "tTte

maintenance of the child" at the boarding place, and of

course, for certain services which were the responsibility

of the church

Table I provides some figures of Early Government

Expenditure on Indian Education.3l
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TABLE 1

EARLY GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON INDIAN EDUCATION

YEAR EXPENDITURE

LB76 $2,000

I B78 $t6,ooo

I 889 çL72,980

r 903 s393,221

19 31 ç2,754,395

193 3 ç2,331,553

The seerningly rapid increase was largety due to an increase

in the number of schools and students servedr âS well as an

increase in the amount of assistance given to church

groups, for additional services. In L923, for example, it

became the policy of the Department to pay all Capital

expenses of Residential Schools (Industrial Schools) "when-

ever funds could be found for this purpose." That same

year, they began to support combined Public and Indian

schools, called "Undenominational Schools." These existe<l

in areas where the population of Indian and non-Indian

children was too small to make it economical to have

separate schools. These schools were a sort of joint.

"Provincial-Federal" undertaking, a forerunner, no doubt,

of our present-day system of integrated education. In

addition, the government began to realize the importance of

attracting good teachers to Indian schools, although they

did not pay the salaries of teachers in Boarding Schools

until after L949.
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The policy of Indian attendance in PubIic (Províncial)

Schools was determined by finance as well. Should a public

school be "short" of students, they might permit Indian

chil<1ren to attend. As long as Indian students \^/ere few ín

number, the provincial government might simply count them

along with the rest. As their numbers increased, however,

the province was entitled to collect a "non-residence" fee

from the Federal Government. When tl.e white student popu-

lation became sufficiently large, the Public School might

refuse to further accept the Indian chiId.

The chil<1ren of non-treaty Indians were for all prac-

tical purposes, dependent upon the province for their

education. Due to various problems, the members of this

group were often forced to live in marginal areas, between

reserves and crown lands, of in remote areas With sparse

population. "Special Schools" had been establishe<l by the

province where Lhere was no scTrool district, and where the

residents were incapable of forming a school board or for

any reason unable to maintain a schoot.32 In such

cases, the province appointed one official trustee to be in

charge of these schools. This was usually the Minister of

Education, but generally turned out to be a Supervisor

appointed by his office. The schools basically depended

upon government for support, although they tried to involve

the communities served as much as possible. They were

,'non-discriminaLory" and there were about twenty-eight'
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wherein non-treaty Indians were included, antl about s ix

which provided schooling for treaty Indians. The super-

visor of Special Schools in L957, served as school board

and inspector for thirty-five schools, totalling one

hundred classrooms. The Lagasse/ report understandably

recommended that he be given assistan"".33

It was not until the year I95I, that secondary schools

were eStablished on reserves. Even then, few reserves had

a sufficiently large number of students eligible to attend

high school to make such a venture economically feasible.

Therefore, provisions were made quite early to permit

Indian stu<lents to attend Public Secondary Schools. In

1915-16, the curriculum of Boar<1ing and Day schools was

changed so as to tnake entry into high school as easy as

possible for the graduates of the Indian school. The

problem arose when the objectives and standards of the

religious body operating the school differe<1 significantly

from those of the provincial Department of Education. As

of L972, this difficulty had not been overcome.

THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGION ON INDIAN EDUCATION

since the days of the early schools, religious denomi-

nations have played an integral part in Ïndian education.

While the right. or \^trong of missionary policy is not within
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the scope of this thesis, some consideration may yet be

given to the advantages and disadvantages of church domina-

ted education.

First of all, no one would have bothered t.o attempt

Indian education until much later, had it not been for the

miss ionary example. The spread of Christianity \¡/as only

one of the results. Under the missionary system of school-

i.g, many Indians had achieved a basic literacy, and. some

knowledge of domestic and practical science. The rivalry

of various churches for converÈs probably helped to

increase the rate of mission and school development in

remote areas. Of this Heather Robertson states,

, The United, Anglican and Roman Catholic churches
have been ihvolved in a knockdown, drag out battle
for Indian souls for 120 years.34

First hand evidence of this was plentiful. Provencher

may not take

West in his
wrote of West, "God grant that his doctrine

root

d iary

in the hearts of ttre Indians."35

April 4, f823

An Indian widow left two boys at the school. At
first they kept running away. When they had
gotten used to the school, she came and took them
au/ay. I was informed that the Catholics l¡¡ere pre-
judicing her mind against the school, and that
some of the \¡tomen of that persuasion had told her
that I was collecting children from the I.ndians
with th-e- idea of taking them away to my
country. 36

recorded that on:
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The role of the church and its influence on Indian

education has been t.he sub ject of strong criticism f rom

many writers. It was widely believed that the churcÏr

missionaires in Cana<la at the time, recognized the rights

of Indian parents but failed to accept these since they

were concerned with religious truths. Some writers have

churches on the basis thatcritic Lzed

concerned

their own

the

with Christianizing the Indian

they !ì/ere overly

and perpetuating

the exponents ofvalues. Frideres (L974), one of

this theory, conunented,

Education of natives by the church has overtones
of paternalism and moral salvation and they
indoctrinate conservative attitudes. The basic
text in Roman Catholicism is that poverty is not
necessarily bad and that people should not aLtempt
to produce social change in society to upgrade
their.oosition. By enduring their poverty they
will be showing humility and making penance for
their sins as an appeasement to God. Educat'ion
for the natives meant 'moral' admonishments,
cultural genocide, and material exploitation by
the churchLs.3T

A s imi lar but s tronger view was expressed by Ilarol<l

Car<linal in his book, The Un iust Society. Here, Cardinal

attacked aIl the churches involved, charging that the

missionaires made no attempt to understand Indian ways,

culture and religion, but merely imposed their own. The

schools, he claimed, were the means used by the churches t.o

keep the parents under their influence. He moreover

claimed that the educational function of the church assured

it of a more dominant role in the formation of governtnent
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policy and that the missionaries "were experts at playing

off the Indian against the civil servant."38

Davinr ðs far back as 1869, had cautioned Sir John A.

Macdonalrl that these schools "should be carefully guarded

against the suspicion of religious endowment. "39 The

churches v/ere permitted one-half hour of religious instruc-

tion a week, and might therefore be said to be spreading

their religion at government expense. Certainly, in those

early days, expenses were minimal in light of the services

rendered. This lvas partly due to religious contributions,

and partly to the economy of employing missionary and

clerical teachers and staff. The establishments, nonethe-

less, maintained a more frugal and efficient atmosphere

than government institutions were wont to have.

Yet, despite the severity of the criticisms levelle<l

against the churches, it was clearly evi<1ent that the mis-

sionaires were largely responsible for the introduction of

formal education among the Indians of Manitoba. Notwith-

standing the motives behind the missionary zeaI, their

response resulted in the establishment of an educational

system that was probably the most efficient and effective

one possible at the time of confederation. As the event

proved however, this form of religion dominated educatíon

for the Indians, v/as destined to become obsolete.

It is somewhat difficult to consider the influence of
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the church on Indian education with an unbiased mind. When

viewed in the light of present-day thinking and attitudes,

much of the work carried out by church missionaires and

teachers would be regarded as detrimental to the Indian

community. Perhaps it rnight be charitable to mention that

they worked among the Indians with the very best inten-

tions, and that their attitudes reflected the attitudes of

the people in Canadian society at that time. This however,

Seems inadequate as there was no semblance of awareness or

sensitivity to the needs and aspirations of the people they

were committed to serve. On this basis, one is forced to

make generalizations when discussing this question, and

therefore, bound t.o seem unf air to those who were

exceptions to the general rule.

The aim of the churches was essentially to destroy the

customs and beliefs of the Indian people, bY civilizing

them, through evangelism, so as to improve and elevate

their character in preparation for a life of piety and

industry. The church missionaires and teachers had brought

with them a new and foreign culture and value syst'em, which

they endeavoured to pass on to the Indians. These cul-

tural values were taught in the schoOls, and, more often

than no.t, v/ere in direct contradiction to the traditional

customs and ideals already helci by the very Indian peo,ole

they were teaching. Each religious sect had its own
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particular opinion, and each one tried to protect and exert

its o\¡/n sphere of influence among the Indians, in opposi-

tion to all other groups. There were five major churches

engaged in work among the Indians, that were deeply inJ

volved in their education. As a result, the Indian cornmun-

ities were divided by different religious persuasions and

Ioyalties; Roman Catholic against Anglicanr United Ctrurch

against Presbyterian; Baptist against Presbyterian; all

were caught up in the struggle for the salvation of Indian

souls .41

Had it not been for the involvement of the various

churches, in Indian education in the past, the Indian

people would likely be in even more dire straits than they

are today. The churches made many sacrifices in minister-

ing to the native people but they appeared to be primarily

preoccupied with the moul<ling of good Christian character,

rather than the development of a people who would be

self-conficlent in outlook, wêll-educated ancl at the same

time, justly proud of their Indian ethnicity. Moreover, it

was expected that the majority of Indians would continue

Iiving on isolated reservations, far removed from the main-

stream of Canadian society, This caused the missionaires

to lay little emphasis on the quality of the e<lucational

services they provided and to stress instead the doctrines

of their faith. In addition, many of the teachers employed
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by the missions lacked adequate training and basic profes-

sional qualifications. Even after Lhe Federal Government

had assumed greater responsibifity for Indian education

through the signing of Treaties with the various Indian

tribes and the enactment of special laws embodied in the

Indian Act, it concent.rated mainly on financial matters.

By and large, tþe missionaires were given complete autonomy

to continue Lo administer the education of Indian children,

and so the operation of the schools was left entirely in

the hands of these religious organizations. It was not

untit the nineteen fifties that the dominant role of the

churches in In<1ian education began to wane , f.or it was

about that time, that the Federal and provincial govern-

ments began to enter into joint school agreements, thus

bringing into effect, the new policy of education integra-

tion.

Summary

In none of the native culturesr âs they existed before

the advent of the white man, was there any provision for

formally structured education, yet everyone within the

culture received all the training and preparation necessary

to assume fu11 responsibilities in arlult life.

The traditions of education in the native cultures
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began to change when the native people established initíal

contact with Europeans. The exposure to these different

cultures created demands on the Indían people Lhat could

not be met in customary and traditional ways. It was not

surprising, therefore, that the Indians, in their transi-

tion, shoulcl have followed the European rather than the

native pattern, especially in view of the Euro.oeans' comm-

itnent to a programme of evangelism for the native people.

The f irst schools established in Manitoba , f.or the

education of Indians were left entirely in the hands of the

missionaires Roman Catholic, Church of England, Methodist

and Presbyterian. Apart from religious instruction, these

schools added agriculture to the curriculum for native

students. The main objective for teaching agriculture was

to encourage the Indian people to practise farming and

cultivation rather than to follow the traditional hunting,

fishing, and trapping.

The British North America Act of 1867, was interpreted

to mean that the education of the native people was under

the jurisdiction of the Federal Government. Following the

signing of a number of treaty negotiations with various

Indian bands, and the passing of the first Indian Act in

LA76, the Federal Government assumed. greater financial

responsibifity for native education. The actr-ral operation

of the schools however, continued to be the responsÍbifity
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of the different religious tlenominations.

church-controlled schools comprised the basis of

native educat,ion for welI over a century. The belief that

the Indian had to be protected from evil and that he had to

follow a more "civilized" hray of Iife was adopted as a

basic educational PrinciPle.
Towards the early nineteen fifties, church-dominated

educat.ion was coming to an end. It was about that time

that the Federal Government began adopting its policy of

educational integration by sending Indian students to

various provincial schools



CHAPTER TV

THE POLICY OF EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATION AS

ENVISAGED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will discuss the policy of t.he Federal

Government that has been introduced and adopted to help

improve the provision of education for Indians in Canada,

with special emphasis on the northern communities within

Manitoba. A description of measures some etiucational

authorities have taken to ensure that public education is

made more meaningful for the Indian stu<lent population will

be given.

BACKGROUND TO THE POLICY OF EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATION

The overall history of Indian education in Canada, and

indeeci in the various provinces, has been documented in a

fair amount of detail. While such documentation might not

be directly connected with statements of policy, goals or

objectiy.", it was evident that in its historical develop-

ment the education of Indian peoples was geared toward cer-

tain expected outcomes. A number of works, such as those
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carried out by Va llee ( I 966 ) , Hawthorn (L967 ) , Maclean

(1973), Burnaby (L976), have traced the main stages of

government involvement in native education. These studies

document that the Federal Government's policy has changed

clramatically from one of "isolationism" of Canada's native

peoples to one of " integration".

The eritish North America Act of 1867 was taken to

mean that Indian education \¡/as a federal responsibility.

This responsibility, however, \^ras largely ignored by the

Federal Government up until the period following the Second

Worlcl War. As a result, the education of native peoples

remained almost exclusively the domain of the Roman

Catholic and Protestant denomínations. Church-controlled

education appeared to have been basically assimilationist

in intent.l The establishment of special church-con-

trolled Boarding or Residential Schools, merely served to

isolate the Indian child from the mainstream of the

dominant white societyr âs well as separate him from the

traditional Indian way of life, since the child, in school

from September to June, \^/as no longer able to participate

in the culture of his people.2 Moreover, the kind of

curricula followed in the Residentíal Schools differed

significantly from those offered ín non-native schools.3

These schools placed more emphasis on farming, <fomestic an<1
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other manual skills, moral and religious training, than on

academic subjects. Thus, the Indian child, having broken

with the traditional framework by being removed from the

fostering influence of his parents, was not reaIIy prepared

for full social and economic integration into the white

man's society. The Industrial Boarding Schools were opened

with the stated purpose and objective of turning out pro-

ductive, law-abiding, christian citizens.

Historically, various groups and organizations have

formulated policies for the management, education, civili-

zation, segregation and integration of the Inclian; but none

of these policies had remained long in effect. Sometimes

the organízation would change its policy; often there h¡ere

changes in authority which brought about complete reversals

of existing policies. This inconsistency, howeverr \¡/âs

rfestined to come to an end. The establishment of the f irst

Indian missions in Manitoba marked the beginning of that

end.

The policy effected by the missions was a policy based

on conversioni one which rested on an assumed superiority,

and which proposed to change "pagans" into useful

Christians and "savages" into servile civilians. Those

well-meaning and dedicated missionaries had as their prime

objective, the total elimination of the "Indianness" in

their charges. Christianity in tíme, had so replaced
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"paganism", that today we find that most, if not all, of

Manitoba's Indians are nominally Christians, a condition

which is largely attributable to the contractual arrange-

ment between the Churches and the Federal Government for

Indian education. The aim of these early schools \,vas

clearly reflected in their programme. Apart from the

obvious religious bias in their teaching, Dawson according-

Iy saw the aim of education as the "social improvement of

the râcê".4 The rudiments of agricultural training was

impressed on the Indíans in an attempt to "civilize" them.

In addition, it was hoped that such training would provide

them with a tivelihood long after the buffalo was goner âs

weII as help to eradicate the perceived irresponsible qual-

ities of the Indían that were found to be so disturbing.

The apparent failure of these early local mission

schools committed the Federal Government to changing the

system. The regional schools it established however, were

manual labour schools, later called "Industrial Schools".

These schools offered courses ín assorted trades, including

carpentry and shoemaking with the aim of preparing the

ïndian to function in society. However, many of these

schools were closed by the late 1850s, because they proved

to be ineffective. By 1869, the government assumed a

supervisory position and turned over the management of the

schools to the churches. The curriculum instítuted by
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these bodies was of a basic grammar school nature: reading,

spellingr Çrârilrar ¡ arithmetic, history , georgraphy, music,

singing and drawing. They v/ere pernit.ted to include one

half-hour period of religious instruction a day. After the

turn of the centuryr the programme offered in the schools

was extended to include hygiene, agriculture, and domestic

science. A change was later effected which brought the

school programme in line with the provincial curriculum, so

that students from Indian schools woulrl be able to go on to

the public provincial high schools, hopefully to complete

their secondary educatíon. The system dictated that rndian

chilrlren should be encor-rraged. to work with their hands,

rather than struggle with abstract ideas. The guiding

policy, even at that time, savoured of integration, but of

a different sort. Instead of having to compete with the

white man on an intellectual level, the Indian would be

engaged in trade and manuar occupations. This attitude was

somewhat erased from academic circles aroun,L Lg4O, but it

was not until 195f that legislation was enacted to provide

substantially better education for Indian students.

A change in polícy in the educational affaírs of the

fndians really began in L948. In that year a Joint

commíttee of the senate and the House of commons recom-

mended to the government that education for rndíans should

be integrated with that of the non-Indian population.5
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The implementation of the scheme resulted in the gradual

reduction in the number of students attending church Board-

ing Schools avray from their home conmunity. With the

ultimate decline of these schools, two educational alterna-

tives offered themselves to the Indian stu<1ent. The f irst

of these, the Reserve Day School, came into being in the

I940's and I95O's. Such schools however, were usually ele-

mentary schools, and so needed to be supplemented at the

higher grade Ievels by a second type the integrated

s chool.

Developrnents in the late 1960's helped to further

emphasize the government's overt policy of Indian educa-

tional assimilation. The year 1969, saw the release of the

controversial White PaPer, A Statement of the Government of

Canada on Indian PolicY, recommending the complete integra-

tion of the Indian, elimination of atl special rights and

privÍIeges and preparation for fulI participation in

Canadian Iife.6 The document was also viewed as a

cleliberate attetnpt on the part of the Federal Government to

completely divest itself of all responsibifity for Indian

education and give control to the provincial governments.

The strongly negative reaction which the aforemen-

tioned document provoked among native leaders eventually

culminated in the policY PaPer Indian Control of Indian

Education, presented to the Honourable .Tean Chrdtien.,
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the then Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-

ment, by the National Indian Brotherhood, on December 2L'

1972 (See Appentlices III-IV). In a letter to the President

of the National Indian Brotherhood, dated February 2, L973,

the Minister gave official recognition to the policy paper,

approved its proposals and committed the Department to

their irnplementation. The ministerial acceptance of the

proposal, that control of education be transferred to local

Indian authorities, confirmed the shift in the attitude of

the Federal Government. What this implied, ât least on

paper, was thaL the native peoples of Canada would soon

control their own educational ,lestiny to a large degree.

THE POLICY OF EDIJCATIONAL INTEGRATION

By the year 1950, a new policy toward Indian education

hacl gradually developed in Canada. Raised public con-

sciousness concerning human rights and race relations,

during the post 'r¡torld War II era, as well as representa-

tions from Indian people themselves, brought about the

change of education policy. The new policy entailed a

some¡,vhat drastic departure f rom segregated education and

every effort was made to integrate Indían students into

provincíal schools by means of agreements with provincial

school authorities. The Hawthorn Report of L967 observed
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that:

The policy of the Federal Government with regards
to Indian education has evolved considerbaly since
the Second World War. Before this time, education
r¡¡as not considered necessary f or Indians in
generalo ... As a result, the systetn of education
made available to the Indians left a great deal to
be desired. Few schools existed and the level of
education which they offered was low... Schools
were normally segregat.ed and there was no question
of allowing Indian students to attend the same
schools as whites. This old system of education
has been judged to be completely- inadequate:8

Commenting further on this new educat.ional ideology and its

implementation, The Report added that:

The new philosophy musL also be credited with the
implementation of a vast prograln of school inte-
graLion of Indian children. Increasing numbers of
these chil<lren are attending the same schools as
non-Indian children. Alt.hough f ewer than I00
Indian children attended integrated schools in
L945, the number was 22,764 in 1964. This figure
represented over 4OZ of the entire Indian school
poþulation. (rn L967, more than 50E of the Indian
-s ciroof population attended integrated schools . )
School integration is thus the distinctive feature

r lr--^,-1--- --l .:- !L^ 
-^^..1f ^CoI Ëne new PnII(JttuPIIy ctllLr rÈi Llle r çÐur L vr q¡¡

attitude radically different from the old pater-
nalism of government officials. It is a logical
part of the new policy of inteqratinq Indians with
the rest of Canadian 1ife.9

The'importance and urgency attached to this newly

acquired educational trend was the subject of a memorandum

frorn the Director of Education Services, Department of

Indian Affairs in Ottawa, dated November 10, L967. This

Ietter Was dispatched to all superintendents. In summary

it stated that:
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of the Education Directorate is
people toward educational inte-

emancipation as rapidlY as

Our professional reputat'ion depends upon
rapidly and how well we develop a system
integrated education rather than on how well
patch up our own sYstem......

how
of
we

Some educators state that integration has gone
about as far as it can go in such and such an
isolate<l area and, of course, the statement is
true ( in a literal sense) if there are no
non-Indians in the area, but surely that fact does
not mean the school must therefore, be excluded
from the mainstream of education. I can see no
reason why the whole school cannot be integrate<l
into the þrovincial system. After alI, provincial
school Boards have demonstrated, across the
country, that they are more than capable of
operating schools where only Indian children
attend.

. . .It is our job t.o provide the necessary informa-
tion, not only to Indian people but to provincial
administrators as well so that two things can
happen. The Indian people can see the advantages
of becoming part of the main stream and the
administrator can see the necessity fot changes
not only in his education- prograln, but in provin-
cial reôislation as well.IO

The complete text of

Appendix V to this studY

detailed version of

this memorandum is

(See also Appendix VI

government's policY

included as

for a more

on Indian

Education).

The information passed on in this directive did not

promise. or predict any specific outcomes. Apart from the

implication of the possible relationship that might exist

between "educational integration", and "emancipation", the
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express intent of the correspondence advocated a move

toward the complete integrat.ion of Indian chilrlren into the

provincial school system, either by having these children

attend provincial schools with non-Indians, or by having

the Federal Reserve Schools placed uncLer provincial

jurisdictioni and the total abdication, on the part of the

Federal Government, of their responsibility for the

education of Indian children.

Under this new policy, aimed ultimately at improving

the social and economic status of the Indian through educa-

tion, the Federal Government held to the view that fndians

were to be increasingly encouraged to participate in the

decision making process. Complete social integration was

the objective of the Federal Government through its initia-

ted policy of educational integration.

In the 1969 White Paper on Indian Affairs, the Federal

Government, in its official policy statement, stressed

integration as one of the solutions to the Indian

problem.ll However many Indians leaders believed that

integration or assimilation was simply not an objective

which anyone should hold for Indians. They argued that the

Indian must be introduced into the mainstream of Canadian

society .by means of an economic development adaptation. By

this means, it was felt that the Indian people would be in

a better position to help themselves. In commenting on
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this type of contrived integration, D.G. Poole had this to

s ay:

It is not at all sure that engineered integration
will work. If its ojbect is that of percei-ving,
honoring and preserving the real life values in
any and every culture, its efforts will probably
meet with cooperation and goodwill. The results
will unquestionably be that of enriching and
enhancing the entire human heritage. But if its
object is that of coercing or enticing the members
of a less dominant culture to desert their own
good, humane (but differing) customs to become the
expedient converts of a more dominant culture, it
is likely that .it will fail in alI but the
creation of further iII-will and misunder-
standin9s.l2

In discussing the educational facet of the integrative

process, Cardinal agreed that:

The whole question of education had to be re-
thought in the I ight of ttre total needs of the
rndiãn ,oeople. 13

He further added that:

No educational programme can be successful...
where the people most directly concerned and
affected have no voice whatsoever in their own
education. . .

Curiously, integration seems to be a one-way
street with the government. Always it' is the
Indian who must integrate into the white environ-
ment, never the other way around. Integration
apparently can happen only in schools off the
reserves, No thought is given to building facili-
ties on the reserve, where feasible, só that
integration might have a chance to work within an
Indian environment. Perhaps if this were tried,
there would be less assimilation and more integra-
tion in the progr.**e.14
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integra-

so-caIIed
Robertson observed that

tion was not seen as a

Indian

mant s

Indian

in many Indian communities

workable solution to the

Problem. According to her, in L962, a mere "gentle-

agreement" had been reached between the Department of

Affairs and certain school boards, and as a result

of this only a small .oroportion of Indian students were

admitted to provincial schools.l5 Poole noted that;

If it were to work, integration must be a two-way
street And insofar as this is not the present
state of affairs, then it would seem that there
must be an interim step in the integration program
with a switch in emphasis, from white accultura-
tion to Indian cohesion.l6

However, the Federal Government, in its legislation,

had allowed for Indian participation in the educational

process of their children. These aims and objectives as

defined in the policy had been implemented, from time to

time, by various school boards committed to this nev/

education scheme.

Leqis Iation Pertaininq To Indian Education

A c10se. examination of sections 114 to L22 0f the

Indian Act wilt disclose the legal confines within which

education officials of the Federal Government must operate

when discharging their duties in the field of Indian educa-

t ion.
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In accordance with the specific provisions of Section

lI3, Subsection l, of this Act, the Federal Government is

empowered to enter into agreements with the government of a

province, a public or separate school board, and a reli-

gious or charitable organization, fot the education of

Indian children.lT Under the terms and conditions of

Section 116, every Indian chilcl between the ages of seven

and sixteen years is required to attend school, and the

Minister may make it oblígatory on the part of any Indian

to attend school until the age of eighteen.lB Section

l-zL, Subsection l, provides that:

Where the majority of the members of a band
belongs to one religious denomination, the school
established on the reserve that has been set apart
for the use and benefit of that band shall be
taught by a teacher of that denomination.l9

According to The Hawthorn Report these three fundamental

principles of law, as laid down bY the Indian Act, and

relating to Indian education, may be summarized as

follows:

(a) the federal government's right. to delegate to
non-federal bodies the responsibility of
educating Indian children or of administering
the schools attended by such children;

(b) the parents'
educated in
and

right to have their children
the religion of their choice;

(c) the requirement that children attend school
between the ages of 7 and L6' and the
orovision of coercive measures to ensure
irrir .20
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The Report f urther added that s ince there \¡/as a certain

vagueness as regards the implement.ation of these broard

legal principles, officials of the Department of Indian

Affairs were given much flexibility in deciding what aims

were to be achieved as well as the means or methods to be

used in achieving them.21

Aims and Ojbectives of Indian Education

The

have been

its long

Education

stated in

general aims

defined and

history.

Branch of

his "status

"".d ob jectives of Indian

redefined throughout the

In L967, Kent G. Gooderham, of

education

course of

the

the Department of Tndian Affairs,

and objectives on Indian Education

Todayr " that;

In the following year, the very

Department of Indian Affairs and

the aim of Indian education is to ensure that
Indian children have every opportunity to develop
and mature into full citizenship and utilize aIl
their inherent potentialities.22-

its publication Choosinq a Path:

Education Branch of the

Northern Development, in

A Discussion Handbook for

the Indian People, stated that this aim was "best achieved

when the Indian children go Lo the same schools as other

Canadian children."23 As the writer has emphasized

elsewhere in this study, the general aim of the Federal

Government's education policy, was based on the absolute

necessity of integrating the InCian into the rest of
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Canadian society. Education \¡/as viewed as the primary

means of at.taining this goal. The secondary aims of the

said poticy \¡/ere to provide the Indian people with a cer-

t.ain measure of social and economic stability comparable to

the non-Indian sector and to equip them with the techniques

and knowledge that they would need t.o lead an adequate ancl

self-sufficient existence within their own environment. In

an official document entitled The Administration of Indian

Affairs, the Department defined the aims and objectives of

its stated policy as follows:

The educational system administered by the Indian
Affairs Branch attempts to provide a complete
educati-onal program f or every Indian chilci
according to indivdual needs., Iocal circumstances
and the wishes of the parents. Its objective is
to assist the Indian people in bridging the
socio-economic gap between the Indian and
non-Indian in Canada, and to provide each chil<1
with the education and training necessary for
economic competence.24

According to this aim, Indians in general, through the

process of education, were to become equal participants in

both the social and economic life of the larger Canadian

society. As a result, the Indian Affairs Branch had given

serious consideration to the principle that Indians, like

non-Indians, shoul<1 be provided with all the educational

opportunities that they can utilize effectively so as to

enable them to develop to their full capacity.

There seems to be Iittle doubt however, that if
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Indians are to develop economically to the point of

achieving equal or comparable levels of income and occupa-

tional status with non-Indians, one of the essential

requirements would be that they receive levels of educatíon

and training generally comparable to the majority. As the

aím of the Federal Government's policy on integrated educa-

tj-on suggests, raising the educational standards of the

Indian to a level equal to that of other members of the

province in which they live would not only prepare them for

remunerative employment, but for urban living as

well.25

In Poole's analysis of the integrative process, he

stated that:

... the official policy of integration means
processing Indians, just as any honest definition
of modern education means processing children,
Integration is concerned principally with Indian
children and has the object of t.ransforming them
from wards of government into dark-skinned,
white-enculturated civilians. The primary means
t.o this end is education; standard public school
education, where possible under the normal circum-
stances of any average community. Efforts are
being made and will continue to be made, to draw
the children and young people a\rvay f rom the
reservations, to involve them first, in the school
curriculum (with emphasis on technical studies)
and second, in routine employments, with the hope
that they will eventually settle in Canadian
communities and Iive as normal, self-supporting,
Canadian citizens.26

Poole further observed that "the sincerity of the archi-

tects of this policy is not here in questionr" since'"to

the bureaucrat this mode of integration seems not only

practical but also humane."27 According to him how-

ever:
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be attracted to the white way of Iife; that
Indians, once processed, will not want to return
to the reservations and will be equitably accepted
into white communities¡ that integration is a
one-way street.28

The integratíon of Indian children into the provinciat

school system, once so hopefully regarded as the solution

to the Indian education problem, has not really settled the

issue. While ttre scheme did offer the Indian child identi-

caI educational opportunities with his non-Indian peers'

some of his very real needs were not meL by the existing

school programmes. This policy was put into effect shortly

after ít was recommended in 1948, ancl the most recent

evaluations of the policy have indicated that it did not

deliver the advantages which had been anticipated.

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS

You talk big words of integration
in the schools. Does it reallY
exist? Can \¡/e t.alk of integration
until there is social integration?

unless there is integration
of our hearLs and minds you have
only a physical presence..

Chief Dan George
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Integrated schools are schools where the student

enrollment consists of both Indians and non-Indians. These

schools exist in the urban centres of all provinces in

Canada and involve children at aIl grade levels.29 The

integrated schools have become the basic mode of education

for a large number of Canadian Indian students. Some 60Z

in the early 1970's (Maclean I973) attending such schools.

In Manitoba, the majority of Indian children in secondary

or high schools are in integrated schools (See Table II).

Most of the integrated schools form part of the provincial

educational systems, and in a very general sense, they have

provided a higher level of education than v/as previously

available to Indian children. Because of better facili-

ties, these schools have also been able t.o offer the Indian

student a greater variety of curricula possibilities,

especially in the secondary and vocational subject areas.

According to some officials and teachers in the

Education Branch of the Department of Indian Affairs, the

integrated school arrangement appears to be the most

promising approach to Indian education. In spite of the

fact that the traditional curriculum designed for the white

student .is still widely used, and that there is a high

incidence of grade retention among Indian children

attending provincial schools,30 this group maintains'
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that Indian stu<lents seem to function best in the integra-

ted school setting (see Figures I and 2). In "A Study of

Age/Grade Retardation of Indian Students in Manitoba"

conrf ucted by the Education Branch of the Department of

Indian and Inuit Affairs, Manitoba Region, in November,

I98I, one of the conclusions reached, when comparing the

student retention patterns in federal, provincial, and band

operated schools v/as that:

Of the three strategies of education clelivery, the
provincial system would appear to be the most
effective in terms of reducing the number of
age-grade retarded students. The problem of
age-grade retardation ís most prevalent in the
Federal school system. Retardations are allevia-
ted to some exent in band-operated schools, which
are performing at a level between the provínci?l
and Federal school systems (see Figure 3 ) . Jr

This opinion persists and is still the basis for current

educational thought and practice among policy makers in the

f iel,1 of. Indian education today. It has, no doubt, been

the overriding principle which prompted the Federal Govern-

ment either to discourage or prevent the offering of secon-

dary school subjects aL the Reserve Schools, in the past,

and to undertake instead a deliberate intensification of

the policy of integrating Indian education with non-Indian

school systemsr particularly at the high school level.

Yet, the success rate among fndian students does not appear

to be higrr.32 As Maclean (fgZg) pointed out, the only

major study on Canadian integration, carried out by
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SÏUDENT RETENTTON CURVES, BY GRADE, MANITOBA REGION
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A CO¡IPARISON OF STUDENT RETENTION PAfiERNS

I¡I FEDERAL, PROVINCIAL, AND BAND-OPERATED SCHOOLS
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DiIIing in I965, gave inconclusive results as

success of the government's inteçjration 
. 
policy.

cornpleted by Kirkness in 1980, also reached similar

sions.33

of

entered into by

cial Department

95

to the

A study

conclu-

and the provin-

Government had

It could be argued that educational progratnmes aimed

at preparing Indians for economic betterment have been

pursued by the Indian Affairs Branch and implemented

through the integrated joint schools. In this regard, The

Hawthorn Report concluded that:

Besides encouraging the integration of Tndian
children in Canadian society, it is felt bhat
school integration has permitted considerble
improvement in the level of teaching offered.
Secondary and higher education for Indians is
qeneral ly included in the provÍncial systeins of
ãducatio;. 34

The Report continued that:

Because of the scope of Lhe administrative work
involved in all these individual agreements, the
federal authorities hope to establish comprehen-
s'ive agreements with the various provincial
governìnents, under which a per capita grant would
be made to the provinces for admission of Indian
children to their schools. Such comprehensive
agreement already exist between the governments

and Manitoba and the federal govern-
ment.35

A full version of

as Appendix VII.

As a result

this agreement is included in this study

this comprehensive

Indian Affairs Branch

school agreement

the

of Education, the Federal
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nov/ done all in its power to influence and encourage pro-

vincial school boards t.o accept Indian students in their

schools. The federal authorities firmly believed that this

arrangement was a ste.oping-stone toward Indians becoming

first class citizens.36 In effect, the whcle business

of educational integration was viewed as a means of facili-

tating the social and economic assimilation of Indians into

the mainstream of Canadian socieLy.

In commenting on Lhe feasibility of the progralnme of

Indian school integration,

say:

The Hawthorn Report had this to

The Indian Affairs Branch feels that.r ãs a general
rule, Indian parents f avour the i<lea of sending
their chil<lren to integrated schools. Indian
children do not appear to have any great difficul-
ties in rnakJ-ng f riends among theír non-Indian
school-mates. Moreover, the parents are happy to
see their children treated on an equal basis with
the other children and to see them attaining the
same degree of success. The feelings of inferior-
ity created by school segregation and the reserve
syãte^ also tänd to disapþear gradualLy.3T

Conversely , The Hawthorn Report also stated that:

The Branch has also received frorn Indians some
protests against its school integration program.
Some oppose integration for religious reasons,
others through fear of losing their ethnic iden-
tity. One Indian group claimed that the school
integration program was completely unsatisfactory
and was simply broadening the gap between Indians
and non-Indians. Another Tndian group advised the
government to move more slowly with its integra-
tion policy. Still others see this policy as a
manoeuvre on the part of the federal government to
abandon its respons-i-bilities to the provinces or
to the communiti-es.38
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In its conclu<ling statement on "Integrated Joint Schoolsr "

The Hawthorn R rt affirmecl that:

Despite these few protests, the Branch considers
its program of school integration a success and
plans to continue with it as the majority of
Indians come to support it. Therefore, it is
hoped that the provinces will assume greater
responsibilities in the field of Indian education
by accepting complete school integration and the
conclusion of comprehensive agreements. The ulti-
mate objective then is com.olete integration in the
schools attended by Indians within the provincial
school sfstem.39

Notwithstanding the many shortcomings, Indians are

increasingly taking part in the policy of school integra-

tion and are hetping to achieve the general and specific

aims envisaged by the Federal Government for their educa-

tion. This kind of participation is evident in such

northern communities as The Pas and Thompson, where the

Kelsey Schoot Division and the Mystery Lake Schoo1 District

are actively engaged in integrated education for IndÍan

students. zuk+O in his "Study of Attitudes of Indian

and ¡,tetis Students Toward Euro-Canadians in Northern

Manitobar" found that in certaÍn communities the schools

have attempted to ínvolve parents of Indian background in

educational discussions and in the formation of parent-

teacher groups and committees. For many Indians on

reserves in northern Manitoba, the idea of integrated

education has gaine<l some measure of acceptance. Most of

these Indian parents see this system as offering far more

educational opportunities for their children than they had

hithereto received frotn the schools on the reservations.
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Some Examples of Proqrammes and Proiects

In the Kelsey School Division in The Pas, some pro-

grammes and projects have been introduced which are speci-

fically designed to meet the needs of the Indian student

population. The move toward the integration of Indian

students into Lhis school division began in 1965. In the

intervening years, attempts have been made at the elemen-

tary and secondary grade levels to include programmes that

would help to offset the differences in cultural background

of these native children. At the elementary, junior high

and senior high schools, programmes in Native Studies form

part of the basic curriculum, (See Appendix VIII) with

courses in Cree language being offered at the senior high

school level. During the I974-75 school year, a special

project in the "Teaching of English as a Second Language,"

was conducted with the younger Cree-speaking students in

the elementary schools.

In addition Lo these developments, the division also

employs the services of native persons in the capacity of

teachers, teacher aides and paraprofessionals in a number

of the schools. Experience has shown that this particular

inclusion has done much to enhance the whole process of

integrated education in these parts.

During the 1979-80 school year, the MysÈery Lake

School District in Thompson, initiated a project entit.led

"Program Assist." (see Appendix IX). with a noticeablê
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change in the structure of the student popuration over the

past two years, concerns were expressed about the adjust-
ment of rndian students and their famiries to relocate in a

new community. This programme v/as introduced to assist
them in combatting some of the major issues. The intent of
the programme was to consider a much broader view of the

student in the corrununity rather than dear only with school
problems. Numerous programmes and projects have been set
up by various schoor boards throughout the province in an

effort to erase some of the root causes of the problems

that Tndian students encounter in integrated schools.

Summary

The Policy of Educational Integration as adopted by

tlre Federal Government in 1948, has faired to support the

rndian popuration in ensuring their curturar continuity and

development. rts implementation has not provided the

rndian youth with the necessary knowredge, life-skílls and

attitudes to become self-sufficient and contributing
members of either the rndian society or the larger dominant

society. under existing arrangements, within the integra-
te<l school setting, the rndian chird is unable to foster a

strong sense of cultural identity, a pride in his heritage
and feeiings of self-worth, alr of which are important

factors to be considered in the preparation for a full and

rewarding life.
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Some of the ways in which the integrated school system

is failing the Indian child inclu<le the lack of knowledge

of the Tndían language and culture on the part of the per-

sonnel employed at such schools; the almost exclusive use

of a curriculum that has been designed for Èhe majority

culture and the use of the English language as the only

medium of instruction.

If the Indian student is to clerive any benefit from

the present integrated schooling arrangements certaÍn

changes must be made after careful and deliberate

consideration. There should be a greaÈer percentage of

school personnel of Indian ancestry occupying positions at

all levels of the school systems attended by Indian

students. School curricula should be modified to meet the

needs, interests and abilities of the IndÍan students.



CHAPTER V

THE ADJUSTMENT PROBLEM TO THE PROVTSIONS OF

THE POLICY OF EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will examine the problems facing Indian

children in Manitoba in their efforts to adjust to the

provisions of the system of integrated education. An

attempt will be made to identify a number of these pro-

blems, (See Appendices X-XI) and to deLermine the ways in

which the Indians are collectively meeting the challenge of

adjustment.

Cultural Conflict

The cultural conflict confronting the Indian student

has always been a major setback to success in integrated

school communities throughout the province. The tradi-

tional and socio-cultural differences among Indians in

terms of values, attitude and self-image have always been

factors to be considered in their educational advancement

and achievement. The idea of cultural conflict involves

the problem of relocation when Indian students are required

to leave their homes to at.tend school. There, these



students come into

values, customs and

own.

r02

contact with others whose cultural

attitudes are different from their

The Indían youth of this province comprise the only

ethnic group that must leave their native surroundings and

relocate in urban centres in order to complete their

education. Removing a chitd from one educational setting

to another during the adolescent stage of development could

be disruptive. For the Indian chiId, the necessary adjust-

ment period is much more difficult, and coutd have serious

psychological effects on his social and academic progress.

In elaborating on some of the problems confrontíng the

Indian child in the integrated school setting

Report stated that:

, The Hawthorn

The young Indian child arrives at school with a
cultural orientation, a set of values, and a
structured personality. He has an i<lentity as an
inclividual and as a member of a specific cultural
group. His cultural orientation and values will
have prepared him to value certain things and not
others, to perceive things in certain ways and to
internalize goals for specific reasons shared wittr
his community. To the extent that the school
population holds different cultural orientations
and values, his expectations and perceptions will
differ from those of the others and a situation of
conflict will be created. To the extent that the
child learns that hís way is not only different
but is wrong, his identity and his security are
attacked and he is confronted with a crucial
problem. l

In the northern t"lanitoba community town of The Pas,
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where the writer taught for two years, many of the Indían

students attending off reserve schools run by the KeIsey

School Division, when questioned about their love for

school expressed the feeling that they did not care too

much for ít. The majority of them preferred to be back in

theír own school on the reserve. By and large, these

children felt they should not have to compete with their

non-Indian peers in the classroom since they did not like

much of what was going on in the schools in terms of what

they had to learn. In reply to the question as to how they

felt about going on to the Junior High School, most Indian

students replied that they were not looking forward to it,

but would rather go to work as soon as they possibly

could.2

The Hawthorn Report agreed that:

The Indian's attitude towards education reveals
his ambiguous feelings from having the choice of
two extremes represented by the Indían style of
life as lived on the reserves and life in the
"white man's world, " which seems to entail a more
or Iess deep alienation from his people.3

The Report added that:

The latter is
quently as
schooling

Gue observed that

being accepted
seems to be the

more and more fre-
inevitable result of

did not search for

society. Instead,

ir.
and progress.4

the Indian people

as the non-Indianindividual success
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loyalty to their family, to the tribe, to their elders and

to the group \^ras traditionally valued to be f ar greater

than the status-seeking behaviour pattern which the concept

of individualism had brought.5

Zuk found thaL contact with the bureaucratic system

might. produce negative self-concepts, hostilities or other

conflicts among the native people.6 Nagler, in his study

of the urbanization of Indians, agreed that education \¡/as a

process of teaching a culture and that the education pro-

vided by the larger society for Indians emphasised the

dominant culture to a people who had been reared in another

culture.T This has contributed, in large measure, to

cultural conflict and ambiguity in self-image and concept

among the Indian people, not only in the integrated system

of education, but also in the larger society

Moreover, the operating cultures of Indians have a

relatively low potential for socio-economic integration,

except where preparation through a comparative level of

education has been realized. Cardinal agreed that educa-

tion was an equally important factor to be considered in

any attempt to resolve exísting cultural conflicts.B

The problem of adjustment seems to be present both in

rural areas as well as in urban centres within the pro-

vince. While the policy of integration through education

has somehow distributed the onus for the resolving of
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cultural conflicts between the Indians themselves and the

non-Indian authorities, its effects on socio-economic

advancement may only best be realized through individual

effort and self-application.

According to some studies, this nev¡ approach to

education has contributed to the high incidence of cultural

conflict among Indians. Kaegi observed that:

Integration has brought inconvenience and problems
to many Indian parents. It is their children who
have Lo be "bused" long distances to schools, or
who have had to leave home and live in boarding
homes or residential schools. Many parents dread
the thought of their children going to the inte-
grated or residential schools t ot into boarding
homes. (See Figures 4 and 5) They feel, in the
latter case, that the family ties or relationships
will be brokeni that they will lose their
chi ldren. Even the "bus ing " of chi l<lren has
weakened the family bonds , f.ot the integrated
schools indoctrinate the children with the value
system of the 'white' or 'European' society, and
especially with the middle class value system that
predominates in Canadian society. The parents
\¡/orry that their children will lose their respect
for the culture and traditions of their
ancestors .9

Bryde argued that education, in harmonizing the Indian

and non-Indian value systems, must be offered prior to the

offering of the non-Indian technical, vocational and
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liberat education, otherwise these progranìmes would be

the value conflict.l0 Aslargely thwarted because of

Bryde puts it:

chil<1ren must develop self-respect and pride
in their o\^rn heritage before they can learq to
relate easily to people of a different ethnic
group. Such children learn at a very early age
just what society thinks of the group to which
they belong. For the average student this means
that by teaching or understanding, his values must
be brought to the conscious level and he must be
shown how to qse his values in adjusting to the
modern worId.ll

Cultural conflict as a major obstacle to learning in

the integrated schoolr quite often manifests itself when

the Indian student exhibits difficulty in relating to the

curriculum and. language used in his education. As regards

curriculum, there is still too Iittle taught about the

Indian. WhiIe an attempt has been made within this

provj-nce to modify this, changes are as yet insufficent to

provide the kind of positive reinforcement necessary to

enhance the learning of the Indian child.

It is difficult for the Indian child to maintain a

sense of pride and dignity in his culture and heritage when

the textbooks used are not only written with a bias toward

the needs of the white child, but also portray a distorted

image of the Indian's cultural background. Research

carried out by the University lllomen's Club of Ontario in

I968 found that textbooks used in Ontario schools contained
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"enormous omissions" in the information on Indians that was

presented to children from grades two to eight. According

to this study, the sparse information given about Indians

in texts dealt chiefly with some form of economic or

technological progress, and included "almost no material on

religion, values, ethics or aesthetics." This, the study

claimedr rêflected what the dominant society considered

important enough to include in the school

curriculum. l2

In L964, Norma Sluman examined five Canadian history

textbooks and found thaL:

there are startling errors of omission as well as
commissioni the ancient Indian religious beliefs
are always contemptuously dismissed; the authors
find it necessary to repeatedly point out the lack
of cleanliness of the wigwams and the food while
more important virtues go ignored; and once we
reach the period of Confederation there creeps in
that smug paternalism that so undermines Indian
pride and imposes on lrim either lethargy or a
destructive resentment. rJ

The courses of f ere<l to

different provincíal schools are

Indian children at the

not directed in any waY to

meet the needs, values and culture of the Indian people.

InsLead, these courses are intended to "anglicize" the

fndían child so as to make him forget or be ashamed of his

own Indian heritage. On

in integrated schools

the whoIe, the curriculum followed

ís specifically designed for the

white, urban middle-class

use of English happens to

child, in which fluency in the

be one of the essential criteria
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for academic progress and success.

According to the The Hawthorn Report:

No systematic study was made of provincial curri-
cula used in the publíc schools but several points
warrant some consideration. In most systems there
is no material relate<1 to Indian cultures. We

strongly suggested that .orovincial curricula allow
some flexibility in various subjects to permit
inclusion of ethnic material from all groups in
multi-racial schools. Socia1 Studies, Art ancl
Literature classes would Iend themselves easily to
such inclusions. The benefits of using local
material would be sound paedagogically since it.
would focus interest and involve stu<fents from the
various ethnic groups. It would also give them
some sense of worth and of pride at being in-
cluded. l4

The Report furttrer contends that:

It is difficutt to imagine how an Indian child
attending an ordinary public school could develop
anything but a negative self-image. First, there
is nothing frotn his culture represented in the
school or vatued by it. Second, the Indian child
often gains the impression that nothing he or
other Indians do is right when compared to what
non-Indian chil<lren are doing. Third, in both
segregatetl and integrated schools, one of the main
aims of teachers expressed with reference Lo
Indians is "to help t,hem improve their standard of
living, or their general lot, or themselves" whích
is another way of saying that what they are and
have now ís not good enough; they must do and be
other things.l5

Racism

Historicatly, racism

Canada has been fostered

toward the Indian

by paternalistic

population in

att.itudes and
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policies. D.R. Hughes, writing ín L976, claimed that:

The Indian Acts passed by Parliament nearly a cen-
tury ago provided the chief legal source for
paternalism towards Canarìian Tndians. These acts,
dating from I876 to the present, continue to prac-
tice a polícy of wardship initiated by the British
to protect supposedly "childlike" people consider-
ed incapable of managing their own affairs.l6

Therefore, it is quite clear that throughout hisLory,

racism has been used as a "political tool" for justifying

oppression of the Indian people.IT Hughes added that

the result of such policies has been:

Unequal access to power, privilege and prestige.
Unequal access to educational and job opportuni-
ties has resulted in the fact that Canada's
indigenous peoples have the lowest educational
Ievels and the hiqhest unemployment and poverty
rates in society.Id

When a racist belief takes form, it basically repre-

sents a type of prejudice but when a racist act takes place

it constitutes discrimination. A racist quite often uses

ethnic stereotyping when expressing his views. Stereo-

typing the Canadian lndian in a negative fashion, tends to

reinforce beliefs of prejudice and enforces acts of

discrimination. This results in widening the gap between

Indians and non-Indians, both within and outside the school

system. Bleasdale agrees that as long as there is racism,

equal educational opportunities will remain an obstacle.

He states that this obstacle will not be removed until:
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economic inequalities have been resolved. Racism
wilt remain as a dominant educational value until
such time as the economic and cultural needs of
ethnic groups are meL prior to the dictates of
capitalist growtn.l9

Another problem that is often associated with the

problem of Indian ajdustment is that of the students being

able to find gainful employment on the reserves once they

have graduated from school. Kaegi affirms that:

There is little economic opportunity for the
majority of the people to earn a reasonable income
on rnost of the reserves. Every year there is an
increasing percentage of Indian people who are
Iivino in the non-Indian communities outside the
t"="tú"= .20

Educational
areas of concern

their communities

cess however, has

pointed out that:

Obviously,
from white
to lose.

the Indian tras
culture. But he

a great deal to
also has a great

integration has undoubtedly created many

for the Indían students, their parents,

as well as the larger society. The pro-

had some desirable qualities. Poole

gain
deal

He further warned that:

If the price of aquiring the benefits of white
civilization is that of relinquishing the Indian
tradition and heritage, the Indian wiII forego Èhe
former and cling to the latter.

and concluded that:

Indeed, this is largely what he has done these 400
years ' 2 I

In order to be effective, the policy of educatipnal

integration must involve a change in educational programmes

for Indíans as well as the identification of Indian needs.

Those who advocate the process of integration have empha-

sized the need for the cultivation and advancement of
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a positive Indian identity through education, which may

Iead to the socio-economic betterment of the Indian people.

Thus, a system of education that would adequately meet the

cultural needs of the Indian population should be a major

consideration in the movement toward social integration and

economic fulfillment. Walsh believed that in this way the

Indians would be able to find themselves, adjust to modern

society and raise themselves to the level of first class

citizens.22

THE PROBLEM OF SCHOOL DROPOUTS

The phenomenon of school dropouts ís common to all

educational systems in varying degrees. There is bound to

be a percentage of students who enter school but somehow

fail to graduate from the system. This occurrence however,

assumes alarming dimensions among Indian students. The

unacceptable dropout rate of Tndian children from school

has now been widely recognized as one of the most difficult

and persistent problems plaguing Indian education today.

In the integrated schools throughout Manitoba, this problem

has by no means shown any significant signs of decrease.

On the contrary, some educational authorities hold that it

has increased proportionately. Even while this thesis is

ín preparation, the writer, in his present capacityr ca4
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attest to the fact that, to date, 28 of the 47 students

sent out to schools in urban centres from the Split Lake

community in northern lvtanitoba, in Septembet L979, are back

at home on the reserve. More are expected to return before

the end of the school year, in June (See Table III).

Despite the extensive efforts made in the past three years

by the author, his teaching staff and school support

services at both the community and district levels, to

encourage children to advance their education,

comparatively few have responded after reaching high

s chooI.

It has been observed that the biggest decline in

sctrool attendance figures appears between the administra-

tive divisions of those school systems attended by Indian

sturlents. The Hawthorn R ort concurs that:

Administrative divisions of schools offer students
a natural drop-out point when they are due to move
to anoLher school. Where schools inclu<le grades
one through eight, students tend to leave at the
end of grade eight. Where intermediate schools
begin at grade six, those who are of age often
decide to drop out of the elementary school rather
than shift. A number of students leave the
intermedíate school at either grade nine or ten
depending where the break occurs-.23

It is at this point that the dropout rate rises very

theavailable insharply, according to the

I.A.B.'s booklet, Facts and

s tatistics

Fiqures .24 The most signi-

the end of the

reach a critical
ficant place where dropouts occur is at

elementary school system, but appear to



Thompson Education District SchooL Term 1979-80

TABLE III
DROP-OUT RATE OF TNDIAN STUDENTS BY COTLMUNTTTES

P

I

I tate
of Dtop-
ouÈs

0

30

33

24

19

29

57

69

38

77

38

No. of
Drcp-outs

0

3

L

4

7

6

I

35

I

2

74

No. of SÈudents Returning
at the end of School Term
in June L980

a

4

7

.,

T3

30

75

6

76

73

77

797 723

No. of SËudenËs Leaving
fot Schools in llrbart Centres
jn Septem.ber 1979

4

70

3

77

37

21

74

5T

27

79

Co¡nmr¡¡li Èies

8¡ocheÊ

GranvilTe Lake

Lac Brochet

Lgnn Lake

NeLson llouse

Pukatawagan

Shamattawa

Sptit lake

Tadoule Lake

York Landing

TOTAL
P
P
Þ
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period around the seventh and eighth grades. This is

usually the point at which most students are required to

leave their home communities to attend another school in

order to continue their education. At this stage, aliena-

tion becomes a pattern and there does not seem to be any

real effective identification with his Indian heritage nor

can the student effectively identify with an often strange

and hostile white world confronting him. The feelings of

rejection, depression and anxiety which normally accompany

adolescence, reinforce the extremely crippling, negative

self-image he has of himself. Caught on the horns of such

a dilemma, these students choose to drop out of school

rather than continue an almost futile encounter with

conflict and defeat. The wonder is not that so many drop

out, but rather that some persist long enough to graduate.

Kaegi believed that:

the problems inherent in the Indian school
system; that is the necessity of shifting from
ones own communS-ty and famíliar surroundings to a
new and sometimes alien environment; the fact that
the Indian student is often part
minority in the integrated school.

of
25

a very small

contributed Iargely to the high dropout rate.

Bryde

community

behaviour

the abject

in his study of Indian culture in a

found, that along with the socíally

on the part of the majority of Indian

South Dakota

maladaptive

students,

studentsfailure of the schools to prepare these
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to cope with their environmental changes seemed evidently

encouraging to the dropout problem. 26 The Hawthorn

Report added that: "This issue is further complicated where

Indian students are integrated in public schools at grades

six and eight."27

In a study conducted during the :.964'65 school year,

it was found that in a period of twelve years, from

I95L-L962,8,44l- Indian students out of 8'782 failed to

complete high school.28 Even among those students

starting high school, having survived the dropout point

after elementary school, a high percentage failed to

graduate. For the L96L-62 school term, I,6BI Indian

students $¡ere enrolled in grade nine. By the end of the

following school year, there were only 620 of these

students enrolled in classes at the grade eleven leveI.

This meant that less than half of those students who had

entered high school some three years earlier was no longer

in attendance at school.29 According Lo Kaegi, the

national dropout rate for non-Indian students was found to

be twelve percent, during the 1964-65 school ye.r.30

Kirkness pointed out that on an average, "the number of the

Indians who reach Grade L2 is equal to the number of other

Manitobans who do not."3l

These observations reflect the great disparity that

exists between the standard of educational achievement of
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Indian studenLs an<l that of their non-Indian counLerpar-s

within the province. From this' many Indian parents have

reacherl the conclusion that the system of education has

failed their children. On the other hand', many non-Indians

have held to the view that Indians, to a large degree, have

been indifferent towards education.

Gue agreed that Indian children achieved a low level

of schooling as measured by non-Indian standards and that

they encounterecl early dropouts. He attributed most of

this problem to the "Language barriet"'32

The lack of motivation however, was believed to be the

major contributory factor with respect to the high dropout

rate and low academic achievement of Indian children' This

lack was assumed to be caused by the conflict between the

values of the non-Indian middle class and the traditional

values of the Indians themselves. Gue argued that the

explicit and impticit values of teachers and the conLent

materiat of standard school curriculum helped to repel the

Indian child and caused him to lose interest in school, to

the point where he left the system as soon as he was in a

position to do so.33

Bryde agreed that since tl.e national dropout rate for

Indían students between the eighth and twelfth grades was

approximately sixty percent, this $/as an in<lication that

integrated schools in general were not meeting the needs

-. :.---'ú;;-1;:!i{J;.
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of the Inclian student population.34 From this, the

conclusion might also be reached that after eight years of

formal ed.ucation, the Indian student still showed emotion-

ally unstabled ways of responding to his changing environ-

ment.

According to The Hawthorn Report:

Until the schools resolve their own dilemmas in
dealing with minority groups and until Indian
parents can reformulate their ideas about educa-
tion through more direct experience with current
school systems, the attitudes and motivation for
education are likeIy to remain primarily negative
or neutrat.35

As regards the attitudes of Indian students and their

parents

c Iaimed

toward early school leaving, The Hawthorn Report

that some dropouts:

expressed a wish that they had completed
school because they are not able to obtain work
and because they are ineligible for vocational
training courses. Others expressed no regret for
their early school leaving and stated that they
would make the same decision again if faced with
the same circumstances. Some dropouts said that
they wished they could return to school now and
felt that if they could they would ultimately be
able to obtain employment. Many dropouts indica-
ted Lhat they did not feel that anything could be
done to reverse the effects of their decision but
that they were urging their younger siblings to
complete hiqh school "so things would be better
for'them."36

The Report further pointed out that a number of:

Dropouts indicated that they might have stayed in
school if someone had discussed their decision
with them and encouraged them to keep
trying. 3 7
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The survey concluded however that:

...the question of early school Ieaving is not a
significant one to the Indians themselves because
so few have completed school in various communi-
ties that they are the exceptions rather than the
rule. No sanctions are applied within these com-
munities against early school Ieavers because
there are no strongly held convictions about the
value of completing high school. Until some con-
crete results are seen by individuals and communi-
ties which stem directly from education, it is
unlikely that any strong pressures will be exerted
for youlh to comþlete rrigh school.3B

Summary

The areas examined in these discussions included such

social setbacks as cultural conflict, the lack of a posi-

tive self-image, the lack of motivation and a difference in

traditional customs and values, all of which seem to be the

most observed behaviour pattern leading to the low perfor-

mance level of Indian students in the integrated school

setting. Such conflict, seen in conjunction with the

traditional and socio-cultural differences which set the

Indian chil<l apart from his classmates, forms the breeding

ground for the acts of prejudice and discrimination

directed against the Indian student.

Most of the reasons attributed to the high rate of

school dropouts among Indian students may be gleaned frotn

the tliscussion of the problem raised earlier in this study.

The Indian chíld does poorly in school, not because of his

intetligence, but because of social and economic handicaps

which force him to become a dropout long loefore his brother

Canadian. (See Appendix XII)

-...'' -11!úr--- -.



CHAPTER VI

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN THE APPROACH TO INDIAN EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

The rapid reform that has occurred in our modern day

society has imposed new conditions with which aII Indian

citizens young and old alike must learn to cope. The

slower rate of progress, indicative of earlier times, made

the enterprise of Indian education a far simpler affair

than it appears at present, for there was then, a rela-

tively stable body of skills, knowledge, traditions and

customs which formed the basis of instruction. Within the

Iast half century however, ê11 that once contributed to

security and continuity seems to have been shattered. The

realms of knowledge have spread far beyond the confines of

general comprehension while the introduction of new tech-

niques is making even newly acquired skills obsolete.

It is small wonder that Indian education should be

subjected to fresh scrutiny because of the many questions

raised regarding the schooling of Indian chíldren. Indian

educator! have certainly become increasingly aware of the

probtems encountered in educating children of Indian
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ancestry particularly when such education is offered in

institutions primarily designed to meet the specific needs

and standards of the majority culture. This chapter wiII

discuss the issues and problems confronting educators in

their search for v/ays to meet some of the demands of edu-

cating the Indian segment of our society. (See Appendices

XI I I.XTX)

The Indian Child in School

The Indian chilrl is generally not successful in

school. He does not do well academically; he usually has

problems conmunicating effectively; he usually has a very

pool self-conceptr he does not relate to his teachers; and

he often cannot relate to the materials used in the process

of teaching him. Earlier experiences with the educatíon of

Indian children attributed this overall lack of success to

an innate intellectual deficíency. In L924, Rudolph Pintner

conducted studies which concluded that the extent to which

an Tndian child would be able to perform academically,

would depend upon the amount of whíte blood in his veins.

This theory is no longer acceptable. However, Indian

chiltlren are still being tested with psychometric instru-

ments that are sLructured around white middle-class values

in which there is a great emphasis placed upon verbal

ability. For most Indians, English is not their first'

language, and even in theír native tongue they are not as
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verbal as whiLe people.

When compared with the distribution of all pupils in

the provincial school system, Indian children have a higher

medial age at every grade level, a clustering of pupils in

the low grades, and a marked thinning out in the higher

grades.2

One of the problems in the past has been that Indian

education as a subject, was not widely researched. Within

the last decade, however, a greater interest has developed,

concerning the problems besetting the Indian in our

society; and this in turn, has brought about more research

and innovations in the area of his education.

PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE INDIAN CHILD AT SCHOOL

The major factors that appear to have the greatest

impact on the educational achievement of the Indian child

at school are his cultural background and his lack of

facility wíth the English language. Because of his limited

background and limited experience his vocabulary in any

language would be smalI. The acquisitÍon of a large

vocabulary of English words and adaptingr âs a product of

the reserve, to off-reserve culture are the two greatest

difficulties the reserve child wiIl encounter when leaving

home to attend school in urban centres. His ability to get
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along with new peers and to read with comprehension will

depend upon how much he can observe and absorb of the new

environment. The quality of the environment will also be

an important factor. Anthropological studies reveal that

custom and culture of the Indian vary with the tribe and

that these factors have a greater or lesser degree of

influence in the process of acculturation.3'4

Culture

one of the major problems is the difference between

the Indian culture and the white culture. The cultural

life of the reserve contains few of the things with which

the child witl be confronted when he leaves to attend

school. When an Indian child enters school for the first

time, he usually does so as a foreigner a foreigner in

the sense that in the eyes of the teacher he brings with

him an alien culture, strange values and customs, usually a

very limited facility with the English language, and a set

of physical characteristics that set him apart from the

white child. under these conditions, school can be a

traumatic experience ending in fear, frustration, and

failure.

In most Indian communities, child rearing practices

favour the permissive, non-autltoritarian atmosphere.

Expectations and responsibifity are acquired by example,
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and corporal punishment is rare. The Indian is a person

who is very much oriented to the present. In fact, in some

Indian languages, there is no word that has an equivalent

meaning to "future". Thus, it is very difficult to attract

the Indian student toward any long-term, future-orient'ed

goals.

During the early years of their lives, Indian children

are rarely read to by parents or others. They have seen

f ew books, if êrtlr and are not familiar with vfritten

stories or poems. They may have harl little help f rom

adults in learning words and concepts, in classifying and

generalizLng. Their audio and visual perceptions are like-

]y to be underdeveloped; but, they have however, learned to

screen out voices from a mixture of sounds around them.

Indian chilclren are unfamiliar wíth competition as a

way of life. They are unaccustomed to speed exercises and

Lime requirements. They are not uncooperative when they

fail to responrl to a teacher's demand for perfofmance under

the pressure of time. It is simply that working in this

manner is something alien to their cultural upbringing.

Many Indian children do not understand the concept of

private property, because, whatever the family possesses

belongs to ttrem all, and each one takes what he wants from

the common supply. Therefore, in scÌìool they may take

pencils and otÏìer school supplies that do not belong to
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them, and be looketl upon as thieves, when ín fact, they are

merely acting in accordance wittr the dictates of their

family custom.

While the typical white school system may favour com-

petition and individualism, the Indiansr ort the other hand,

are group minded, For instance, for the fndian to take

initiative in any obvious manner has the psychological

effect of separating him from his group. By Lraining and

experience, he functions best as a member of a familiar

group where authority is diffused, informal and shared. In

fact, most Indians see no value in competition. To strive

to excel in games or compete in school work, is for them

quite impolite.

Indian culture places great emphasis on the age-old

traditional values of cooperation, kindness, generosity,

wisdom and honesty. These values are in conflict with the

facts of life in the white-dominated society. The majoríty

Cana<lian socíety emphasizes the acquisÍtion of private

property, competition, financial gain, and material

success. Into this latter category falls the teacher whose

function it. is to reinforce and perpetuate the dictates of

this society among Lhe Indian students who cannot accept

them. The children of many Indian communities seldom

acknowledge any favour done them and seldom say "thank

you". This is because in their culture' every one does the,
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him.

" thank

of it.
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he is supposed t.o do and does what is expected of

Consequently, there is no word in their language for

you", and no concept'of being grateful as we think

The Indian child is caught between two culturesi two

social patterns for the nurture and education of. each

generation. The Indian child, through circumstances, must

learn two sets of acceptable behaviour patterns. He must

learn those of his group, âs well as those of the dominant

cultural society in which he finds himself. The white

chit<1 must learn to make decisions differing only in

degree. The stress to which the Indian child is subjecte<1

is greater.

Language

Another major problem confronting the Indian chil<1, is

his ability to communicate adequately and effectively in

the English language. According Lo the Department of

Indian Affairs, almost sixty percent of the Indian chilclren

entering school across Canada, lack fluency in EngIish.

This lack of fluency ranges from a total absence of any

English vocabularyr to a vocabulary in English that is well

below the functional level. Of the remaining forty per-

cent, the ability level in English is generally below that

of the average white school beginners.
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observed
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Davey, former Director of Indian Education

that:

. .. the Indian children in the schools
ability, a language disability. They
to speak English, but their vo_cabulary
as compared to white children.5

show a dis-
may be able

is limite<l

Some particular problems of Indian children in
non-Indian schools arise from language and cul-
tural differencês. Indian children are not less
capable to learn but have to learn more.6

Indian children who speak only their native tongue,

encounter difficult.y when learning EngIish, because of

their cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The Indian and

English languages differ considerably in word and thought

concepts. Many of the English sounds are new to the

Indian-speaking child; some are familiar, while others are

only partially familiar. As a result, various linguistic

sounds of the Indian tongue are carried over into the

English speech of the Indian children, thus causing their

speech to have a strange accent. This lack of similarity

between the English language, antl the Indian languã9ê, only

serves to further complicate Èhe problem. The Indian child

must acquire a new set of language habits in or<ler to

master English and this requires an enormous effort on the

part of the child to accomptish this task.

Here líes the barrier between the Indian child and

academic achievementi the lack of fluency in a common

I
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language, not the lack of intelligence. Leading authori-

ties in Indían education agree that the lack of fluency in

English, is the greatest single obstacle to the success of

the Indian chil<1 in school.7 It was not until the exten-

sive work with intelligence tests during the second world

war, that educators realized the effect of language on

achievement in those tests. No wonder Indian children

received low scores.S This also helps to explain why

Indian children attending integrated schools from grade

one, make more rapid advances than those starting at a

Iater age. Sealey (L972) ,9 found that an oral English

Ianguage prografnme increased school achievement consider-

ab}y, even if instituted when the students were in high

sctrool. culture can be accommodated through the under-

standing and knowledge of a good teacher, and need not be

too much of a hindrance to learning. competency, however,

in English, the medium of instruction, is anot'her matter'

The Department of Indian Affairs in this region, has placed

the learning of English at the top of the priority list' in

curriculum development for Indian children'

Another factor that affects the success of the Indian

student in linguistic acquisition is the fact that, for the

most part, the Indian society is a silent on€. the

hunting and fishing days of the past, silence was golden

and the talkative individual was not popular. The Indians
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developed v/ays of communicating that were non-verbal. In

many areas of the north, these forms of communicatíon may

still be prevalent. In the classroom, this innate

reluctance on the part of the Indian child to engage in

prolonged dialogue is often viewed by the teacher as being

a sign of a lack of intelligencer or downright stubborn-

ness. Some may claim that this silence is only present in

ttre classroom and that when the chilclren are at play, they

are much more voca1. While it is true that Indian children

at play are much lnore spontaneous, it may be observed, that

the tinguistic substance of their speech is not complex in

s tructure.

Thus, l!o1. Lhe Indian child entering school for the

first time, the experience can be harrowing. He is exposed

to a new culture and a new language in a setting that is

nothing at aIt like home. This totally neI¡I environment

can, and very frequently does, have far-reaching education-

al and psychological implications.

SeIf-Conce t

The typical cultural background of the Indian chitd

along vüith his lack of fluency with the English language,

put him in a position of being classed as different in the

white society. In the atmosphere of the school, the Indian

child naturally selects his peer group as a basis for his
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own identity. If he is perceived as being different by the

white students at the school, he will soon begin to per-

ceive himself as being different and may develop a negative

ident.ification about himself. This has a significant

effect on the development of his self-concept an<1 he begins

to see hi¡nself as being less worthy and less able than his

white peers, who seem to be much more able to relate to the

school situation. He hears the word "Indian" used in a

derogatory or uncomplimentary manner and soon internalizes

feelings of inferioritY.

It is most evident that in our present society

inequality of social status and íncome can become a major

obstacle for the Indian chitrl in striving for an equal

opportunity for a good education. Those .fritat"r. tto come

from middle to upper class homes are much more likely to

succeed in school, whereas, those coming from lower class

homes are generally labeled as those unlikely to succeed in

their academic performance.

The socio-economic status of the Indian child

influences his academic achievement as much as his inteffi-

gence when grades are used as the criteria for success.

The self-concept of the so-called culturally disadvantaged

child usually deteriorates, and he is left with less qelf-

esteem as a result of the educational procêss. The overall

result is that the self-concept of the chitd becomes
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difficutt to change, and even if change does occur, it is

very gradual.

The Teacher of the Indian Child

A critical factor in the fostering of a positive self-

image in the Indian child is the teacher. The typical

teacher of Indian children is White and comes from a

middle-class socio-economic group. Such teachers, employed

in integrated schools in Manitoba where Indian children

attend, have no special training for teaching Indian

children. Consequently, they look upon their Indian stu-

dents with all of the biases that their background pro-

vi<1es.

The teachers see their role as perpetuaLing the

mid<lle-class system and fail to see the Indian culture as

an entity of its own. The entire school atmosphere, as

reflected in both the formal and informal curricula, is

based on middle-class social institutions. Bleasdale

states that:

... by treating native children as if they were
white children, the informal curriculum teaches
native children inferiority and white children
discrimination. A stereotyped role model is re-
inforced in the formal curriculum where native
cultures are largely ignored or discussed only as
a side-issue in the history of the white man's
progress. lo
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Apart from a small number of dedicated and understand-

ing individuals, the Indian child is often taught by a per-

son who feels dejected or discriminated against by being

expectecl to teach Indians. This feeling is invariably

reflected in the teacher's attitude toward the child and

all too often, shatters his hopes for a good education.

Materials

The materials used in the education of Indian child-

ren, ,oarticrrlarly in their f ormative years, are for the

rnost part inappropriate. To attempt. to Leach these child-

ren usíng the traditional materials ttrat are based on a

white mi<1dle-class culture is to impinge upon them a set of

values and cultural traits whích they are incapable of

inculcating. There is little doubt that Indían children

can, and do, learn from the materials used in the schools

at present. However, a look at the success achievement of

Indian children in the present school system supports the

premise that Èhe educational value of these materials may

be questionable.

Summary

The problems inherent in teaching the Indian child are

many. The solutions 'to these problems seem few. The
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failure of the present school system to meet the special

educational needs of children of Indian ancestry can be

measured in terms of the large number of under-educated and

unemployable Indians. The schools have been unabler so

far, to resocialize the Indian child in order that he

becomes a functioning adult in the social milieu of the

majority.

An important requirement in the professional prepara-

tion of teachers is that e<lucators who deal with Indian

students should have a knolwedge of the psychological and

culturat background of these students. This special under-

standing which the techers inust have of their Indian pupils

is seen as an essential motivating factor, not only in the

learning process of the Tndian child but in fostering in

him a positive self-image within the integrates school

s ituation.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY

In this study, the Federal Government's policy of

educational íntegration was examined primarily to determine

the kinds of provisions that were made in integrating

Indian students into the mainstream of the public school

system within the Manitoba provincet to identify some of

the major problems encountered by the Indian sector of the

society by virtue of the implementation of the policy and

to assess the extent to which the Indians were adjusting to

the system of integrated education as a whole.

The Indian problem in education was seen as only part

of the many socio-economic and cultural dilemmas facing

this native group. Efforts aimed at Indian integration

into the public education system have been made in order to

irnprove their socio-economic status. Though there have

been many problems associated with the policy and process

of integration, yet this has served to bring the Indian

people increasingty out of their isolation. The Indían

society has, as a result, become more vocal and visible and

has interpreted the integration policy in many ways.
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The problem of school dropout has been complicated by

many factors and no easy solution might be readily avail-

able. The cultural conflict facecl by Indian students was

seen as a major obstacle to success in school. Bryde con-

ctuded that unless the cultural impasse u/as first resolved

and removed, it would seem that all educational opportuni-

ties would not be as effective as they could be.1 Gue

concluded that the escape route for the Indian child was to

become a school dropout and so avoid the pressures of

individualism.2.

Integration must be a two-way street through which

both Indians and non-Indians could make decisions in order

to hetp to solve the socio-economic problems that now face

Indian education.

The idea of providing Indians with an education

comparable to that afforded other Canadians became govern-

ment policy in the early fifties. Indian leaders, while

being in favour of improved educational opportunities for

their people, have strongly objected to the destruction of

their language and culture and have resisted the implied

objective of eventual assimilation.

The educational attainment of Indian children is still

far below the national standard due to a number of complex

reasons ranging from cultural conflict Lo school dropout.

About fift.y per cent of Indian students do not go treyoná
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grade six and about sixty-fíve per cent fail to reach grade

eight. ultimately about ninety-seven per cent fail to

reach and comPlete grade twe1ve.3

The prograrnmes offered in integrated schools should

aim at presenting an accurate picture of the racial and

cultural differences of the Indian child's heritage by

preparing cirrícula that combine the positive aspects of

the Indian and non-Indian traditions. This might serve to

eradicate some of the inrlífferent feelings of non-Indians

toward the Indian people. The successful integration and

adjustment of Indian studenLs into the provincial school

system should be a shared responsibilit.y of both the Indian

sector and the larger dominant society.

In contrast to the policy of education integration, it

has been argued that t.he Indian people themselves shoulcl

occupy the decision making positions with respect to the

policies by which they could achieve the necessary economic

growth, and that it must be they who should implement the

progrannmes devised to attain this growth. Many Indians

agreed that community development could only begin with the

culture and value systems of the people involved. The non-

Indian authorities should provide for this responsibifity

through a more co-operative effort, if the Indians are

expected to improve both socially and economically in rela-

tion to the larger society.
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Some research in the field by Bryde has revealed that

the problem goes deeper than is generally believed. He

reached the conclusion that the Indian youth of today has a

serious identification problem of his own, and that unless

this question of cultural conflict is resolved and removed,

it. would appear that oLher opportunities for educational,

social and economic advancement would not be as effective

as they could be.4

This thesis, in discussing some of the provisions made

for improving Indian education in the provínce of Manitoba,

has found that the policy of educational integration has

been known to work in many communities and that some adap-

tations have been made in schools to accomrnodate the

cultural differences of Indian students. In some areas of

the province programmes and projects have been estairlished

to help solve the problems of Indian identity in the school

situation. The entire policy of educational integration,

in terms of its aims and objectives in findíng a solution

to Indian problems, cannot be said to have met all its

expectations. Both Indians and non-Indians alike however,

must co-operate if the education of the Indian

people is to lead them towards socio-economíc fulfillment.

If Indians are expected to reach the same level of

education as non-Indians, they should not merely advance at

the non-Indian rate. Their rate of advancement should be
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even faster. They must strive to close a gap of approxi-

mately five school grades, if they are to start on an equal

footing with their non-Indian peers in the current race

toward a higher level of educational competency.5 The

policy of educational integration as devised by the Federal

Government, despite the many areas for concern in its

implementation, appears to have as its aim the matter of

helping Indian students to bridge this enormous and possi-

bly widening gap. However, the completion of even a high

school education seems inadequate, in this day and ãge, if

the process of reaching a comparable Ievel of economic

betterment is envisaged by Indians. WhiIe most Indian

parents somehow hold this belief and cherish this hope for

their children, the problems involved remain at a high

level of complexity both for Indians on the reserves as

well as those living in urban centres.

CONCLTJSIONS

The established principles and practices of integrated

education in ManitoTra have historically failed to meet the

special needs and problems of the Indian student popula-

tion. The fndian students of this province are placed at a

great disadvantage with respect to the existing institu-

tional arrangements for their education, particularly where
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these arrangements have been made in conjunction with

provincial school systems. Paternalism, on the part of the

Federal Government, has remained virtually unchanged over

the years as a determining factor in the formulation of

educational policy with regard to native children. This

has oftimes resulted in the unrealistic tendency to treat

these policies in complete isolation from the tremendously

powerful cultural, social and economic conditions that are

so intricately inter-woven with the development of educa-

tional goals and objectives on a national basis. This

concept is particularly applicable when describing the

manner in which governments deal with the affairs and con-

cerns of people of Indian ancestry, and doubly so in the

case of the Federal Government's handling of the educa-

t.ional provisions for Indian communities in various

northern parts of the province.

The present conditions, under which the Tndian sector

of our society exists, Ieave much to be desired. lüotwith-

standing, it is evident at this time, that there is a great

desire on the part of the Federal Government to provide the

kind of support that witl meet the demonstrated needs of

the Indian people, by firmly establishing the primary, most

fundamental process by which they can overcome centuries of

exploitation and cultural invisibility the process of

education. The Indian people had languished for well over
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a hundred years before proper steps were taken by the

Federal Government to improve their standard of education

in any significant way. Hitherto, all the crucially

important aspects of the educative process, (without which

it seemed hardly possible even to contemplate economic or

social progress among people of Indían ancestry) were

Iargely ignored in Indian educational programmes. The most

damaging effect of all, however, was the attitude on the

part of government officials and educators. They projected

an aloof superiority, which only servecl to induce antl

foster in the Indian person, a frightened and confuserl

response of self-depreciation and blind obedience.

The Indians of Manitoba today, are the descendents of

the oldest residents of this province, whose traditional

customs and cultures have been made more and more inopera-

tive in the changíng environment of the individual in

society, and who in the historical process of European

settlement and develo.oment, have somehow failed to fully

inculcate or even acquire the technological, economic and

political strategies required to share and function in the

larger affluent society. At the same time, these people

have suffered almost irreparable damage to their collective

existence and cultural i<lentity. Accordingly, certain

changes additions in the educational programmes and

structures of Manitoba will be needed, having a basic
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two-foId objective. Sincer âs alluded to earlier, educa-

tion cannot be effectively conducted in a socio-political

economic vacuum, the first of these objectives should make

it possible for the majority of Indians, young and old, to

become self-supporting and participating citizens in our

present-day socíety, and secondly, to enable them to

identify themselves as a respectable and valid cultural

entity within the fabric of the Canadian social community"

The approach should be based on the concept of the preser-

vation of Indian identity within the larger Canadian

society, without being separated from, or totally drawn

into the rnajor dominant social milieu. The overall aim or

purpose shoutd not be to bring about an all-out assimila-

tion as such, but rather to facilitate a successful and

rewarding economic, social and cultural integration of both

individuals and communities of Indian ancestry.

RECOMMENDATÏONS

The reconmendations which follow, while based on the

findings of the study, strongly reflect the bias of the

author and are drawn from hís experiences and observations

in the field of Indian education. The author however,

prefers

of those

to view these as suggestions for the consideration

concerned with tTre process of Indian education.
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. That all School Divisions and School Districts with

schools attended by Indian students, take action to

seat a representative of the Indian people on their

Board, and that appropriate training be provided for

Indian people who are serving as school trustees on

such Boards.

. That these Boards appoint standing committees to deal

specifically with the problems of Indian students and

that these committees undertake in-depth studies of

these problems and prepare recommendations for the

Boards.

. That special orientation sessions be held for Indian

children (and their parents) entering the school sys-

tem for the first time to assist them to adjust to the

school programme and the school community in general.

4. That the Boards, when hiring personnel to work direct-

ty with Indian students, select persons who are kind,

sympathetic and have a speciat understanding of the

Indian child.

5. That schools aLtended by Indian students play a major

role in tl. e transmission of Indian culture. Teachers

whg deal with Indian students must understand their

cultural background an<l heritage and promote this

cultural awareness in the classrooms. The schools

2

3
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values.

resources from the
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Indian communities to

of Indian cultural

6

the understanding

That the problem of mastery of English for the Indian

student be recognized, and that provisions be made for

assistance at all grade levels.

That the problems created for the Indian student

through the study of a "second" language, when the

student is already receiving instruction in a language

other than his native tongue, be recognized, and that

consideration be given to granting the student acade-

mic credit for facility in his native language.

That the bias in the interpretation of History found

in some text books be recognized, and that teachers be

made aware of interpretations from other points of

view.

That principals, teachers and counsellors in integra-

ted provincial schools visit the reserves and homes of

their Indian students.

That the total effects of the policy of educational

integration be reviewed and alternative measures be

taken to remedy those situations where integration has

not been effective.

That future studies of this type be conducted using a

select sample of students, by reserve' so as to ensure

greater access to more specific information.

7

B

9

r0.

r1.
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POSITION

To be effective, education must be nurtured in

relevancy, commit.ment, motivation, and identifiable

purpose. The process must be part of comrnunity activities

and community progress.

W€, the Indian people of Manitoba believe in

education:

As a preparation for total living, and in this

context it extends far beyond the boundaries of

what is conventionally considered schooling;

As a prime means of improving our economie and

social conditions;

As a means of providing that which should be the

right of every citizen: namely, the choice of

where t.o live and to work. The essential pro-

vision of those required skills that will allow

this privilege of choice;

As a means by which we can be ,enabled t'o partici-

pate fully in our own social, economic, politi-

cal, and educational advancementi

As a comprehensive program which must be designed

to meet the needs of the toLal community by

including offerings to people of all ages.



The present system of education is to be

irrelevancy to the culture and environment in

live; by its lack of involvement

L77

noted for its

which .oeople

parents andby

its

both

concurrent estrangement of the student

students; by its inability to achieve purpose

from his

without a

envLron-

ment.

Education as a program of government Ïras fallen tragi-

ca1ly short of its objectives of Indian advancement. As a

tool t.o develop the capabilit.y to participate equally with

the rest of society, the education process has been notably

narrow in its concept and riSi.a in its approach. The time

has come for a drastic change in the orientation of educa-

tion in order to pursue a program of education in its

broadest context, a program designed to include alI aspects

of the community so as to ensure that all people have

adequate opportunity to i mprove their knowledge and expand

their options.

The provision in the treaties for schools on reserves

must be interpreted in a present context to mean comprehen-

sive education for Tndian PeoPIe.

The federal government must recognize the totaL

failure of the present education system for Indian people.

It must recognize the need for change in the assimila-

tionist ,oolicy of education perpetuated f or decades.

The Government of canada must not only realize i!=

obligation to treaty ,oromises, but its moral obligation to
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assist in upgrading the standard of education for Indian

people in recognition of the past function of education in

the destruction of the Indian v/ay of life.

A positive program of educational opportunity must be

deve loped:

a)

b)

c)

d)

that relates t

in-school and o

that makes maxi

by broadening i

in both the

recreation;

that provides

advancement and

that provides

commitrnent of

the design and

system.

o the total communitY, both

ut-of-school;

num use of the physical Plant

ts use to external activities

fields of education and

a f ocal point f or cornmunitY

community activities;

for constanL involvement and

the local population in both

operation of the educational

I

RECOI"ÍMENDATIONS

We call upon the federal government to make

a clear declaration of recognition of re-

sponsibility for education as federal

obligation to Indian people as clearly set

forth in the Treaties signed by the Crown'.



2,

4.

5

6

We caII upon the federal government to make

a clear declaration recogni-zing that it is

their responsibifity to provide the means

for our education¡ monies, facilities,

resource personnel.

It is our responsibility, especially after

lOO years of the whiteman's failure and as

those with the most to gain and the most to

lose, to direct the changes in the education

L79

of federal control does not imPIY

of federal responsibilit'y for pro-

means.

a transfer of educational con-3

process.

Re j ection

re jection

vision of

There must be

trol to the

( reserve) .

There must be

local responsibifitY centre

a redefinition of education in

a total context.

. There must be parental participation'

. Research must be conducted by or at least

, controlled by the Indian organization

representing Indian PeoPle.

. There must be stress on excellence in

education ,orograms.

are two major areas of concern with respect to

The first deals with the lack of participation

7

There

education.
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already noted by both parents and students in the educa-

tional process. This requires immediate attention and

action by t.he government.

the second is the external effects of the environment

upon the educational process and the pressures that are

brought to bear upon the student that inhibit or preclude

achievement of his potential.

W€, t,he Indían people of Manitoba, recommend to the

federal government two st.eps urgently required to bring

about greater educational opportunity f or Indian ,oeople.

STEP ONE

The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-

ment must immedi-ately make provision for the establishment

of local school boards at the reserve leveI, such school

boards to have atl the rights, privileges and responsibili-

ties of a conventional school board with special agreements

with the federal government with respect to contractual

arrangernents with Èeachers t.o ensure that Indian students

have access to the best teachers available.

Local school boards would be responsible for:

a) direct participation on curriculum develop-

ment,

b) administration of the physical education

plant,
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c) co-ordination of educational programs, both

internally and externallY,

d) the development of adult educat.ion facili-

ties to improve the knowledge and opportuni-

ties of all members of Indian society.

In addition to the foregoing, we call upon the govern-

ment to make a declaration of recognition of educatÍonal

responsibility as a federal obligation to Indian people.

Rejectj-on of Federal control does not mean rejection of

Federal monies.

provision must be made whereby training is available

t,o those reserves desiring local control of education, and

this training must be on-going.

STEP TWO

We the Indian people of Manitoba feel that a compre-

hensive study of the total ramifications of the educational

process including all of the constraints that inhibit its

growth, should be taken immediately in order that a more

effective educational program may be developed. We do not

wantr âs has been the case in the past, a continued isola-

ted approach to the question of education, but we want an

examinat,ion of education in its total context, inåluding

the ef f ects of the environment u^oon the process.

In addition, we recommend that the study be implement-

ed and controlled by the organization elected to re,oresent
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the Indian people of Manitoba.

Many studies have been conducted on the Canadian

Indians by anthropologists, sociologists¡ êtc. ¡ for which

large sums of money Ïrave been granted by the federal

government. In view of the fact that virtually nothing has

been gained by the Indian people from such studies, wê

request that monies be made available to us to do our ov/n

research. No longer will be passively cooperate with

"outsiders" assigned to study us. Atl future studies must

provide meaningful information based upon direct programs

Ieading to our own betterment.

Further to the two major steps reconmended we urge the

Federal Government:

1. To assure our right to total and overall

educational assistance to pursue education

in any educational institution in Canada.

2. To recognize the need for education programs

offering opportunities to people of alI

ages.

The following recommendations are made regarding the

In-School Program. (This program refers to education from

pre-kindergarten to the end of high school.)

Vte recommend for immediate action the following':

1 ) tfre establishment of classes for four-year

olds

2) that wherever the Indian language is the
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dominant language of t.he community, instruc-

tion be conducted in the native language

during the first few years of school,

3 ) that teachers of Indian origin be hired to

teach Indians whenever Possible.

Indian teachers when appropriately prepared are in a

more favourable position to relate to Indian children. It

is impossible to state with accuracy the number of teachers

there are today of Indian origin. We do know, however,

that in Manitoba at presenÈ, the Federal Government employs

about seven Èeachers of Indian origin. This is out of a

total of three hundred and thirty-seven (ggZ) teachers

employed in alt. It is imperative that we Ïtave more Indian

teachers in our schools.

4) that native people be employed as teacher-

assistants to help teachers with classes

having Indian children. This program has

been implemented in many federal schools and

is proving to be very successful. Integra-

ted schools such as those at Oak Lake, The

Pas, and Winnipeg should be directed to

implement such a program. Until such time

aó Indian teachers are available, teacher-

assistants perform a very valuable function'
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Indian teachers and teacher-assistants are of great

value to Indian education:

i ) They facilitate learning for the non-English

speaking chil<1.

ii) They help the native child by presenting a

model of a person in a responsible posi-

tion.

iii) They provide liaison between home and

s chool .

iv) They help interpret the community to the

teacher and vice-versa.

5 ) that the dominant native language of the

community be taught in the time allot'ted on

curriculum for "teaching a second language"

rather than imposing a foreign language such

as French, Gêrman, oF Ukrainian on the

sÈudents already knowing something of two

languages.

I t is des irable to introrluce the native

language in the elementary grades. This

action will prevent loss of native language,

learning of the syllabic system and last but

not least it. will show the Indian language

in a positive tight through its ,olacement on

the school curriculum.
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7)
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that schools all be made non-denominational-.

The emphasis on religious denomination has

caused fri.ction and division within communi-

ties over the years. The regulation in the

Indian Act regarding the hiring of teachers

in accordance with religious denomination is

restrictive and jeopardizes the possibifity

of hiring the best teachers.

that the Federal Government be advised not

to phase out any student residences opera-

ting at present to serve Indian students

eiithout first consulting the Indian people

and their organization, the Manitoba Indian

Brotherhood; that the Government be encour-

aged to staff the residences with people of

native origin in key positions. Residences

described above could continue to provide

for children from broken homes and for those

who live a great distance from schools. An

example of the latter are those living along

the Hudson BaY railwaY Iine.

that parents of the community be consulted

by the scTrool authorities regarding the

s chool curriculum. Parents l¡/ant to be

involved in decisions regarding the school

8)
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parents
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The valuable reconmendations from

on Ïrow to enrich the program

materials to be used, what is to

etc. would great.Iy enhance what

culturaIIy,

be taught,

school has

that high

to offer the Indian children.

e) schools be established at various

reserves to serve the students of surround-

ing reserves. That such high schools be

operated and maintained by an alI Indian

School Board.

It. is evident that the federal governrnent's present

plan to provide high school education for Indian students

is characterized by only limiteri success. For example,

statistics showing Indian student enrollment in Federal and

Provincial Schools in Grade XII over the years is as

follows:

1949-50 I
1955-56 2
1959-60 7
L964-65 34
L96B-69 58 (See Table No. 2)

The numbers in Grade Twelve are increasing but in

terms of the total school population, the figures are

unimpressive. To graduate from high school in 1968-69, a

student would likely have started school in 1957-58.. The

enrollment figures for Grade I in that year was IOgf. This

indicates that 94.632 of the students failed to reach

Grade XII. (See Tabte No. 1). This is a straight forwaid
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YEAIì

Table 2
INDIAN STUDENT ENROLLMENT

rN FEDERAL AND PROVTNCIAL SCHOOLS (1)

Enroll'r'ent at the Secondary Level of Schooling

TOTAL INDIAN
GRADE GRADE GRADE GRÁ.DE TOTAL STUDENT

e 10 11 12 sEcoMAEy AT]{ERS (2) ENROLLMENT

-å-
95
70

r02
84

109

96

7T

109

LOa

130

169

87
100
t34
L40
L7L
L64
224
234

296
383
401
487

596
583
726
773

6693
7050
7276

8304
8872
916õ
9309
9370

1949-50
1950-51
L95L-62
1952-53
1953-54
L954-65
1955-56
L966-67
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

3313
3283
3677
3769
4249
4381
4770
4824
47ó3

62L4
5646

7
5

L2

18

26
22

7
13

13

11

30

18

11

19

31

23
23
30
30
15

52
48

69
64
64
27
60
49
32
58
74
66
84

1

7
8

2

2
8

1

7

20
27
18

34
Ðo

44

ã0
58

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

L43
199
198
2L9
268
287
335
337

46
67
51

94
101

98
116
L44

L2

573 (3)

476 (4)
438 (5)

89
94

(2) Includes special and ungraded classes
(3) Includes 541 ungraded students
(4) Includes 449 ungraded students
(5) Includes 400 ungraded students
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indication that there is a need for further experimental-

programs to search for a means whereby Indian people will

be able to attain the same educational standards as the

majority of society. 
'

Alternate means of obtaining the goal of high school

education must be made loossible. Reserve high schools

would enable students to Iive in familiar surroundings, to

live among their own people and be involved in a high

school program better adapted to meet their,oarticular

needs:

I0) that the Government provide as another

alternate program for high school students,

small-residence type accommodations. Such a

residence should be designed to accommodate

approximately twelve students to be main-

tained and supervised by Indian parents.

A homelike atmosphere would exist in t'his kind of

design and it would operate more on a family basis than on

an institutional basis. At present, residences resembling

those recommended operate in Teulon, l!4anitoba, under the

United Church Board of Home Missions. There is a residence

for the boys and one for the girls, each accommodating 20

to 25 students. It. appears to be a most successful

operat.ion. Statistics show retention rate between f965-70

as being between 93? and 100t.
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It

people

dences and could be expected t,o produce even better

The residences should be situated in towns andresults.

cities where high schools are available.

1I) that the establishment of high schools at

designated reserve points and the establish-

ment of small-type residences in towns and

cities as proposed in (f0) and (II) be

conducted on an experimental basis. A study

strould concurrently be implement.ed by Indian

people of all existing means of educating

high school students to determine which

means is proving most successful.

Too often, the Government has proposed plans that

encompass total populations. It is obvious that the first

move was to schools on reserves, followed by a mass plan of

resident.ial schools, to a plan of integration. It appears

that an attempt has been made t.o phase out the latter,olan

for a new one in each case. Presentllr the stage is one of

phasing out residentiat schools in favour of integration by

having students bussed from reserves to schools and by a

program of private home placement. Modifications are more

in order in Some cases than total rejection of a program.

with regard to our reconmendationsr w€ emphasize the

need to experiment and evaluate before launching into full-

appears that smaller residences operated by Indian

would be an improvement even over the Teulon resi-
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scale operations as has been done in the past.

L2) that there be adequate Indian representation on

Provincial School Boards which have Indian .oupils

attending schools in their district or divi-

s ions .

I^te make the following reconmendations in the area of

Post-School Programs. Post-school programs refer to pro-

grams provided for those having completed high school and

for those who are no longer in the In-school Program.

I ) that up-grading classes continue to be offered on

and off reserves.

For many years, up-grading classes have been offered

but the results have not been positive. The drop-out rate

is astounding. Some reasons attributed to t'his failure

are:

i) lack of proper counselling prior and during t.he

course

ii) inadequately prepared instructors

iii) irrelevance of content

upgrading classes properly conducted can be a means

for many Indians to eventually find economic security.

2) that basic literacy course be offered on_ and off

reserves to enable those desiring to learn to

speak,andtoreadandwriteinEnglishtodoSo.
3 ) that vocational training be offered on and off
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reserves. on reserve programs would be meaningful

if conducted according to visible economic

development.

4) that every effort be made to assist students in

Un j-versity to be successful. This could mean

recommending to Universities a "Chair of Native

Studies" to provide relevant programs. That a

sincere and meaningful counselling and tutoring

program be available to the students.

In the area of Adutt. Education vre recommend the

following:

I) Program designed to train native people as:

a) teacher assistants

b) counsellor assistants

c) recreation co-ordinators

d) police constables

e) medical assistants

f, ) magistrates

g ) sctrool trustees

h) automobile drivers, etc.

2) Courses in Administration and Human Relations for

chiefs, councillors, band managers, and band sec-

retaries. That such training be provided in three

leveIs to accommodate the various stages pf ad-

vancement that exist in Indian communities '



¡ 3 ) Courses on and off reserves in

a) general home management

health

budgeting

cooking and sewing

4) other Courses:

a) Human relations

b) The Indian Act

c ) Legal right of Indians

d) The raw

e) Politics and government

r92
family educaLion:

As an outcome of training programs it' is imperative

that. recognition be given to trainees for certification

equal to the trade to enable mobility of the candidates.

Provincial Involvement

Education of Indian people is basically a federal

government responsibility originating from the signing of

the treaties from lB71 onward. The interpretation of this

" responsibility" by f ederal of f ici-als has over the last

hundred years excluded Indian ,oeople f rom any meaningful

involvement in decidin.g their own education destiny.

Historically, officials of the federal government made all

the decisions and the arrangements aS to the where, why,

who and when of education for Indian people. Historicatty,



too, officials of the federal government

agreements with officials of the provincial

our behalf for certain educational servíces.

ments, many of which \¡/ere f inalized wit.hout

with Indian people are now our cortc€rn.

193

entered into

government on

These agree-

consultation

relocatíon were approached

and vocational up-grading

factors are what might be

It is our intention to review the existing agreements

and to make the necessary recornmendations f or their

revision, termination or continuance. We call upon the

Federal Government to terminate its policy of making

decisions for Indian people. We must and we will be

involved from hereon in, in determining our own destiny.

Future recommendations for services to provincial govern-

ments and their institutions will come directly from the

Indian people or through their organization the Manitoba

Indian Brotherhood.

Rivers

Historically, the various facets of education for

Indian people have been presented in a fragrnented manner of

unrelatedness. The reserve v/as the site of many of the

elementary school programs, whereas the secondary school

and the post-school programs v/ere conducted off reserves.

Adu1t,

from

and

programs of training and

the standpoint of academic

skills development. These
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referred to as,ohysical factors of employment that are

applicable to the employee but have little reference to the

f amily unit..

As stated in our position, we strongly believe that

for education t.o be effective, it must be nurtured in rele-

vancy, commitment, motivation, and identifiable purpose.

The process must be part of community activities and com-

munity progress. With this in mind, it. is necessary for

the Indian people to have access to facilities wherein this

concept may be realized, The acquisition of Rivers Air

Base as a training centre for Indian .oeople will provide

such a facility.

The principle objective of the Centre is Èo establish

a basis of tife skilIs development which encompasses every-

thing from grade school through to employment giving con-

síderat,ion to the family as a total unit. Social orienta-

tion, which has been given litle attention in the past,

will now be emphas Lzed. The predominant factor of failure

in most training and relocation programs has been that the

social problems of family relocation and the concurrent

social dislocation have been ignored and attempts have been

made to at.tack the symptom rather than the cause of

failure

The entire program of the Centre will be geared to

acquainting the famity in training with the reality of both
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the independence of man and the inter-dependence of society

and to help the individual to utilize his potential in both

the social and economic sense.

The relevancyr commitment, motivation, and identifi-

able purpose with which training programs will be conducted

at the Centre is to provide a "communit,y classroom".

Programs previously offered at Community Colleges and

Universities for training Indian people as teachers,

teacher assistants, counsellor assistants, recreation

co-ordinators, dental assistants, etc. will have great'er

meaning if conducted within the "community classroom". The

doors of the Centre will be open to invite such programs to

operate within this new "reality". Programs not yet esta-

blished and those not firmly established at any University

or Community College will find their roots at the Centre.

This is urgent in the light of training for magistrates,

school trustees, police constables, etc.

Through recognit.ion of education as a preparation for

total living and recognition of the family as a unit, vI€

believe that programs once offered in isolalion aS a

"things unto themselves" will in t.his context have greater

meaning and therefore, provide a greater opportunity for

our peopte.

Requirements by the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood to

realize the ob jectives in education as set out in thi-s
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paper, for the immediate future.

At present, the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, Education

Section, consists of one education director and one part-

time secretary to serve fifty-four Indian reserves and to

provide liaison between the governments, institutions,

agencies, and the Brotherhood on a province-wide basis.

The demand for educational consultation from the Brother-

hood is great. It is the vehicle through which Indian

people can make their recommendations known to the authori-

ties and it is the vehicle of assistance in developing

meaningful

It 15

educat.ion

goal, the

Manitoba,

sonnel:

l.

programs.

the intent of Indian people to cont'rol t'heir

system. To assist in the realization of this

organization representing Indian people of

the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood requires per-

To assist Indian bands in preparing for the

establishment of school boards. This implies

training sessions specifically for potential

trustees and generally for the total community.

To design a comprehensive study of the total

ramifications of the educational process inclu-

ding atl the constraints that inhibit its growth,

in order that a more effective education program

may be developed.

2
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3. To review Agreements made by federal officials

with provincj-al officials in regard to education

affecting Indian people. The review is to be

conducted in the Iight of reconmending the re-

vision, terminance or continuance of such

existing agreements.

For these three major areas and the everyday matt-ers

referred to the Education Section, of the Manitoba Indian

Brotherhoodr w€ recommend the i¡nmediate provision of funds

for employment of:

l. 6 education consultants (generalists) to cover

the province as divided by Manit.oba Indian

Brotherhood and designated as Vice Presi<1ents'

regions. The Regions are: North, North-west,

North-east, South-west, Southeast, Interlake.

2. A research staff as required:

a ) I director

b) several assistants

3. Education Specialists to provide for more

effective service in specialized fields.

a ) counsellor

b ) public relations officer

Further to this, a subseguent increase in budget for

personnel and materials will be required

These specific recommendations are by no means
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exhaustive of the educational needs of Indian people. We

realize that of utmost importance is our gain of control of

educaÈion. Once we have thatr \¡r€ will be able to incorpor-

ate the kinds of programs that witt have meaning for usr

and that will free us from our present plight.

To f urther this process, a f ive-member commit.tee

should be structured comprising of two members representing

the Indian people of Manitoba, two members from the Federal

Government. and one member from an outside sector. It. would

be the responsibility of this committee to ensure that the

necessary steps are implemented to promote the furthering

of the reconmendations contained herein. We recommend that

this committee be established immediately.

One hundred years a9o, our forefathers signed agree-

ments that have caused us no end of grief. Our proposals

today are not centered around commitments but a general

"unlocking of doors" to enable us to move freely ahead.

Recent statistics show that 742 of the Manitoba Indian

population is under 30 years of age. This is every signi-

ficant in the light of quality and quantity of current and

f uture educat.ion programs.

we hereby request due consideration of our position in

education.
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SUMMARY OF THE INDIAN

POSITION ON EDUCATION

Indian parents must have FULL RESPONSIBILITY AND

CONTROL OF EDUCATION. The Federal Government must adjust

its policy and practices to make possible the full partici-

pation and partnership of Indian people in all decisions

and activities connected with the education of Indian

children. This requires determined and enlightened action

on the part of the Federal Government and immediate reform,

especially in the following areas of concern: responsibil-

ity, programs, teachers, facilities.

RESPONSIBILITY

Local

ControL

Unt.iI now, decisions on the education of

Indian children have been made by anyone and

everyone, except Indian parents. This must

stop. Band Councils should be given total

or partial authority for education on

reserves, depending on local circumstances,

and always with provisions for eventual com-

ptete aut.onomy, analogous to that of 'a pro-

vincial school board vis-a-vis a provincial

Department of Education.



School Board

Representa-

tion

Transfer of

Jurisdiction

Indian

Control

It is imperative that Indian
202

children have

school boards.representation on provincial

Indian associations and the Federal Govern-

ment must pressure the Provinces to make

Iaws which will effectively provide that

Indian people have responsible representa-

tion and f ull partici.oation on school

boards.

Transfer of educational jurisdiction from

the Federal Government to provincial or

territ.orial governments, without consulta-

tion and approval by Indian people is "unac-

ceptable. There must be an end to these two

party agreements between the federal and

provincial governments. Future negotiations

with provincial Education Departments for

educational services must include reroresen-

tatives of the Indian people acting as the

first party. The Federal Government has the

responsibifity of funding education of. all

types and at aII levels for all Indian

people.

Those educaLors who have had authority in

all that pertained to Indian education have,

over the years, tried various v/ays of



PROGRAMS

Kinds

Language

and

Culture
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providing education for Indian people. The

answer to providing a successful educational

experience has not been found. There is one

alternative which has not been tried before:

in the future, let Indian people control

Indian education.

A wide range of programs is needed in the

Indian community' The local Education

Authority must take the initiative in ident-

ifying the needs for adult education, voca-

tional training, remedial classes, kinder-

garten, alcohol and drug education, etc.,

etc.

The local Education Authority must also have

the authority to ímplemenÈ these programs,

either on a temporary or long-term basis.

Indian children must have the opportunity to

Iearn their language, history and culture in

the classroom. Curricula will have to be

revised in federal and provincial schools to

recognize the contributions which the Indian

peopte have made to Canadian history and

Irte.



Cultural
Education

Centres

TEACHERS

Native

Teachers

and

Centres t

(b) that enough

for capital

operation.
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Cultural Education Centres are desperately

needed. Considering the vital role that

tTrese Centres could play in cultural,

social, and economic development, it is

imperative that all decisions concerning

their evolution, i.e., goa1s, structure,

location, operation, etc., be the sole pero-

gative of the Indian people. The Minister

is urged to recognize the rights of the

Indian people in this matter. He must

I nsure:

(a) that the Tndian PeoPIe will have

representatives on any committees

which witl decide policy and control

funds for the Cultural Education

funds are made available

expenditure and program

The

tive
part

ln

of

Federal Government must take the initia-

providing opportunities everY

the country for Indian PeoPle

as teachers. The nee<f f or nativeCounsellors to train



Non-Indian

Teachers

and

Counsellors

Language

Qualification

Para-Pro-

fessionals
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teachers is critical. Indi-an parents

equally concerned about the training

counsellors who work so closely with

are

of

the

young people.

Federal and provincial authorities are urged

to use the strongest measures necessary to

improve the qualifications of teachers and

counsellors of Indian children. This will

include required courses in Indian history

and culture.

As far as possible, primary teachers in

federal or provincial schools should have

some knowledge of the maternal language of

the children theY teach.

It. should be ttre accepted practíce that only

the best qualified teachers are hired for

Indian schools, and always in consultation

with the local Education Authority.

More Indian teacher-aides and more Indian

counsellor-aides are urgently needed

throughout the school systems where Indian

children are taught. The importance of this

work requires that the candidates receive

proper training and be allowed to optttte at

their fullest Potential.



FACILITIES

Kinds

S ubstandard

INTEGRATION
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Education facilities must be provided which

adequately meet the needs of the locaI

population. These will vary from place to
place. For this reason, there cannot be an

"either-or" policy, which would limit the

choices which Indian .oarents are able to

make. In certain localities, several types

of educational facilities may be needed:

e.9., residence, day school, integrated

school. These must be made available

according to the wishes of the parents.

Substandard school facilities must be

replaced and new buildings and equipment

provided in order to bring reserve schools

up to standard. Financing of such building

and development programs must be dealt with

realisticalfy by the Federal Government.

Responsibifity for integration belongs to

the people involved. It cannot be legis-

Iated or promoted without the full consent

and participation of the Indians and non-

Indians concerned.
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There is difficulty and danger in taking a

position on Indian education because of the

great diversity of problems encountered

across the country. The National Indian

Brotherhood is conf j-dent that it expresses

t.he will of the .oeople it represents when it
adopts a policy based on tv/o fundamental

principles of education in a democratic

country, i.e. :

parental responsibility, and

loca1 control.
If this policy is recognized and implemented

by officials responsible for Indian educa-

tion, then eventually the Indian people

themselves wil.l work out the existing
problems and develop an appropriate educa-

tion program for their children.
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STATEMENT OF THE INDIAN

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

In Indian tradition each adult is personally respon-

sible for each childr to see that he learns all he needs to

know in order to live a good life. As our fathers had a

clear idea of what made a good man and a good life in their

societyr so we modern Indians, want our chitdren to learn

t.hat happiness and satisfaction come from:

pride in one's self,

understanding one's fellowmen, and,

living in harmony with nature.

These are lessons which are necessary for survival in

this twentieth century.

Pride encourages us to recognize and use our

talentsr âs well as to master the skills needed t.o

make a living.

- Understanding our fellowmen will enable us to meet

other Canadians on an equal footing, respecting

cultural differences while pooling resources for the

cotnmon good

Living in harmony with nature will insure preserva-

tion of Èhe balance between man and his environment
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which is necessary for the future of our planetr ãs

well as for fostering the climate in
Wisdom has always flourished.

We want education to give our children
to understand and be proud of themselves and

to understand the world around them.

which Indian

Èhe knowledge

the knowledie

STATEMENT OF VALUES

We want education to provide the setting in which our

chil<1ren can deverop the fundamental attitudes and varues

whicli have an honoured place in rndian tradition and

cult,ure. The values which we want to pass on to our chil-
dren, values which make our people a great race, are not
written in any book. They are found in our history, in our

legends and in the culture. v'Ie believe that if an rndian

chird is furly aware of the important rndian values he will
have reason to be proud of our race and of himself as an

I nclran .

We want the behaviour of our children to be shaped by

those varues which are most esteemed in our curture. when

our children come to schoor they have arready deveroped

certain attitudes and habit.s which are based on experiencés

in the family. School programs which are influenced by

these values respect curtural priority and are an extension
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of the education which .oarents

first years. These early lessons

give children from their

emphasize attitudes of:
... self reliance,

.... respect for personal freedom,

generos ity,

respect for nature,

.... wisdom.

AII of t,hese have a special place in the Indian way of
life. lvhile these values can be understood and interpreted
in different v¡ays by different cultures, it is very impor-

tant that rndian children have a chance t.o develop a varue

system which is compatible with Indian culture.
The gap between our people and those who have chosen,

often gladly, to join us as residents of this beautifur and

bountiful country, is vast when it comes to mutual under-

standing and appreciation of differences. To overcome

t.his, it is essential that Canadian children of every

racial origin have the opportunity during their school days

to Iearn about the history, customs and culture of this
country's original inhabitants and first citizens. We

propose that education authorities, especially those in
provincial Departments of Education, should provide for
this in the curricula and texts which are chosen'for use in
Canadian schools
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THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN SETTING GOALS

If we are to avoid the conflict of values which in the

past has led to withdrawal and failure, Indian parents must

have control of education with the responsibility of
setting goals. What we want for our children can be sum-

marized very briefly:

to reinforce their Indian i<1entity,

to provide the traini-ng necessary for making a

good living in modern society.

We are the best judges of the kind of school .orograms

which can contribuÈe to these goals without causing damage

to the child.

We must, therefore, reclaim our right to direct the

education of our children, Based on two education princi-
ples recognized in Canadian society: Parental Responsibil-

ity and Local Control of Education, Indian parents seek

participation and partnership with the Federal Government,

whose legal responsibility for Indian education is set by

the treaties and the Indian Act. While we assert that only

Indian people can develop a suit.able philosophy of educa-

tion based on Indian values adapted to modern livingr wê

also st.rongly maintain t.hat it. is the financial çespon-

sibility "¡ the. Federal Government to provide education of

all types and all IeveIs to aIl status Indian people,
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whether living on or off reserves. rt will be essentiar to
the realj-zation of this objective that representatives of
the Indian people, in close co-operation with officials of
the Department of rndian Affairs, estabrish the needs and

priorities of rocal communities in relation to the funds

which may be available through government sources.

The time has come for a radical change in rndian
education. our aim is to make education relevant to the
philosophy and needs of the rndj-an people. we want educa-

tion to give our chirdren a strong sense of identity, with
confidence in their personar worth and ability. we believe
in education:

. âs a preparation for total

. as a means of free choice

work,

I iving,

of where to live and

as a means of enabling us to participate fully
in our own social, economic, political and

educational advancement.

we do not regard the educational process as an "either
-or" operation. we must have the freedom to choose among

many options and alternatives. Decisions on specific
issues can be made onry in the context of local control of
educatj-on. hre uphold the right of the rndian Bands to make

these specific decisions and to exercise their full respon-

sibirity in providing the best possible education for our

chi Idren.
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our concern for education is directed to four areas

which require attention and improvement: i.e., responsibil-
ity, programs, teachers and facilities. The following
pages wilt offer in an objective wôy, the generar princi-
ples and guidelines which can be ap.olied to specific pro-
blems in these areas.
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RESPONSIBILITY

JURISDTCTIONAL QUESTION OF

RESPONSIBTLITY FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

The Federal Government has legal responsibility for

Indian education as defined by the treaties and the Indian

Act. Any transfer of jurisdiction for Indian education can

only be from the Federal Government to Indian Bands. What-

ever responsibility belongs to the Provinces is derived

from the contracts for educational services negotiat'ed

between Band Councils, provincial school jurisdictions, and

the Federal Government.

Parties in future joint agreement's will be:

(1) Indian Bands,

(2) local provincial school jurisdictions,

(3) the Federal Government.

Ttrese contracts must recognize the right of Indians to

a free education, funded by the Government of canada.

The Indian people concerned, together with officials

of the Department of Indian Affairs, must review all exis-

ting agreements for the purpose of making specific recom-

mendations for their revision, termination or continuance'

In addition to the usual school services provided

under joint agreements, attention must be given to local
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needs for teacher orientation, day nurseries, remedial

courses, tutoring, Indian guidance counsellors, etc.

Where Bands want to form a school district under the

Federal system, necessary provision should be made in order

that it has the recognition of provincial education author-

ities.

Master agreetnents between federal and provincial

governments violate the principle of Local Control and

Parental Responsibility if these agreements are made with-

out consulting and involving the Indian parents whose

children are affected. Since these children are often from

many widely separated bands, it may be necessary to provide

for Indian participation through the provincial Indian

associations. In every case, however, parental responsi-

bifity must be respected and the local Band will maintain

the right to review and approve the conditions of the

agreement.

LOCAL CONTROL

The past practice of using the school committee as an

advisory body with Iimited influence, in restricted areas

of the school program, must give way to an education

authority with the control of funds and consequenL author-

ity which are necessary for an effective decision-making
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body. The Federal Government must take the required steps

to transfer to local Bands the authority and the funds

which are allotted for Indian education.

The Band itself will determine the relationship which

should exist between the Band Council and the School

Committee: or more properly, the Band EducatÍon Authority.

The respective roles of the Band Council and the EducaLion

Authorit.y will have to be clearly defined by the Band, with

terms of reference to ensure the closest co-operation so

that local control will become a reality.

The local Education Authority would be responsible

for:

budgeting, spending and establishing "oriori-
ties;

determining the types of school facilities

required to meet local needs: e.g. day school,

residence, group home, nursery, kindergarten,

high school;

directing staff hiring and curriculum develop-

ment with special concern for Indian Ianguages

and culturei

administering the physical plant;

developing adult education and u,ograding

courses.

negotiating agreements with provincial or
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separate school jurisdictions for the kind of

services necessary for local requirementsi

co-operation and evaluation of education pro-

grams both on and off the reservei

providing counselling services.

Training must be made available to those reserves

desiring local control of education. This training must

include every aspect of educational administration. It is

important that Bands moving towards local control have the

opportunity to prepare themselves for the move. Once the

parents have control of a local school, continuing guidance

during the operational phase is equally important ancl

necessary.

REPRESENTATION ON PROVINCIAL SCHOOL BOARDS

There must be adequate Indian representation on pro-

vincial school boards which have Indian pupils attending

schools in their district or division. If integration for

Indians is to have any positive meaning, it must be related

to the opportunity for parental participaLion in the

educational decision-making process.

Recalling that 6Ot of Indian children are enrolled in

provincial schools, there is urgent need to provide for

proper representation on all local and provincial school
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boards. since this issue must be resorved by provinciar
legislation, arl Provinces should pass effective raws which

will insure rndian representation on all provincial schoor

boards in proportion to the number of children attendÍng
provincial schools, with provision for at least one Indian

representative in places where the enrollment is minimal.

Laws already on the books are not always effective and

should be re-examined. Neither is permissive legislation
enough, nor legislaÈion which has conditions attached.

A Band Education Authority which is recognized as the

responsible bargaining agenÈ with financial control of
education funds, will be in a strong position to negotiate

for proper representation on a school board which is
providing educational services to the Indian community.

There is an urgent need for laws which witl make

possible RESPONSIBLE REPRESENTATION AND FULL PARTICIPATION

by all parents of children attending provincial schools.

Indian organizations and the Federal Government should

do whatever is necessary to conduct an effective public
relations program for the purpose of expl-aining their role

and that of the loca1 Band Education Authorities to the

provincial Ministers of Education, to Department of Educa-

tion officials and to school board members
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"INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS"

MAY L2 15, 1980

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

WORKSHOP SUMMARIES

Prepared by:

National Indian Brotherhood,
Education Program.

June 5, I9B0
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP I NOTES FROM ALL GROUPS May L2, 1980

Winnipeg, Man.

WHAT IS INDIAN EDUCATION?

Curriculum must be relevant to local needs.

To provide a choice Combine traditional teachings

with the best of the modern technological world.

A learning process t.hat is lifelong - Birth to Death

(cradle to grave).

Chief and CounciI, parents, elders must become

involved - must make decisions.

Stronger representation on school boards.

Survival.

Community should have control over teacher training

and language training.

Each community must set goals that it. wishes its

education system t.o accomplish something to

toward - then get everyone involved

Once you know who you are, you can do anything!

Community must control own funding as long as

have to account to DIA for fundingr 1lotl do not

cannot have total control.

Indian education

environment with

sponsibility.

Indian educat.ion

is control over the learning

work

you

and

a strong emphasis on Indian re-

should transmit Indian values
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homes, kindergarten through university, choice of

career.

Bring Elders into the schools.



Summary of Workshop I - Notes From AIl Groups

IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
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May 13, 1980

Winnipeg, Man.

Stronger emphasis

sectors involved:

studentsr pârê[ts,

Important to focus

in other words,

with res^oect to the

on communications between all

school principals, teachers,

and elders.

on "education" not just "school"

what is

teaching

language.

Help parents to become involved, not alienated.

We must create an atmosphere that encourages

motivates people to participate.

Regular local workshops that will:

f ) motivate people to become involved'

2) develop leadership skiIls.

3 ) facilitate maximum communicat.ion.

4) translate interest into active involvement.

Promote social activities in the schools.

Encourage volunteers in the schools.

Hold public school board meetingsr parent

home and school committee, home visits by

and committee workers.

Chief and Council along with school board

happening in the home

of culture, values, and

and

nights,

teachers

and total

.../z



Summary of Workshop II Notes from all groups

community

objectives

t ives .

must I ) set down clear cut goals and

2) devise a strategy to meet those objec-

Use all available resources from community.

Devise a curriculum that is relevant.

Choose an issue and work toward resolving it as a

total community project

New policies and projects must be "people-initiated"

if they are to be successful.

Present as many facts as possibte to the community

and base action on consensus decision.

Have meetings with community on a regular basis and

follow-up.

226

May 13, 1980

Winnipeg, Man.

news-Keep parents well-informed through minutes,

Ietters.

Develop

Hold a

a good vehicle for written com¡nunication.

Special Awards Day for students--banquet

achievements-something toguest speakers to honour

work toward.

Involve everyone from the very beginning-surveys'

visits, interviews, meeting, workshops.

Ensure that Chief(s) is on school committee.

.../z



Summary of 1.Iorkshop II Notes from all groups
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May 13, 1980

Winnipeg, l4an.

* - Fort Alexander's experience is that the students wtto

do best are those whose parents are most actively

involved in the local education scene.

Student-oriented ext.racurricular activities with

teachers g¡5] p.tents as group leaders.

Hold regular "small group" meetings to deal with

specific problems.
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Summary of Work shoo IIl--Notes from all qrouÞs

TEACHER TRAINING

I. What types of teacher training programs do we have

now?

l. NITEP--Native Indian Teachers Education Program.

-4 yr. program--B.Ed.--U.B.C. (Vancouver)

2. SFUITEP--Simon Fraser UniversiLy--2yr. program--

Standard B,C. Teaching Certificate.

3. Teacher Aides-- ------8.C.

Language Teachers--:---------B . C .

4. Teacher Training-------------BelIa Coola, B.C.

5. On-the-job Training----------Kyugnot, B.C.

Workshops----- -------Kyugnot, B.C.

6. ITEP--Indian Teacher Educat.ion Program--Sask.

Indian Federated Cotlege--University of Regina,

Sask.

7. Bilingual Teactring Program, Saskatoon.

Teacher Aide Training, Saskatoon.

Cultural College, Saskatoon.

Indian Community College, Saskatoon.

8. BUNTEP--BrandOn University Northern Teacher Educa-

tion Program, University of Brandon, Manitoba.

.../2
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Summary of Workshop IIl--NoÈes from all groups

PENT--Program for Education of Native Teachers,

University of Brandon--for training of aides

toward Manitoba teacher certification.

IMPACTE--Indian and MeÈis Program for Careers in

Teacher Education--University of Brandon,

Manitoba.

tlinnipeg Centre Project--University of Manitoba.

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

for training of native teachers for Inner City

schools.

University of l'lanitoba, Faculty of Education.

INTEP--Lakehead Universit.y, Thunder Bay, Ont. -2

yr. program --gives basic level 2 certification

for ontario.

ITEP--University of Western Ontario, London, Ont.

-l yF. program --gives basic level 2 certification

for province of Ont.

B.Ed Program--University of New Brunswick, N'B'

o

10.

1r.

L2.

13.

r4.

15.

16.

L7.

r8.

-4 yr. program.

Truro Teaching' Program

Teachers Aide, N.B.

( same as #r4)

Extension Programs--New York State, U.S.A.

Quebec and Yukon Programs reported as inadequate'

.../3
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Summary of Worskhop IIl--Notes from all <lroups

II. What type (characteristics/qualities) of teachers do

you need in your school?

teachers who understand Indian students ie. back-

ground and culture.

teachers with a genuine feeling for Indian .oeopIe.

teachers who witl get involved with children.

teachers who will visit the Indian community.

teachers who are not discrirninatory or prejudiced.

teachers who are good disciplinarians.

teachers who Iisten to parents and students.

teachers who are completely bilingual in the

children's Ianguage and English/rrench.

teachers capable of toving Indían children.

teachers who are competent in all aspects ê9'

survival in bush, in Indian communj-ty.

teacher.s who recognize the local Indian school

authority and Band employed education workers '

teachers who recognize potential leadership

qualities.

teachers with counselling ability'

more teachers of Indian origin to work as teachers

and as administrators

.../+
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Summary of Workshop IIl--Notes from aII qroups

III. What qualifications should

teaching certificate with

Indian children.

University education with

teachers Ïrave?

specific training to teach

cross-cultural course.

special inservice training.

training in child development and counselling.

the above is for both Indian and non-Indian

teachers.

teachers with experience.

Recommendations :

I ) that teachers have university training which

includes classes geared to equip teachers to teach

Indian children.

2) Total Indian involvement in developing teacher

training Programs.

3 ) that teachers have full knowledge of community

they will teach in.

4) Special programs

local levels in

be established at the

qualify para-educators,

teacher aides to become

should

order to

andassociate teaclters,

"regular" teachers.

.,,/5
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Summary of Ï¡Iorkshop III--Notes from all c¡roups

5 ) That Èhe National Indian Brotherhootl establish

some kind of program to ensure that teachers

understand community way of lÍfe before applying

for a teaching Posit'ion.

6 ) That teachers hired should have the characteris-

tics to be able to adapt to our values, be fully

qualified and be experienced with Indian people'

IV. What kind of teacher training should non-Indian

teachers be given?

total orientation for respective area in which

teacher Plans to work.

an understanding of Indian traditions, values, etc"

V What kind of training should

- workshops to famíliarize

tional lifestYle.

university training.

same basic qualifications

competence in Indian world

Indian teachers receive?

them with Indian tradi-

as non-Indians.

and non-Indian world.

VI. How should the teachers be assessed/evaluated?

be evaluated bY Band. Councilsthey should

.../ø
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Summary of Workshop IIl--Notes from aIl sroups

represented by parents and education personnel.

involvement with students in their student activi-

ties.

involvement with community.

meeting of objectives.

teacher' s class control ( disci,oline) .

respect of students

by the community.

VII. How can non-professionals

Indian Elders must be

tradit.ion.

Indian Elders must act

atI Indian non-professionals

areas of education as long

improvement to the school.

be used in the school?

involved in teaching Indian

should be used in a1l

as these people bring

as resource people at work-

shops

Band

for teachers and parents.

Council and Coordinators to explain and discuss

band government.

Drug and AIcohoI education workers to teach dangers

of drug and alcohol abuse.

.../7
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Summary of Workshop III--Notes from all groups

volunteers for remedíal teac?ring.

Iocal people put on cultural programs.

must have meaningful involvement in the education

program and not "Joe" jobs.

- hetp to develop better health standards through a

good lunch program.

- help with field trips to neighbouring schools,

towns, cities, etc.
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WORKSHOP IV

FACILITIES, SERVICES, PROGRAM

A. Facilities

I Funds and Fundinq

The people need to know what funds are being spent on

education of Indian children.

a) Be aware of how the funds are being spent.

b) Should know the number of students who graduate

and the cost Per student.

c ) Question the discretions used in the allocation of

funds by Ottawa.

d) The bands should be invol-ved in budgeting funds'

e) Learn why facilit'ies, services and programs are

not available.

2. Take-over of facilities

We must determine:

Is it worthwhile to take over existing facilities

such as residential schools.

should the buildings be used for educational

purposes.

An evaluation of the existing building as to:

(a) maintenance costs

(b) soundness of building
(c) age of building

(d) the programs that will be offered there

a)

b)

c)

.../2
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$IORKSHOP IV

FACILITIES, SERVICES, PROGRAM

I

Program

Curriculum content needs to include Indian studies

as:

B

(a)

(b)

(c)

C. Teachers

separate

Integrate

courses.

and special

Indian

classes.

studies into existing

i. e. in reading

Indian history.

The language of

as the language

Indian mythology, in history

the community should be used

of learning.

(d) Community people

farmers, trappers,

resource people.

i. e. elders,

nurses should

craftsmen,

be used as

I ) The community should select the teachers

according to community traditions.

2) Attitudes and qualifications of the teachers

must be monitored to meet the needs of the

I ndian chil<1.

3 ) "Teacher-aides " must be used to their fu1l

potent.ial, not merely as "sitters". A.change

of name is necessary to "Indian Education

Worker".

.../z
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WORKSHOP IV

FACILITTES, SERVICES PROGRAM

D. Urban Children

Solutions must be sought for the problems of urban children

from Indian communities. Services must be provided to an-

sv/er their needs. Forty percent today live off reserves.

E. The People

The parents of t.he comrnunit.y must assume their responsi-

bility and not allow this responsibility to rest only with

the Department of Indian Affairs and teachers.

I ) They must question the quality of education.

2) Basic questions are "what are you doing to my

child? for my child? with my child?"

3 ) The education system stipulated my child must be

taught to read and write. How well are you doing

this ?

Facilities

Are present facilities adequate?

f ) We have facilities that. e/ere condemned ten years

ago. Treasury Board approval for our submissions

for replacements sometimes take up to four years.

2) There is a lack of funding.

.../+
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WORKSHOP IV

FACILITIES, SERVICES, PROGRAM

3) portable classrooms are used while we wait for new

school buildings.

Where joint school agreements are signed no

schools can be built on reserves because of

capital agreements with non-Indian school boards.

There is too much interference from Department of

Indian Affairs.

Treasury Board does not permit flexibifity to

allow for innovative requirements for federal

schools, or band controlled schools.

More local control is required over capital pro-

j ects .

There is a lack of consistency regarding tuition'

The Department of Indian Affairs operates only

under "crisis management".

The federal government does not insure its school

buildings.

Joint school agreements need to be re-examined'

Because children are bussed into and from

non-Indian, schools, our children cannot take

advantage of gymnasiums and other facilities

provided.

4)

s)

6)

7)

8)

e)

r0)

1r)

r2)

,,./s
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WORKSHOP IV

FACILITÏES, SERVICES, PROGRAM

The Indian community has no control over use of

facitities in non-Indian communities. The Master

Tuition Agreement is an agreement between the

federal and provincial government with no Iocal

Indian input

Indians do not have a clear idea of what the needs

are for facilities on reserves.

We do not know if the facilities meet federal and

provincial standard.

r3)

14)

1s)

Services by Bands and School Boards

1. Home school coordinator,

school rlistrict.

2. School committee.

3. Educat.ion Commission to

students.

4. An education coordinator

to implement programs

cirriiulum materials.

Iiaison between band and.

investigate problems with

in school district office

and ideas would develoP

5 Researchers for education at reserve leveI.

Action research field surveys at local level.

.../a
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WORKSHOP IV

FACILITIES, SERVICES, PROGRAIq

6 Money for education should go directly to bands

from federal government. Tuition should then be

paid by bands to school boards as required. In

the case of drop-out, school boards are collecting

for services not rendered.

Programs

l. Indian counselling Programs.

2, Language programs should be integral part of

Indian curriculum.

3. Linguistic programs at university level where

Indians can learn how to teach Indian language.

4. Language programs should be run for parents and

children.

5. Curriculum development programs.

6. School text books should be screenetl f or discrimi-

natory areas against Indians.

7. In l"lanitoba the provincial department of education

has an Indian studies section to develop curri-

culum for provincial schools.

8. There can be the best facilities, services, and

. programs, but it witl be meaningless if develop-

ment in all socio-economic programs is not simul-

taneous.
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WORKSHOP V

INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION/INDIAN GOVERNMENT

A. Discussion around responsibility and jurisdiction gave

rise to the following:

a. The school committee should have its authority

clearly defined.

b. The band council has the authority to assign the

responsibirity for education to the school commit-

tee.

c. The community must choose whether the elected band

council appoint the school committ.ee or the band

council and the school committee be both elected.

d. The school committee should be accountable t'o the

band council.

e. The funds allocated for education shoulrl be under

the control of the school committee'

f . The tvro year period as prescribed by the Indian

Act may not be enough time for elected members to

do satisfactorY work.

g.Thepresentsystemofeducationisimposed,

irrelevant and demeaning to Indian life and

unsuited to Indian neerls '

h. The democratic process of the European must be

changedtomeettheneerlsoflndianpeo'ole,bY

incorporating the traditional ways of selecting

sPokesmen.

.../z
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WORKSHOP V

INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION/INDIAN GOVERNMENT

B. The chief purpose of Indian education is the preserva-

tion of culture, language and history. Therefore

Indian control is not only the administration of funds

or the delegation of authority by Indians, but the

whole community must take part in it..

The participants in Indian control of

must be parents, teachers, elders,

and the school commit.tee.

Role of the federal government should

its responsibility by providing funds

necessary for Indian education.

Tndian education

and band council

be to observe

and resources

RoIe of the provincial government should be to esta-

btishr âs well as recognize Indian trained teachers.

They should also accredit Indian school programs.

Role of the band council is to facilitate the achieve-

ment of Indian control of Indian education.

Role of the school Ì:oard is to recognize that Indian

education for Indians is different from education nQvI

existent in provincial and federal schools.

.../z
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WORKSHOP V

INDIAN CONTROL OF INDIAN EDUCATION/INDIAN GOVERNMENT

RoIe of the parents is to be concerned and involved in

the education of their children

Role of the student

of the process of

education.

is to become aware that

gaining Indian control

he is ,oart

of Indian

RoIe of the elders is to give spiritual guidance and

the benefit of their wisdom to the community.
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RELATIONSHTP BETWEEN INDIAN CONTROL AND,INDIAN GOVERNMENT

RESPONSIBILITY . JURISDICTION

FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT

makes
r econrmendat ions

to bands

-reports on
teachers

-concerns and
problems

-budget
-liaison between

s taff

INDIAN TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION

-per capita grants
-gets funding
-capital plans

appointed

-reports to chief
and council

-sets policy
-sets standards

-hires teachers
-oversees school
development

-Iong term plans

set laws
range aims

set standards for salaries

AN OVERNMENT
INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS

CHIEF BAND COUNCIL

SCHOOL COMMITTEE

ADMINI RATION

SCHOOL
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MEI"tORANDUM

ALL SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS Your file No.

Votre dossier

Our File No.

Notre dossier L/25-L1(E.3 )

Date November 10, l-967

Director, Education Services

Joint School Proqram EDUCATION DIVISION LETTER NO. 24

The primary role of the Educat j-on Directorate is to

assist Indian people towards educational integration and

emancipation as rapidly as possible. There was considerble

initial resistance to this goal from many quarters outside

the Branch but, because we were convinced that the policy

of integration was the only possible long-range goal, s/ê

persisted. The initiat objections to integration vrere

relatively easy to withstand and have consequently disap-

peared but have been replaced by a more subtle, "scienti-

fic" argument which tends to flatter our ego and conse-

quently exerts a much more subtle appeal
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This newest argument runs something Iike this.

Indians are different. They require a different education.

They should receive this education from educators who are

specialists. The specialists who should come forward, of

course, are the educators in the Indian Affairs Branch.

If we are honest with ourselves I think we will have

to admit that there are no educators in Indian Affairs who

were specialists in the education of minority groups before

they joined the Branch. We learned on the job. Others can

do the same and the Indian pupils will benefit from this

learning. If we have a particular job to do in addition to

encouraging integrated schooling it. is to help the provin-

cial educator gain a competence in catering to the special

needs of Indian children.

our professional reputation depends upon how rapidly

and how well lve develop a system of integrated education

rather than on how well we patch up our own system. I do

not believe that running a competitive school system witl

be fruitful even if we explain away our ambivalence by

saying that we are "teaching by example".

Some educators state that integration has gone about

aS far as it. can go in sucþ and such an isolated area and,

of course, the statement is true (in a literal sense) if

there no non-Indians in the area, but surely that fact

does not mean the school must, therefore, be excluded frOm
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the mainstream of education. I can see no reason why the

whole school cannot be integrated into the provincial

system. After all, provincial school boards have demon-

st.rated, across the country, that they are more than

capable of operating schools where only Indian children

attend.

It is true that we all tend to resist change and I am

sure that there are groups of Indian people who are still

apprehensive about their children entering the provincial

school system. If one of our problems is an inertia at the

Iocal or community level, perhaps it would help us to look

at how other education changes are being brought about.

In Canada today education changes are almost invari-

ably brought about by the central authority and I am think-

ing now about reform in both administration and curriculum

in almost every Province in the country. In each case the

Provincial Government brought about the change, ât least in

part, through economic persuasion. The grant system was

designed to make sure that acceptance of the ne$/ program

was to the economic advantage of the local board. To

effect the necessary changes governments have increased

their grants and in some cases have taken over the total

financial burden for a particular program.

Indian Affairs Branch staff will be remiss if t.hey do

not exercise the same economic discretionary pov/er. It
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should, and will, become much more difficult to pay for

Branch programs than to .oay for those aimed at attaining

the goal of integrated education.

Economic incentives are not the only way to bring

about change. Accurate and adequate information as well as

appropriate legislation are essential ingredients. It is

our job to provÍde Èhe necessary information, not only to

Indian people but to provincial administrators as well so

thal two things can happen. The Indian people can see the

advantages of becoming part of the main stream and the

administrator can see the necessity for changes not only in

his education program but in provincial legislation as

well.

Necessary changes when left too late require sudden

sweeping corrective action which is frequently followed,

unfortunately, by a strong counÈer movernent among the

people affected. I believe we have avoided the necessity

of taking extreme measures by movíng steadily but surely

ahead in our program. However, when there is fOt of the

Indian school population in high schoolr ëIS opposed to 252

or 30t in the provinces, there are many who will say that

sweeping changes are already overdue. I believe that '¡/e

can avoíd the necessity of taking severe corrective action

only by moving our present program of integration ahead at

an accelerated speed.
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I would appreciate receiving your considered comments

on this very importanè matter. Wou1d you also please for-

ward an outline of the action you propose taking in order

to ensure a completely integrated education system.

R.F. Davey
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POLICY

a) A complete educat.ion for every Indian child,
for whom the Federal Government has responsi-
bifity accordi.ng to need and ability.

b) Close collaboration with provincial govern-
ments to provide education for Indian child-
ren in provincial schools and colleges;
provincial inspection of Federal schools; the
transfer of Federal schools on reserves to
public school boards with the consent of the
tndian community; general agreement with the
provincial government.

c ) Fuller participation by Indian paren¿s in
school affairs through consultation between
parents, Band Councils and Branch field
officials and through the formation of school
committees.

d) The program of studies used in Federal
schools will be that of the Province or
TerriÈory in which the Federal school oper-
ates. These programs may be modified only
with the appproval of Education Division to
meet the special needs of the pupils.

e) Residentiat schools and Ïrostels are subject
to the full control of the Department and
will operate under regulations established
following consultation between the churches
and the Federal government. Admissions to
residential schools and hostels at the ele-
mentary school level wílI be limited to bona
fide institutional cases.

f) Federal school accommodation will be provided-
and maintained at provincial standards.

e) The education program will be carried
with appropriate co-ordination with that
the Development Directorate.

out
of
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BROAD EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Education Division are to
provide effective educational services under the
þrovisions of the Indian Act in collaboration
with provincial and local school authorities and
with the co-operation of Indian parents:

I. to all Indian children of school age

2. to Indian children of kindergarten age

3. to post-school students who desire
tional, professional or other training

4. to adults as requested.

voca-

2

The ultimate objective is to help the Indian
people to attain social and economic competence
so Lfrat they may participate in the life of the
country in the same measure as other cj-tizens and
be able to choose where and how they will live.

SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

I The needs of the individual child will be met
through effective instruction, careful super-
vision, guidance, testing, consultation with
parents and collaboration with medical
authorities.

Indian children will be enrolled, wherever
possible, in provincial schools by agreement
witfr parents. The joint school system will
be expanded by the purchase of additional
accommodation in provincial schools, the
leasing of Federal schools to locaI school
boards and the formation of school unit's on
Indian reserves under provincial school
legislation. It is anticipated that the
provincial enrolment will reach sixty percent
át the total Indian school enrolment within
the next five Years.

Federal scTrools for Indian children will be
operated only in those areas where accept-
a¡le provincial sevices are not available.

3.
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pupils
low

school

Retardation amongst Indian
contributing to early dropout,
achievement and lack of success in
will be reduced:

a) by kindergarten instruction to
the child for Grade I at the age
years 'b) by encouraging more regular
attendance,

c)

d)

The training of students of Indian
for employment in Federal schools
encouraged.

by improved instructional methods,

by sound promotional practices in the
federal schools,

prepare
of six

s chool

ancestry
wilI be

5

e) by adequate counselling,

f ) by the removal of factors contributing t.o
school failure.

Temporary and substandard school accommo-
dation witl be systematically replaced where
there is no possibifity of the extension of
provincial services.

6. Admissions to residential schools and hostels
will be controlled so that only students who
require this special service are accepted
after aIt other avenues, such as foster
homes, day school attendance and improved
housing Ïrave been explored.

7. The best. teaching staff available will be
recruited. Every effort will be made to
attract specialísts and well-trained teachers
for the kindergarten and primary grades in
which grades over fifty percent of the
children in Federal schools in enrolled.

I

The leveI of achievement in the classrooms
wiII be raised by:

a) Special methods of instruction designed
for Indian schools and authorized for use
by the Branch,

9.
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b) improved supervision by specialists-
-every region will have the services of
one or more language arts specialists,

c ) in-service training at institutes,
teachers conventions, summer schools,
special uníversity courses,

d) adequate
chi ldren,
form of
Iunches.

health services for
supplementary nutrition
biscuits, milk and

school
in the
school

10. The existing gap between the Indian and the
non-Indian high school enrolment will be
narrowed. At present, only nine percent of
the Indian school population, compared with
twenty percent of the non-Indian school popu-
lation is in high school. A minimun annual
increase of two percent in the Indian high
school enrolment should be the target.

1l . Senior high sctrool (Grades X, XI, and XII )

instruction in small classes in Federal
schools will be phased out in consultation
with Branch headquarters and alternate ser-
vices wilt be planned t'o accommodate aIl
post-Grade IX students in provincial
s chools .

t2, The present declining trend in the enrolment
of tñaian pupils in federal schools in the
j unior high scttool grades (vf r-rx ) will be
encouraged and where feasible alternate
acconmodation provided in provincial
s chools .

13. The post-sctrool enrolment in universiLies,
colléges, technical schools and vocational
training inst.itutes must be greatly increased
if Indian students are to be prepared for
economic competence. This aspect of the
educational services witl be supervised by
the regional superintendents of vocátional
training, assistèd by counsellors.
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15. Administration will be organized to carry out
the program effectivelY.

Adult education will
banish illiteracy on
prepare and encourage
age of all available
and rehabilitat.ion.

256

reduce and eventuallY
the reserves and will
adults to take advant-
courses for retraining
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The agreement with Manitoba. The agreement between

the federal government and the Province of Manitoba

establishes the educational rights of Indians in provincial

schools (the right to education and all education services

available to 'v'fhit.e students) toflowing an amendment to the

Education Act of Manitoba. This amendment to the Educati-on

èg! is the direct result of negotiations which led to the

signing of this agreement by Manitoba. This is a substan-

t.ial innovat.ion. Whereas the agreeTnent between the

federal government and Manitoba brought about a reform in

the Education Act. From now orl, the officials of the pro-

vincial Department of Education wilt recognize even their

moral obligations towards the Indian populations.

In the discussion with a senior official of the
Province, the principle of some coverage of
responsibility by the Province for education of
Indians as citizens of the Province was accepted

at least as a moral responsibility. The amount
of financial responsibility was not ventured upon
in èhe discussions, but the rates offered are
considered by the Province as fair and reasonable

I

From moral responsibifity to financial responsibility,

there is only one stage left to cover, even if this stage

represents a challenge of some magnitude. In other words,

this new pilot agreement marks an improvement on earlier

agreements and opens the way to a further increase in pro-

I M"*oranclum, Indian Affairs Branch, I965.
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1965. Here are the principal points of the agreement:
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the
to

l. That. the Department of Education and
Indian Affairs Branch sign an agreement
provide for:
(a) the payment by Indian Affairs to the
Province of Manitoba of an agreed per capita
amount for the attendance of each Indian
child at Manitoba public schools. This per
capita amount would be exclus j-ve of capital
costs and transportation costs, and would be
calculated separately for elementary and
secondary pupils. Our calculations show that
for 1965, the per capita cost for elementary
pupils is approximately $275.00, and per
capita costs for secondary students is
approximat.ely $400.00 per annum.

(b) payment by the Province of ùlanitoba to
Indian Affairs for the attendance on the same
basis of non-Treaty Indian pupils for whom
the Province is responsible at Indian
schools.

(c) if the foregoing arrangement can be
made, the Province wiII pay to each school
district and division where Indian pupils are
attending, a monthly fee per pupil which
would be calculat.ed at the average net per
capita cost to the local authorities.

It would be necessary to negotiat.e wittr the
districts and divisions where agreements have
already been inade, to amend that part of the
agreement having to do with payment by the
Indian Affairs Branch of operating costs to
the local authorities.

Concerning the agreement a federal official commented:

We have agreed that the foregoing would consti-
tute a fair and equitable arrangement for all
parties concerned. Indian pupils would be
guarantee'd the right of attendance in our public
schools; school districts and divisions would
receive a fair return for services rendered; and
the Province would be recompensed for grants
which it has paid to divisions and districts on
behal f of Indian pupils in attendance at public
schools.

2
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Thus Manit.oba continues to recognize its financial

responsibilit.ies towards the Indians who are not registered

as such. The province agrees to reimburse the federal

government for the education services which it provides

them in its schools. The rates will be the same as those

which the federal government pays for provincial services

for the Indians. l

f ç L3.7 5 per month for Kindergarten ¡ Ç27 ,5O
lst to Bth grade inclusively; and $40.00
9th grade to 12th grade inclusively.

per
per

month
month

from
from
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CURRICULUM AID TO NATIVE STUDIES

Native Studies Department

Margaret Barbour Collegiate

The Pas, Manitoba

April, I974

ChairmanAntoine S. Lussier

Jack Laferty

Jim Henriques

VaI McAdam

Strini Reddy

Dr. Bruce Handley

Henry Toews Princ ipa I
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INTRODUCTION

A survey of Native students and adults in any aspect of

Canadian society would reveal an alarming failure rate,

compared to that of Canada as a whole. Many studies have

been done on this problem, and most conclude that the high

failure rate is due to the inability of the Native person

to identify himself l¡/ith the larger society. The main

cause Seems to be a lack of understanding and appreciation

of Native culture, and their contributions to our society.

As a result of this lack of understanding, our present

school SyStems make very few allowances for the Indian

child, of for any minority group. The Native student is

forced to make a choice. Either live on the often time,

jobless reserve with his own peo,ole, speaking his native

t.ongue, and in many ways living the same type of life as in

the pastr or forget his past and cultural background, in

order to fit into the educational system and be successful

in Canadian society at large. A main aim of the proposed

courses is to give the Indian student a "both-and" educa-

tion where he will not be forced to choose between being an

Indian or a white man, but will be able to operate at both

levels without having to divorce himself from his own way

of life. In other words, to become a modern Native. For

the white urban student the courses can have numerous bene-
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fits. First, they will present to them a description of

the traditional Native culture with its many contribut'ions

to Canada as it is today. fhe course will also present the

Native point of view in the development of Canada, showing

that Canadian history did not begin in L492, and include

only the activities of the European immigrants. Text books

often give the impression that Natives v/ere simply a hin-

derance to the development of Canada and enemies of the

settlers who moved west. In cases of conflict such as the

Riel Rebellion it must be shown t'o students that the

Indians and Metis did have a justifiable cause for their

action. The Canadian west has rich and colorful history

that has been ignored or misinterpreted too long. Probably

most important of all, the courses would give the student a

better understanding of minorities and their position in

Canada and the U.S.A.
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PHILOSOPHY

To promote pride and a positive attitude amongst

Native students.

To provide an integrated program of studies in Kelsey

School Division, The Pas, Manitoba.

To provide a channel by which Native people and whites

can learn about one another's contributions to the

Canadian Mosaic.

To destroy myths that Canadians have regarding people

of Native ancestry.

To promote our Democratic ideals
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OBJECTIVES

To provide a meaningful relationship with the present

school system and larger society for the Indian and

Metis students of todayr so that they will not have to

reject or ignore their past and present way of life ín

order to fit int.o larger Canadian society.

To develo,or orl the part of the Euro-Canadian students,

a positive attitude toward and a pride in their Indían

and Metis peers as well as Indian and Metis people as

a whole because of the contribution toward the

development of Canada as it is today.

To provide a sound, factual knowledge of the develop-

ment of Canada from the Indian and Metis point of

viewr âs well as from the point of view of the Euro-

Canadians who have selected in this country.

To provide an understanding and awareness of the rich

and colorful cultural background of the Indian and

Metis people of Canada, in particular, as well as of

all Indian peoples.

To develop an awareness of the contributions that have

been made to the development of our present. "affluent

society" by the past and present Indían and MeÈis.

To develop an understanding of the Indians and Metis

poÍnt of view, and position in such Indian-Euro-

B.

D.

E

F



G.
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Canadian íssues as the RieI Rebellion.

To develop on the part of all students a greater

ar¡/areness and apprecÍation of aIl minority groups

whether Indian, Ukrainian, Negro, or otherv¡ise.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Native Contributions

A unit of studY within the existing

Social Studies Program.

Intermediate I The Local Community - squiak

Primary 3

Intermediate II

Intermediate III

Grade 7

A unit of studY within the existing

SociaI Studies Program.

The Plains Indians

A unit of studY within the existing

Social Studies Program.

ContemporarY Indians

A unit of studY within the existing

Social Studies Program.

Native Cont.ributions

An opt.ion within the Socia1 Studies pro-

gram. The course is designed to study

the contribut.ions that Native people

have made regarding: foods, politics,

history and economics. fhe concepÈ of

culture is discussed. The course

requires extensive readings.

Native History of Manitoba

An opt,ion within the Social Studies Pro-

reviews the five Indian

Grade I

gram. fhe course



Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 1l
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tribes found within our province. Their

cultural history is studied along with

their contributions to Manitoba history.

History of the Metis

fhe study of the Canadian Metis. A large

segment of Canadians who have their

roots in Native ancestry as well as

European traditions. The course is his-

torical in nature.

Native Tribes of Canada 101

A survey of the major Indian tribes of

Canada. Comparisons are made regarding

tribal structure, social concepts,

customs, religions, etc. Native person-

alities and their contributions to

Canadian history are also reviewed.

Native History of Canada 2OL

Course studies the origins of our Native

peoplesr the first contacts, European

Colonial policies; the Fur Trade; educa-

t.ion; church and state; Confederation;

treaties; Native organizationsi etc.

The course requires sufficient readings.
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Grade 12 Contemporary Indians 301

The study of the Native people of today,

their problems and aspirations. Course

discusses: Indian Act, Treaties,

Aboriginal Rights, Hawthorne Report,

etc.
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UNIT ON NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS

Primary 3

Native Studies



NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS

FOOD

A. Contributions to the World Larder

Vegetables:

Animals:

Corn (meaI,

Potatoes

Squash

Pumpkin

Melons

Acorns

WiId Rice

Maple Syrup

chiri
Peanuts

Turkey

Guinea pigs

Muscovy ducks

flakes, roasted,

Beans

Chicle

Tobacco

Manioc

Tomato

Cucumber

Cacao

Vani lla

Pineapple

Bees

Llamas

( tamed )
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Primary 3

popped )

Pecan

Avocado

Cranberry

Arrowroot

Sunflower

Bromelia

Cashew nut

Papaya

Moose

EIK

Activities and Questions:

I. What were some of the tools the Indians used in plant-

ing and harvesting their crops?

2. Describe the method used by the Indians for gathering

wild rice today?

3. Describe how pemmican was made.
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4. Indians used many tactics in hunting the buffalo. List

some of these tactics and describe each.

5. Draw a mural map of America and paste in appropriate

areas the foods that would be found.

6. Teacher should make use of the Pro ject Canada !{est Kit.

for this section.

7. Scrapbooks about foods could be developed as well as

wall charts.

B. Food Preparation

Boiling direct and stone boiling with containers of

bark, basket, animal stomachsr pottery.

Baking - pit baking or leaf wrap

- pit baking with hot sÈones (covered)

enclosed by leaves to sÈeam bake

Grinding many methods using wood or stone crushers.

Utensils - pottery, wood, bark, horn, mollusks.

Food Preservation

Drying mainly corn, meat, fish
(I) pit or cave storage

(2) elevated rocks

(3)

(4)

(s)

store Ïrouses

baok barrels

suspension -
hunters kill

( eztecs )

( rroquois )

corn cobs, pumpkins,
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ConservatÍon of Resources

Use of the whole animal for clothing, shelter, food,

tooIs, ornatnents.

!{orId view fostered conservation practices and created

an attitude of reverence for the natural environment

(hunting practices and ceremonies).

Activities

1. Use of fitm looPs

2. Use of film striPs

3. Students discuss the

strips.

TRANSPORTATION

A. !^later

Meat. Butchering and Curing

Stove Boiling

TÍpi Raising

The Huron - Iroquois

fhe Plains Indians

content of the film looPs and film

bark canoes

dugout canoes

hideboats

canot de

snowshoes

Red River

Toboggan

(Kayak, umiak)

maitre

B. Land

Cart
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Dog sled - Eskimo

Dog Team - tandem, fan

Travois

l. Show filmloop Travois Making Discuss

2. Discuss the differences between a dog travois and a

horse travois.

3. Show all filmstrips about canadian Indians it con-

tains the Culture Areas which show the different

methods of transPortation.

4. Students should read and research the following:

(a) Hide Boats (e) Bark Canoes (i) Snowshoes

(b) umiak (f) Dugout canoes (j) Toboggan

(c) Kayak (g) York Boat (k) sled

(d) Travois (h) Dog Team (r) Red River cart

5. Students could make a travois and describe its use.

6. A mural or scrapbook could be developed showing the

particular methods of transportati-on aboriginal to an

area.

LANGUAGE

Place names and common names Manitoba

Blackhawks

May be broken into proper nouns, names of plants, etc.

A
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B. Expressions of Indian Origin - Pee '¡Iee

Expressional phrases

pole"

- Muskeg

such as: "Iow man on the totem

Suggested Activities

l. List those (town, city, street, etc. ) names which have

an Indian origin and try to find the meaning of such

words.

2. Repeat #f for (a) Manitoba

(b) canada

3. Make a list of names for articles of clothing, orna-

ments, etc. which have Indian origins.

4. Name as many famous Indian people as you can.

5. Name big league teams which have Indian names.

6. Name cars which have Indian names.
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UNIT ON LOCAL COMMUNITY

Intermediate 1

Native Studies
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THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

A. The Reserve

1. Maps showing the shape, physical features and posi-

tions of main settlements and buildings should be

developed and placed in the room.

2. The teacher should provide the children with a

general background of the origin of the reserve

system. See the pamphlet entitled "The Canadian

Indian". Discuss the question: "Why do some ,oeople

live on a reserve?"

B. People of the Reserve

I Historical background tribe and band

beliefsearly

relics

2. Language

games and cont.ests, etc.

Indian words used in the

3

4

5

6

Food

Clothing

Homes

Occupations

discuss

English

when the

when the

when the

when the

language.

colonists

colonists

colonists

colonists

and today.

and today.

and today.

and today.

came

came

came

came



C. Helpers on the Reserve

I. Schoo1

2. Church

3. GovernmenÈ

4. Storekeepêr,

5. Indian-Metis
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principal, teachers and counsellors

clergymen

chiefs and councillors

reserve

tion

committees health, educa-

Indian Affairs Branch - agency

superintendent or district

superintendent, supervisor,

worker.

health services doctor,

dentist

R. C. M. P.

Forest Ranger and Game Warden

etc.

Friendship Centre

school

socíaI

nurse,

Suggested Activities

1. Groups of pupils could be assigned various fact-finding

duties concerning the reserve. For example: one group

could be asked to find out exactly how many people live

there; another - how many housesi another industries

of the reserve, etc.

2 Discussion groups could be held on the varj-ous

work which Indians of the reserve do. Pupils

types

could

of

be
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asked to bring in or draw pictures of people working at

these various occuPations.

3. Health and safety measures on the reserve and surround-

ing area.

4. pupils could be divided into groups and each group be

asked to list and discuss the differences between his

life on the reserve and a non-Indian pupil's life in

the comunitY.

5. Letters could be written to children of another

reserve.

6. A tour of the reserve could be organized'

7. A sand table display could be set up showing the physi-

cal features of the reserve rivers, Iakes, forested

areas, farming communities, etc.

8. A display of the produce of the reserve might be

arranged and the Parents invited to come t'o see this

and other activities Ín connection with the unit.

g. A display of handicrafts of boÈh Indians and non-

Indians could be made.

Bibliography

The Canadian Indian. Indian Affairs Branch, 267 Edmonton

Street, WinniPeg, Manitoba.

Jennes, D. The Indians of Canada. Ott.avJa: Queen'S Printer.

Leechman, D . Native Tribes of Canada. Toronto: W'J' Gage
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and Company Ltd.

The Indian Affairs Branch publishes the following booklet

in thís series:

Indians of British Columbia

Indians of the Prairie Provinces

Indians of Ontario

Indians of Quebec and the Maritimes

Indians of the Yukon and the Northwest, Territories

The address of the Indian Affairs Branch is:

Indian Affairs Branch

267 Edmonton Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba
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UNIT ON PLAINS INDIANS

Intermediate II

Native Studies
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PROBLEMS, LEARNING EXPERIENCES AI\ID SUBJECT MATTER

This unit has been planned about a series of problems.

Following each problem, lhere are many suggested activitíes

which the pupils under the guidance of the teacher could

use to find the ansvrers to the problems. An outline for

suggested subject matter (which the children would probably

have to use in solving the problem) follows as an aid to

the teacher.

Note: The teacher must feel free to adjust the problem,

the suggested experiences, and/or the subject matter to the

class which she is teaching

Problem 1: In what kind of surroundings did the plains

Indians live?

Suggested Activities

l. Arrange a display of pictures (preferable coloured) of

the Plains areas . Give the chi ldren some t'ime to

observe these and then discuss the characteristics of a

plains area.

2. Show a film or filmstrip perhaps !'Ialt Disney's "The

Vanishing Prairíer " and again discuss the characteris-

tics of a plains area

3. Where children are living on the plains, they can

easily describe the area and imagine what it would have
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been like before our houses, etc., q¡ere here.

4. Children can make collections of grasses, berries, and

other plants and trees which cover a plains area.

5. Send for booklets on prairie plants published by the

Queen's Printer.

6. Make a map of the plains area using flour and salt

dough - paint in rivers and lakes, etc.

7. Where possible, children should take a field trip to

Assiniboine Park zoo, or Island Park in Portage Ia

Prairier or any other park area where animals of the

plains could be studied. on such a trip, the children

should study a simple teacher-made map of the route

Èhey witl take to the park. where there is a vari.ety

of animals, children should be given individual respon-

sibility to particularly observe one of the animals.

8. Have the children work in pairs or individually to find

information and picturesr and to make oral reports to

the class on plant.s and animals of the plains. A list

of some which míght be studied is given below:

buffalo elk pronghorn deer gophers

antelope beaver eagles poplar tree

muskrat saskatoons cranberries geese

fish ucks weasel hawks

birch tree foxes PorcuPine

otter deer wolves
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After reporting, the students might group animals which

eat grasses, and leaves, animals which eat mealr €tC.

some attempt should be made to hetp children see rela-

tionships between plants and animals of the plains

before attempting to sTtow them how the Indian v/as

dependent upon both.

g, Pictures could be drawn to illustrate the talks given

in the previous activity. (lhese pictures could be

gathered up and glued on to brown paper to make a large

mural ) .

IO. Children could model animals which they have studied.

Tt¡ese models could then be placed in appropriate set-

tings.

11. A study could be done of change which occur on the

plains in winter (climate, ,olants, and animals) '

]r2. t"tany songs could be learned in connection with this

unit. Example: "Land of the Silver Briclt", "Buffalo",

( see list of references ) .

13. Children could learn the poem "Indian children".

L4. Murals can be made to summarize learnings.

Subject Matter

Plains are broad, nearly level stretches of

no sudden changes in the heights of the land.

of the plains is very fertile. Mostlyr the

land'with

The soil

plains are

I
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covered with grass plants. Very few trees gro\¡t on the

plains. The plains are sometimes called grasslands or

prairies.

2. There are many rivers and lakes Ín plains areas. The

rivers are slow moving and winding. I{ater often col}-

ects on the land in potholes. There are also many

marshy areas on the prairies.

3. The anímals of the plains eat varieties of foods.

Buffalo, antelope, gophers, skunks, rabbits, êtc., eat

the grasses and roots of the prairie plants. Deer,

elk, beaver, and others eat tender shoots of plants and

trees. Some others, like the muskrat and moose eat

plants which grow in marshy areas. Finally, some ani-

mals eat smaller animals' e.çf. weasels, wolves, foxes.

4. fhe same kinds of variation can be found among birds of

the plains. Some eat. seedsi some eat water plants;

others eat small animals, e99s of birds, etc.

5. All the plants and animals are interrelaterl.

The climate of the plains varies

season.

Winters

falIs.

Summers are usuallY

are extremely cold, and

sharply from season to

hot and fairly dry.

a great deal of snol¡t
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Problem 2z How did the Indíans use the plants and animals

of the Plains?

1. Which of the plants and animals could be used for food?

(refer to Problem 1)

a. How did he obtain the food?

b. How did he prepare the food?

2. Vthich of the plants and animals were used for clothing?

a. How were clothes made?

b. What special clothing was needed?

3. How was the Indian able to provide shelter for hj-mself

on the plains?

a. What materials were available for use?

b. What needs did the shelter have to satisfy?

c. What would have to be considered before a location

for a village could be chosen?

d. What kind of furnishings would be found in the

home?

Suggested LearnÍng Experiences for Problem 2 I

I. Make use of prevÍous experience of children from solv-

ing problem I, and their experiences from watchÍng T.V.

and readingr ês a basis for discussion of possible h/ays

the Indians could obtain their food

2. T-f, books are available, see if children can locate

specific information on how food was obÈained. If books
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are not avaílable, write the information given in the

subject matter outline on a stencil or ditto copy.

Have the children read the material to find answers to

questions.

3. Having read Some of the ways food can be obtained, have

the children dramatize some of the methods.

4. Make models which would show Indians hunting in differ-

ent ways"

5. Have the children draw pictures of the various methods.

Subject Matter Outline

1. Methods of getting

a. Buffalo

for Problem 2

food

I

Corrals or pounds sometimes they got the animals

moving in the right direction by draping a wolf

skin over their heads and creeping slowly behind

the herd. Ttre buffalo moved ahead between a long

V of Indians hidden from view, who stood and waved

blanketsr etc. At the end of the V v/as a corral

or pound where the buffalo were shot or speared.

.fumps drove the herd over the edge of a ctiff

where they lvere ki1led.

Surrounded with the coming of horsesr the

Indians galloped around and around the herd get-

ting Ít to mill, and then shot them with bows and-

arrows.
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c

f

2. Food

d

ê
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Antelo,oe

The corral method was used, with a pit at the end

leap over theso that the antelope could not

fence.

For other animals, they used snares of sinew, bows

and arrows, or spears (rifles after the white man

came).

Most Indians employed dogs to help get game - moose,

bear, caribou.

In winter, they made pounds for the buffalo and kept

them from roaming and then the Indian could remain

in one place for the winter. They hunted wolves and

foxes at this time.

Eagte trapping a pit vtas dug and a man lay in it.

The pit was covered with sticks and straw and a

piece of ra$/ meat was placed on top. A string was

tied to the meat and the man in the pit held the

other end so that the edgle could not fly ab/ay with

the prey. It would stay to eat the meat. fhe man

would reacï¡ up and grab the eagle by the legs.

Sometimes he waited for days. fhe feathers were

used as badges for war deeds.

buffalo, eIk, moose, deer,

beaver, porcupine, pronghorn

antelope,

deer, and

bear,

fish
a. Meat



bag.

Made into souP.

Ponask - roasted meat on a

Cherries, berries, Prairie

wild rose haws; garden corn,

squash were also eaten.

29L

Iong willow fork.

turnips, bitter root,

artichockes, beans, and

for Problem 2 2

could take a field triP to a

of animals used for clothing

pemmican - dried meat pounded into a powder. They

laid a buffalo skín on the ground, placed a large

stone ( flat) in the mÍddle, placed dried meat on

the stone and pounded it into a powder with

another stone. Hot melted buffalo fat vtas cooled

and hardened and could be kept for years' Some-

times berries vrere added. Pemmican v/as highly

nutritious and easy to transPort.

Jerky dried meat. The meat stas cut into thin

slices, Ïrung on a rack to dry in the hoÈ sun, and

st.owed in rawhide bags called parf leches. It was

sof tened in hot !'/ater and eaten dry'

Roasted on a sPit.

Boiled in a skin bag by placing hot stones in the

b

Suggested Learning ExPerience

1. If pgssÍble,

loca1 museum

the children

to see kind

and samples of clothing worn by Indians'



2. Children should be
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encouraged to read as much as pos-

and their clothing.

varÍous articles of clothing can be

sible

Simple

dravtn.

about Indians

sketches of3

4. Puppets can be dressed in clothing made of deer skin

(often there is some available in the fall of the year

which can be put a\j,ray for this purpose) decorated with

fur. Small accessories could be made from samples of

fur and leather.

5. Children could be divided into groups to study:

(a) Ctothing of Indian men

(b) Clothing of rndian women

(c) Decorations and accessories

Each group could find out:
(a) What materials were used

(b) How these materials were prepared for use

(c) How were they made

(d) When were they worn - climate, ceremony

6. Films or filmstrips could be viewed so that children

could specifically observe the clothing of Indians.

7. Pictures of Indians in original dress could be dis-

for children to observe carefully.played

In some communiÈies, it may be possible to bring in a

visitor dressed in origÍnal costume.

I

resource
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Subject Matter for Problem 2 - 2

Ctothing \rras tailored and well-made.

l. Men in hot weather loin cloth, moccasins,

belt, firebag, face paint bagr knife sheath

in cool weather a sleeveless shirt and

leggings htere added

in cold weather added robes, fur hats,

and fur mittens

2. Women same as men except' that the shirt vtas

Iengthened to become a skirt. and was laced

at the sides, leggings l¡/ere shorter and

tied above the knees.

3. Children - young children didn't wear clothing and

were wrapped in a cradle. Older children

were usually dressed the same as their

parents.

Clothing was made entirely of skj-ns, usually in the shape

of the skin. When traders came, they used some cloth and

blankets. Women tanned the skins. The hide was tied to a

frame and scraped with a skin scraper. Then the hide lvas

turned over then the hair side was treated in the same

manner until the skin $/as clean and even. It was left to

dry. For soft skÍns, the hide was rubbed with a mixture of

fat, liver and brains, soaked in water, rolled in a bundle,

stretched and scraped again, dried, rubbedr âfld worked. .



Skins v/ere from cow

soft
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buffalo, antelope, elk or deer.

tanned leatTrer draped over the belt andBreech cloth

between the

Soft leather

legs

thongs vrere used to tie the leggings to the

belt.

Hair was braided the men usually !.tore two or f our

braids. When in mourning, the $/omen lef t their' s loose.

They all used hair dressing.

Moccasins - made aII in one piece. Sometimes a double sole

\¡ras added. They were decorated with quills.

They owned nicely embroidered and beaded clothing for good

clothes.

Ornaments bracelets and necklaces of beads, shells,

cIaws, teeth, bone, Ç[uí11s.

Fire bag - gaily beaded - hetd tobacco, flint, steel

Belts - decorated.

Parflec?res skins bags in the shape of a big envelope,

used for meat.

some in the shape of a box were used as trunks

for storíng clothing. Sweet grass and sage

were spread among the clothes to make them

fragrant and as a protection againsÈ moths.

Face paint bags used to carry body and face paint

Suggested Learning Experience for Problem 2 3
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I. Review what is known of Indian life up to this point'

Discuss dependence on buffalo for food. Review wander-

ings of buffaro. what wourd this *..r, io the rndian?

How long could he stay in one place? !'Iould iÈ be pos-

sible for him to buil<l a permanent home? I{hy?

2. I^lhat else would Ìrave to be taken into consideration?

what materials were available? what tools did the

Indians have to work with?

3. Have children work in groups to decide what kind of a

Iocation they would put their Indian village ín. Ask

the children to draw a map using semi-pictorial symbols

to show where they would place a village. Discuss the

maps and try to decide whether the sites chosen would

fiII alt the needs Indians would have' (see content

outline )

4. Have the children make model tipis r êfld tog cabins '

Try to find material similar to real materials.

5. Children can easily make large t'ipis for the classroom,

using real poles and a sheet or large sheets of brown

paper. This can be used as background for dramatiza-

tions.

6. Make a 3D map of an Indian vitlage using paper mache,

or salt and flour dough

7. After making 3D mapr make a flat map of the same vil-

lage. Place 3D map on floOr, have children stand on



t.able and look down at

flat paper. Introduce

Èhe

the

map before

idea that
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they draw it on

a map is a plan

that we look down on from above.

Subject Matter for Problem 2 3

Location

The P1ains Indians usually dispersed into very small bands

for the winter (10-20 tents) and travelled in large bands

in the summer (100-200 tents)

1. The tribe was split into bands that lived apart. Each

band had a chief and counsellors. AtI relatives

belonged to one clan.

2. Tipis were pitched in a circle, two or three deep, with

the doors facing east. In the centre of the circle was

the tent of the council and the 'police' tipi.

3. Leaders picked the new campsite and organized the set-

ting up of camp. TheY looked for:

(a) a site near fuel and water

(b) abundance of game

. 
(c) a hiII or Promontory to scour the landscape

(d) a protection from death or sudden death

(e) shelter from the elements

(f) soil for crops

(g) groves for their winter home.
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Shelter and Furniture

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

Tipis in sunmer. The word means "used for a dwel-

ling." It was made of buffato skins. Three poles were

used as the foundation and v/ere in the form of a tri-

pod, eighteen feet in diameter. other poles (f3-20)

were laid in the crotch and tied at the top. A back

pole had the tipi cover tied to it and was then put in

place, and the cover drawn around the front and laced

above the door. At the top were two flaps, a'djustable

by poles, to allow a draft for the fire. The bottom was

held in place by pegs or stones. fLIe door was a sheet

of skin. The inner waII vtas six feet high and made of

painted skins. It prevented a draft.

Earth lodges

Birchbark sheltêrs

Log cabins in winter (after white man)

Tripod - for the medicine bag

Beds of skin with a back rest support'ed by sticks

Lots of pottery

How did theyProblem 3: Did Indians need t.o travel?

travel? What did they use to heIP them travel?

Suggested Learning Experiences for Problem 3

I. Refer to the previous problems. Have children

why the Indians needed to travel.

staÈe



2.

3.

4

5
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Read stories and other materials to find out how

Indians travelled in su¡nmer and in winter.

Collect models of different kinds of canoes.

Make models of travois,

Look at pictures in

canoes, rafts.

magazines like The Beaver and

Canadian Geog cal Journals to see how canoes v/ere

made. (see references).

6. Discuss probable reasons for the Indians not having the

wheel.

Subject Matt.er Outline for Problem 3

l. Indians took only what they could pack or carry.

2. Cat,ches of food and other supplies v/ere placed by Èhe

Indíans on their annual traí1 route.

3. Travois drawn by either dogs or horses

4. Sleds, togoggans, snowshoes

5. Horses, saddles, harness

6. Rafts, canoes, bull-boats (tu¡-tite vessel covered with

buffalo or moose hide, and paddled from the front)

7. Cradle boards (rikanagan)

Problem 4: l,fhat need would there be to communicate between

. bands? Between tribes?

How would Indians of different tribes talk to

each other if they spoke different languages?



Suggested Learning Experiences for Problem 4.

I. TeIt a story in sign language.

2. Read references on sign language and smoke

3. Teach children Indians words whictr we use

ly:

moccasins

caribou

chipmunk

Learn names

llâ.ñ€ S .

Locate these

Winnipeg

Minnedosa

Assiniboine

Draw scenes

moose

papoose

skunk

of places

toboggan

tomahawk

wigwam

in Manitoba
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signals.

qui-te conmon-

tipi
saskatoon

which have Indian4

5

6

places on a .road maP

Neepawa

Manitoba

' Wasagaming

and stories in Indian

of Manitoba:

Winnipegosis

Manitou

style pictures.

Subject Matter Outline for Problem 4

I. Smoke signals !{ere a means of communicating over long

distances. They were used for the same purpose as we

use the telephone, not just in time of war.

2. Sign language vras used only when it vtas inappropriate

to talk, ê.9. during a ceremony or in war.

3. Pictures - winter counts and pictographs

4, Council meetings vrere hetd whenever there was need to

discuss matters of concern to the wTrole tribe.
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Other means of communication were:

1. Runners who relayed messages "Moccasin TelegrapTl"

2. Interpreters were used between tribes who did not speak

the same language and to talk with white men'

3. Felled t.rees, sticks and stones were placed in a cer-

tain \¡iay to guide trap.oers, hunters and travellers on

the traiI.

4. Mental telepathy, a form of concentration possible in a

culture unhindered by materialism, was a means of com-

munication at certain times.

5. The spoken word, of course, was the chief means of com-

munication.

Problem 5: !,ltrat materials could be used to make tools?

lrlhat tools, lveapons, and utensils would be

needed most?

Suggested Learning Experiences for Problem 5

I. Once again, rêfer to previous problems. Involve child-

ren in discussion of need for tools, and of materials

available for use as tools.

2. Around the community, collect stones of different

shapes, and sticks which would be used for tools. Have

the children experiment with how they could be used.

3. IÈ may be possible to make collections of arrow-heads,

stone pounders, and hammers Lf, some are available in
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the communitY.

4. Where possible, children could visit a local museum to

Iook at Indian artifacts.

5. Try to make pottery out of various kinds of soil. Let

samples dry and harden in the srjrl. Experiment to see

which kinds of soil make the most satisfactory pottery.

6. Many books have sketches of Indian weapons, tools, and,

utensils. Children can make similar sketches on charts,

grouping tools used for obtaining food, tools used for

making clothing, tools used for carving, utensils for

preparing food, etc

Subject MaÈter Outline for Problem 5

Stone tools !'tere the foundation of the whole economic life

of the plains Indians - hunting, clothing, carving. Primary

tool vtas the stone-bladed knife set in a handle of wood or

bone. Other tools were:

spoons - of horn back rests - woven of

stone axes reeds, rootsr êtc., or

bone sewing awls made with shoulder bones

thread made of sinew of buffalo

cord made of fibre

thongs

stone ?rammers

pottery -
skin bags

fire bags

face paint

very little
(parfleches )

bags.



scrapers

knives

S A\¡t

chisels

bow dritls to make fire

arrow shaft smoothers

arrow straighteners

bows (willow usually) & arrows

spears

lances

snares

pipes
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medicine bags

tripods

hair brushes - bristles

were from the tail of a

porcupine

bone and shell spoons

sinew, rootr of metal

thread

stone drills

hoes

bones, at¡/Is, needles

rattles, flutes, whistles

drums

digging sticks

Dance?

Problem 6:

!{hat was the family tife of the Indian like?

Did Indian children go to school?

Did Indian children play games? Sing songs?

TelI stories?

Did Indíans go to church?

Were there any Indian doctors or nurses?

Did Indians paint or draw Pictures?

What did the Indians have ín the way of social

life?

1.

2.

3.

4

5

6.
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Suggested Learning Experiences for Problem 6

1. At this stage children should have located many books

which contain information on Indians. fhese six
problems above could be written on t'he board (drawn

from the children if possible) and the children could

attempt to find answers for the questions.

If materials are not available, the teacher could write

out some of the content given in the subject matter

outline for the children to use. fhe content would

have to be rewritten at the level of the children and

duplicated or stencilled for them. Then the chj-ldren

could read Èhe materials to find the ansv/ers to the

questions.

2. An excellent, film to view is "Circle of the Sun" (see

references for source). Children could observe a great

deal about ceremonial life of Indian. This film would

also be an excellent lead into the life of Modern

Indians.

3. Learn to do an Indian dance. Learn to sing an Indian

song. Learn to play an Indian game.

4. Children could weave coloured paper to make a mat.

5. Abstract designs could be used to decorate a tipi.

Beadwork designs can be made on graph paper.

square representing a bead.

"Indian Crafts and Lore" by Ben Hunt a Golden

Each6.

Book is
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an excellent book for these activities (cost 65f)

7. Make up animal legends creative writing.

8. Creative dancing.

Subject Matter Outline for Problem 6

I. Distinguished men in order of importance were:

a. ftre Council of old wise men who had proven them-

selves in life through their wÍsdom, courage and

generosity.

b. The heads of all the governmental organizations.

C. Ttre medicine men - Some performed the role of tribal

physicians, others that of tribal clergymen.

d. The family clan heads.

e. The heads of the various societies e.g. the Strong

Hearts (soldiers) and the White Horse Riders

(commissionaires) of the sioux tribe.

f,, The leaders of social and recreational groups

(lodges). The big tribal council was composed of

the leaders of the societies, the clubs, the old

wj-se men, etc.

g. Women's work made fires, meals' followed hunters

with a travois to bring home the meat, tanned skins,

made clothes, cared for the gardens and the

children, dried meat.

h. Men's work hunting and protecting the band,
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2

dressed meat, designed and made tools, captured and

trained wild horses. Evenings passed in dancing,

singing, smoking, talking, telling stories ' Older

warriors recited their exPloits.

Recreation

a. tales and legends

b. songs

c. games

adult

chi ldren

d. men smoked

e. dancing

Dance, Owl

blanket toss, moccasin galne, a form

of hockey, archerY, races, lacrosse,

shinny, war games, gambling.

ring and pin, whiPPing toPS, toYs,

archery, war games, cat's cradle

pipes, some women smoked PiPes

Serpentine Dance, Horse Dance, Chicken

Dance, Circle Dance, Grass Dance, Rabbit

Dance

f. buffalo hunt to get enough food for the event

g. erected a sacred pole and huge lodge and lashed

their of f erings to the Great s,oirit or sun God t.o

this pole

h. three day ceremony - mostly fasting

i. clubs lodge meetings.

3. Education

a. Boys learned how to hunt, ride, shoot
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b. Girts learned to gather fuel, 9et food¡ s€w¡ cook

c. Learned honor' courage, courtesy, proper conduct'

how the tribe was governed, sought wisdom'

Religion

a. Indian people were deeply religious

b. They practiced their religion in their daily life.

c. Many of the principles and ceremonies (¡irth,

marriage and d.eath) of Indian religion are compar-

able to those of ChristianitY.

d. Religious dances buffalo dance, kettle dance,

ghost dance, sun dance

Aesthetic Expression

â. Art

most art was in squares, triangles, Lozenges'

circles

men painted designs on t'ipisr parfleches' bags

- bead work and quill work on moccasins, robes,

belts

- painted designs on rocks

made pictures on the ground with stones

- painted their faces and bodies each band had a

special stYle of face Painting

colors v/ere made by using mínerals mixed with

grease or Paint juices

b. Picture writing

5
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c. Sign language

d. They knew hundreds of legends, songs, prayers

e. Music from the drum, whistle, rattle. Sang v/ar

songs, Iove songs, dance songs.

Safety, Protection, Medicine

a. Safety

police in the band enforced rules and conduct

magic shirts, shields, charms

b. Medicine

medicine man and medicine bag

the white man brought diseases to the Indian that

he never encountered, such as smallpox which wiped

out thousands

c. War

they used ambushes, surprisesr surroundings,

trenches, scouts, smoke signals, mirrors

men v/ore an eagle feather for each enemy slain

count.ing coup touching an enemy wittr a coup

stick

Problem 7: How do Indians live

I What changes occurred when

on the plains? How did the

today?

the white tnan first arrived

Indians help the white men?

2. Where do Indians live todaY?

3. What are their homes like? Their furniture?
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4, What kind of clothing do Indíans wear today?

5. How do Indians earn their living now?

6. Do Indians children go to school today?

7. Who are some of the famous Canadian Indians of today?

Suggested Learning Experiences for Problem 7

l. It might be .Dossible here to bring in a resource

visitor, êg2

a. an Indian living in the citY.

b. a teacher who has taught Indian children.

2. Correspondence with Indian children in a residential

school rnight be possible a1so.

3. Slides, films, fitmstrips may be available also for

study.

4. Teachers will probably have to tell the children about

changes when the white men arrived on t'he Plains, and'

how the Indian helped the whit.e men when they arrived.

Children should be helped to understand the feelings of

both Indians and Euro.Þeans in this troubled time.

5. Stories of famous Canadian Indians should be located

and read.

Subject Matter Outline for Problem 7

to settle downThe Indian had

became settled.

reserves as the west

that their,

on

thisMany resented and felt
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freedom had been snatched from them.

Indians today may be divided into three groups with some

overlapping between the groupss

I. The majority of Indians have accommodated themselves to

the predominant society while retaining their identity

as Indians. They are proud of their Indian ancestory.

Most of these people live on the reserves although many

are moving to the city to further their education, to

work, etc.

2. Other Indians have completely integrated themselves

into the white European society. Intermarriage with

non-Indians is common. They no longer identify with

the Indian group.

3. The third group are tTrose who are confused and do nol

know to which group they belong. some seek relief

through alcohol thus compounding their problem.

GradualIy they are re-learning what they know about hygiene

and the dirt and disease are lessening. Their homes are

becoming more and more like ours and generally have

electricity and water. A few still live in the ti.oi in the

summer.

Their food and ctothing are similar to our own.

Success Stories (these are not strictly Plains Indians not

Canadian Indíans)
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Chief David Crowchild chief

Arthur Smith expert canoeman

Canon Edward Ahenakew - clergYman

Pauline Johnson - singer and poetess

Brigadier-GeneraI Oliver Martin - soldier and teacTrer

Father Harry Thomas - .criest
Mr. Gerlad Fethers artist

Miss Nora Gladstone nurse

Mr. James Gladstone senator

scientist

mi-nister

Dr. Gilbert Monture

Rev. Peter Ketty

Mr. Frank Calder

Mrs. Ellen NeeI

law maker

wood carver

Mr. Wilfiam Wuttunee lawyer

Canon Adam Cuthand - clergyman

(glack Hawk, Joseph BranÈ, Cochise, Crazy Horse, Geronimo,

Hiawatha, Chief Joseph, Sequoya, Sitting BuII, Massasoit,

Montezuma, Oscela, King Philip, Pocahontas, Pontiac,

Powhatan, Samoset, Tecumseh)
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Fire Dances
Indian Pow-Wow
Indian Sign Language
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Buffalo
Sun Dance
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Fi Ims

Audio Visual Branch1

a. Animal Town of the Prairies (prairie oogs)
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b. Beaver Makes a Comeback
c. Big World
d. Birds of the Prairies Marshes
e. Fur Trapper of the North
f. Great Plains
g. World in a Marsh
h. Mammals of the Western P1ains
i. Vanishing Prairie ($10.00)
j. Beaver
k. Nature's Engineer

2. Extension Branch University of Manitoba

â. Caribou Hunters
b. Circle of the Sun
c. fhe Longer Trail
d. World in a Marsh
e. No Longer Vanishing

3. lrlinnipeg Public Libraries

Indian Hunters
No Longer Vanishing
Circle of the Sun

4. Canadian Broadcastinq Corporation

a. The Education of Philistine

Fi lmstrips

Audio Visual Branch

a
b
c

843A
8438
843E
843F
843J
B45B
936-
936A
9368
936C
936E
936F
65r

Large Land Mammals of Canada
Smaller Land Mammals of Canada - Rodents
Smaller Land Mammals of Canada Flesh Eaters
The North American Beaver
The North American Buffalo
Canada Goose
Disney's Vanishing Prairie Series
The American Prairie
The American Buffalo
Prairie Dogs
Coyotes and Other Prairie Animals
Birds of the Prairies
Incll-an IrIte
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SI ides

Available from the National Film Board ($3'00 per set)

019100 Mammals
019200 Mammals
019300 Mammals
OI9400 Mammals

Part
Part
Part
Part

I
II
III
IV

Photoqraphs

National Film Board Stills Division
8" x lO" black and white photos, $I'25 each'
Ptrotos tisted in Canadian Picture Index 1963 '

Records

Folkways Record
Fe4464, $6.90.

Indian Music of the Canadian Plains,

Free Materials

I Department of citizenship and Immigration, Indian
Affairs Branch

a. The Indian TodaY
b. The Canadian Indian
c. Indian Education
d. The Indian News - quarterly publication
e. Canadian Projects Among Indians
f. Indians of the Prairie Provinces
g. Canadian Indians TodaY

Imperial OiI, WinniPeg

a. Indians of Canada (Ctass quantities can be obtained)
2
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UNIT ON CONTEMPORARY INDIANS

Intermediate III

Native Studies



CONTEMPORARY INDIANS CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC GROUPS

Culture Groups

are six major culture areas

are the Algonkian, Iroquoian,

and Pacific Coast.

318

among Canadian Indians.

Mackenzie River, Plains,
There

They

Plateau

For pur^Þoses

of the Plains

relate to the

of information

and Algonkian

there follows a brief

cultures as these most

Manitoba program of studies.

The Plains Indians, located on the Canadian Prairies, had

an economy based largely upon buffalo. Their highly mobile

existence was reflected in the travois, tipisr ând in the

last period of their culture, ÈÏte use of horses. Houses

and clothing reflected their dependency upon buffalo.

Political organization between bands tended to be seasonal

and arose out of conmon needs during warfare and the hunt

aS well as certain religious exercises. Books, pictures,

movies, and television have romanticized the Plains Indians

and to many modern persons, the predominant characteristic

is the beaut.iful feathered headdress.

located in

migratory

the Eastern and

outline

directly

Central

heavi ly
The Algonkian Indians,

Woodlands, v/ere largely as they depended
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upon game, fish, while fruits and roots for food. Tftey are

characterized by the efficient transporation modes

developed such aS the canoe, snowshoes and toboggan. Their

portable dwellings, usually made of light poles and birch

or elm bark, v/ere called wigwams. Tailored clothes of

skins and furs have been extensively adopted by !./hite men.

Political structure was not highfy developed except in the

southern bands.

Most Manitoba Indians belong to the Algonkian culture

group. Of approximatety 30,000 treaty Indians, 25,000 are

of the Algonkian culture, 4,000 are of the Plains culture

and the remaining 1,000 are the Chipewyans in the far north

who are of the Mackenzie River culture grouP.

Note: It has been estimated that ttrere are 20,000 people

of Indian ancestry living in the remote areas, and often on

a reserve, who are not Indians, but are part of the local

Indian cultural group.

Li uistic cro s

There are ten linguist.ic groups of Indians in Canada, but

only three groups are found in any number in the Prairie

provinces. These are the Siouan, Athapaskan and Algonkian.

In Manitoba, there are approximately I,400 Siouan; 1,000
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Athapaskan; and 27,5OO Algonkians.

Indian Bands in Manitoba

In Manitoba there are 5 Canadian bands tiving on I0I

reserves. The reserve comprise 522,289 acres. In terms of

political structure, 44 of. the bands use an elective system

while the remaining 7 choose thej-r chief and councillors by

a traditional custom which will vary from band to band'

with the rapid growth of the Indian population, the

reserves have become seriously overcrowded. Consequently,

in many cases, the natural resources such as fish, fur,

roots, pulpwood, etc. have been dangerously depleted.

Thus, many Indians, unable to earn a living on their lands,

have moved to areas where jobs are available. More than

IO, OOO Indians , f.or example, live in Metropolitan

Winnipeg. Most of the Indians remaining on reserves are

very poor. The teacher wiII realize, of course, that the

problems of overcrovJding in relation to the natural

resources is One common tO many non-Urban areas and many

members of such communit.ies are less privileged than most

Canadians in urban centres. The problem is economic and

applies to many groups other than Indians

In bringing the unit on Plains Indians into present day
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perspective, the teacher in addition to the excellent

suggestions on page 28 of the Intermediate I Social Studies

program, might wish to make a case study centering around a

nearby Indian reserve. There follows a list' of treaty

Indian communities in Manitoba as reported by the Indian

Affairs Branch in 1967. (ft should be noted that Ojibway

Indians in Western Canada are often referred to as

Saulteaux. The Sioux are descendants of a grou,o of Indians

who came to Canada as refugees foltowing the Mínnesota and

Custer massacres in the United SÈates in LB62 and L867

respectively. )

The l,inquistic Group refers Co Indians who speak a conmon

"base" tongue. !,Iithin each linguistic grouP may be found

various dialectiCal differences which, in certain cêsêsr

may be so great that the language is mutually uninterlig-

ible. usually any two adjoining dialectical groups are

mutually intelligible, but as the groups spread out across

a vast area, the difference becomes more acute.

The Band

together

but not

refers to the

in communities.

grouping of Indians as theY live

Members of a modern band usuallY,

same dialect.always, speak the

The Culture Group or area refers to the characteristic ways
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in which Indians commonly earn their Iiving, transport

themselves, build homes, organize politically, dress them-

selves as well aS reflecting something common in religion'

art, and music.

2.

Students should know the definit.ions of the following

terms:

Indians MetÍs Reserve Aboriginal Rights

Treaties Indian Act Band Council Assimilation

Integration

A study of the importance about the following:

(a) the Treaties

(b) the Indian Act

(c) the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

(d) the Manitoba Metis Federation

(e) role of Friendship centres

Students should be continuously aware of contemporary

events going on: ie.
(a) James Bay Project

(b) N.w.T. craims

(c) Nishga Indian Claims (e.c. )

(d) The Pas Reserve Shopping Centre Complex

3
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NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS

Grade 7

Native Studies
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NATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS

FOOD

À. Contributions to the World Larder

Vegetable: Potatoes

Squash

Pumpkin

Melons

Acorns

Wifd Rice

Maple Syrup

chiri

Beans

Chicle

Tobacco

Manioc

Tomato

Cucumber

Cacao

Vanilla

Pecan

Avocado

Cranberry

Arrowroot

Sunflower

Bromelia

Cashew nut

Papaya

Animal:

B. Food Preparation

Boi ling

Baking

Peanuts PineaPPIe

Corn (Meal, flakes, roasted,

Turkey Bees

Guinea pigs Llamas

Muscovy ducks (tamed)

popped)

Moose

Etk

Direct and stone boiling wittr containers of

barks, baskeÈ, animal stomachs, pottery

pit baking or leaf wrap

pit baking with hot stones (covered)

enclosed by leaves to stearn bake
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Grinding

Utensils

many methods

pottery, wood

using wood or

bark, horn,

stone crushers

mollusks,

C. Food Preservation

Drying - mainly corn, meat, fisl,

( I ) pit or cave storage

(2) elevated rocks

(3) store houses (Aztecs)

(4) baok barrels (lroquois)

( 5 ) suspension corn cobs, ,oumpkins,

hunters kill

D. Conservation of Resources

the whole animal for clothing, shelter, food,use of

tools,

world

created an

environment

ornaments.

vLew fostered conservation practices and

attitude of reverence for the natural

(hùlnting practices and ceremonies)

References

Driver, H. Indians of North America, University of Chicago

Press, Chicago.

SHELTER

A. Mobile tent, tepee



B

wigwam

Permanent domoid (nstimo)

Quomset hut

apartment

settlements

C. Furnishings

D. Specialized Areas within buildings

TRANSPORTATION

stone

adobe

snow block

pueblo (zunÍ)

Iong house

Temochtitlan

bark canoes

dugout canoes

hideboats (Kayak, umiak)

canot de maitre

snowshoes

toboggan

Red River Cart

Dog sled - Eskimo

dog team - tandem,

èravois
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fan

A. Water

B. Land

C. Survivat Skilts

Films: Indian Canoement Portage



C. Psychiatry

Suggested Activíties

l. Find out about

became common.

the

327

used before treatment bY doctors

were cures and which did not helP

MEDICINE

A. Role of:

B. Drugs:

2. How

make

3. How

today' s

are?

patient?

did the Indian

good medicine?

did knowledge

prescription

cures help to make

as important as theY

(a)

(b)

Medicine Man (shaman)

Midewiwin or Great Medicine Society

Cocaine local anesthetic

Curare muscle relaxer

Peyote altay hunger, thirst, fat'igue

Quinine malaria cure

Datura - pain ki1ler produced visions

Cascara laxative

Seneca Root cough medicine

Digitalis - heart action depressant

Sources of Vitamin C - scurvey cures

medicine man (shaman)

cures

Which

peopte find out which things would

about

drug

plant

stores



CLOTHING

A. Items which are common todaY:

B. Materials from which they

LANGUAGE

A.
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- parka

- moccasins

decorations (beads)

- buffalo robes

made: animal hide and

woven hair

plant fibres,

grass, bark, cotton

are

PIace names

etc. May be

and common names: Manitoba, Blackhawks,

nouns, names of plants,broken into proper

Indian origin: Peewee, Muskeg, "Iow man

pole" Expressional phrases such as the

city, street, etc. ) names which have

and try to find the meaning of such

B

etc.

Expresions of

on the total

above.

Suggested activities

t. List those (town,

an Indian origin

words.

2. Repeat #1 for (a) Manitoba, (b) Canada
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orna-3.

4.

5

6

Make a list of names for articles of: clothíng,

ments, etc. which have Indian origins.

Names as many famous Indian people as you can.

Names big league teams which have Indian names.

Name cars which have Indian names.

CONFLICTS

RoIe of Natives in: the English-French Conflict

the U.S. Loyalist Conflict

the Westward Expansion

French - Hurons

English - Iroquois

Blackfood Confederacy

Iroquois Confederacy

Hit and withdraw

Live off the land

Camouflage

Alliances:

Military Tactics:

ARTS

Music

Mimetic Dances

Impersonations (animal)

Sun Dance



Literature

Paint.ing

Manufacture of paints and dyes

Pottery

Decoration (clothing, baskets, etc. )

LITERATURE

taught by elders

(golden age when

Haida Carver

to explain the

man could talk
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origin of things

t.o animals )

Legends:

!'r- Ims :

DEMOCRACY

Contribution rnade by the Iroquoian confederacy to structure

and concepts of 13 colonies, U.S. constitution and Senate

and the structure of the U.N. (ru1e by consensus).

View that self-government is better than expert government.

Ability of neighbours to settle their ov/n problems by

mutual accomodat.ion rather than by totalitarian rule.

Study of lroquois Confederation to shed light on lst N.A

democracy.



TRADE

Goods

Services

Transportation

Activities

1. Which modern games resemble Native

2. Make a list of Indian Athletic

professional sports.
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games?

heroes who are in

fur, corn, pemmican, bannock, etc.

Middlemen (Hurons, Iroquois, Cree

Canoes, York boats, Red River Carts

RECREATION

Individual sports and dances used for emotional and

religious expression.

croup (team) sport and team ptay a peaceful, healthy,

bloodless outlet.

Idea of national games.

Games: Lacrosse

Basketball

Shinney - hockeY

Dances: Celebratory

Religious Sun Dance, Ghost Dance
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NATIVE HISTORY OF MANITOBA

Grade I

Native Studies
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I

NATIVE HISTORY OF MANITOBA

The Native People

Chipewyan

Cree

o jibwa

Sioux

Assiniboine

Map Work

(a) locate origj-ns

(b) locate movements

(c) Iocate areas of clashes

(d) Present areas of occupation

II. Origins of Indians

(a) siberia
(b) according to Native Legends

(c) archeological evidence

III. Concept of Culture

(a) whaL is culture?

(b) elements that determine culture:

Environment Physical

- Beliefs religion and superstit.ion

- Role of. Ianguage in culture
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Determining factors of culture change

(c) comparison and/or contrast of two Indian cul-

tures in Manitoba before the Europeans:

(I) Language difference

(2) Economics existence (tools, v/eapons,

transportation, and food)

(3) Shelters - whY?

(4) Customs Legends

(5) Beliefs and world view

(6) Geographical area maP work

IV. European and the In<lian Culture at Time of Contact

Indians - WaY of LifeEuropeans - Way of Life

Protestant Ethic

Families personal

interactions

Individual Capital

Sense of values

Concept of a fall from

grace ( sin)

Colonizing zeal

Government and Law

Parliamentary system

System of laws

Use of Natural Pro-

visions

Relations, eg. family

Between individuals, eg

Potlatch

- Communal

Values

cne with God

Government and Law

tribat organization

unwritten laws for tribal

tife
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V

VI.

Europeans

Religions & .orotective

societies

monarchy

Treaty Cul-ture

Reserve History

Elements within

Indian Affairs &

Indians

re I ig ion s /.orotecti ve

soci-eties

Iroquois democracy

I(wakiult social system

The l"feeting of Cultures and Changes that Result

Utensils and weapons

The Fur Trade in Manitoba: Indian Middle Man

Missionaries and the Indian

Permanent Settlement and the Indi-ans

Farming and the Fur Trade/auffato Hunt

Reserves I87L-L926

I871-L926 (study of reserve locat.ions)

Reserve Life

Indians - paternalism

treaty number, band number

Treaty making in Manitoba

Indian education in Manitoba

Indian farming in Manitoba

Social assistance

Missionaries

Band council - local government-study of local Reserve'
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Isolation of Reserve and its effects on Indian groupss

socially, polit.ically, economically, religiously.

VII. The Native in Manitoba

Manitoba Act and the Indians

Agencies in Manitoba dealing with Indians:

Human Rights Commission

Church Groups

Health and Social Services

Manitoba Indian Brotherhood

Native Defence League

VIII. Native Personalities

Peguis

Dave Courchene

Dr. Ahab S,oence

Yellow QuiIt
Gordon tathlin

Don Robertson
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THE METIS

Grade 9

Native Studies
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THE METIS

Western Canada - L67O

Hudson Bay Company Charter

Explorations and Discoveri-es

Indian - White marriages

Economic reasons for marriages

Map work on Hudson Bay Trade routes

The Birth of the Metis

Metis (prior to L82I Fur Traders-Buffalo

Hunters )

Metis (Northwest Company, Hudson Bay Company, to

f82I origins, etc. )

II.

III. Metis Nationalism

Selkirk Land Grant

Map of Selkirk Land Grant

Opposition from Northwest

Role of the Metis

Company. Idhy?

events, effects

Bay Company and Northwest

r816

Merging

Company

Effect

Seven

of

Oaks

Hudson

on Metis
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IV.

V. The Metis

r818.

(r)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

VI. Metis Farming

Cuthbert Grant

and the Churctt

Mgr. Provencher and the l'letis

Education

Religion

Reasons for need of Missionaries

Civilization vs Frontier

Missionaries and Buffalo Hunt

Moratity amongst Metis

Metis Golden Age

Identity as a Nation

(1) Seven oaks

(2) Buf falo Hunts i organizat'ions; maP of ma jor

areas of hunts

(3) The Metis and the Hudson Bay Company:

(a) I823. Company vs merchants & Metis on

quest.ion of fur t'rade monoPolY

(b) 1836. Metis vs Company on quest'ion of

MonoPoIY, ie: Land and Furs

(c) 1849. Sayer trial background issue

result of consequence

and Grantown

farmsObjectives of
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VITI.
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Riparian farming what was it? 'nihy such a

system?

Hudson Bay ComPanY

(1) Land question

(2) Market for produce - what this signifies

Farming and hunting

(1) Problems created - grist mills

(2) Interdependence

(3) Results viz-avis Metis stabi-lity

The t"letis

family unit

religion

customs, jiggings, square dance, etc.

carioles, dress

The Metis: 1850-I870

lB50' s a descri.otion of events at Red River

floods, grasshopper plagues, drought

technologY I. Press

2. Red River CarL

3. Palliser ExPedition

4. Dawson Expedition

effects of the above on the Met'is

l. SociallY



IX.

X

Politica I

the Met.is

r857

1859

1864

1869

34r

2. PoIitically (during f850

r864)

3. EconomicallY

Events during the I850's, 1860's affecting

British Parliamentary Commi-ttee review

Hudson Bay Company license to trade

refuse renewal

Introduction of Nor'Vlester at Red Ri-ver

social and political effect

Canadian British Hudson Bay Co. Group

meets to discuss possible transfer.

December lst set as date for land transfer

The Resistance: L869'1870

l. Reasons: - Political
social

economics

religions

2. Louis Riel - historY of role

3. Events

Result of Resistance:

1. Creation of Province of Manitoba

XÏ.



2, Metis

Met.is

given 1,400,000

dispersion to:

acres of land

Montana

Duck Mountains

Batoche

Acculturation

Assimilation as French

Decline of t"letis Nation

treaties

land rights

342

settlement of west

tari ffs

railroad

XII.

XIII. The

I

2.

Problems of

1. Indians

2. Metis vs

3. Railroad

the North-I{est: 1885

vs Federal Government:

Federal Government:

4. MacDonald's National PoIicy:

North-West Rebellion

Reasons: political

religious

social

economic

RoIe: Riel

Dumont

3. Events
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XV

XVI.

XVII.
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Results of North-l^Iest Rebellion

I. White back Iask towards Indian-Met.is

2. Quebec vs ontario (racial, religious, linguistic,

split )

3. Hanging of RieI

4. Metis defeated as a Nation

Metis I885

colour,

1900: Depressed

race, religion,

conditions because

language, history

of:

of

massacres

1900 1960

!*lhere found in Canada

Case studies of specific communities:

St. Laurent, Manitoba

Batoche, Saskatchewan

Lac Ste. Anne, Alberta

Manigotagan, Manitoba

Umpervi'l Ie, Young' s Point

Metis Today

1. Political organizations in Provinces

2. Political Organizations at Federal Level

3. Migration

4. Economics

5. Problems to be solved in search of a future
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XVIII. Summary

A study of specific historical document.s relating to

Metis

I. W.L. Morton: Battle at the Grand Coteau

2. S.J. Dawson: Report of Progress of the Red River

Expedition

3. Metis List of Rights

4. Land Grant Questions

Text: A History of Canada's Forgotten People: The Metis

Lussier, A

L973.

and Sealey, B. to be publish August,
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NATIVE TRIBES OF CANADA

Grade t0

Native Studies
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NATIVE TRIBES OF CANADA

Origins of the Indians

10 lost tribes of Israel

melanesians

lost continent of Atlantic

Prince Madoc

Map showing cultural areas in North America

Map showing linguistic areas in North America

A survey of the Indians of Canada before the coming of the

Europeans:

language groups

economics

resources

dress - shelters

organizations

folk-Iore and traditions

European values'and their effects on Native people L492

on.

language

religion

military

economics

organization

acculturation

treaties

reserves



I The

A.

B.

I roquois

Cultural and linguistic

- Wyandot Confederacy

Tobacco Nations

Neutral ConfederacY

Iroquois League

Iroquois Culture:

agriculture

rise of village

music

the effects of the

culture

SociaI Organization

tribes

clans

group]-ng:

clothes

transportation

wampom

fur trade upon

347

- houses

vi llages

- pottery

the Iroquois

D

role of women

Political Contributions of the Iroquois:

American Constitution

United Nations Structure

f3 colonies

Polit.ical Organization

Six Nations

Purpose of the league

Algonquians

- map study of area

E

II.



origins two AnthroPological

cultural and linguistic studY

European Contacts - effects on

348

vtevJS

their way of life

Saulteaux

art, music

transportation

clans

discussion on the cuÌture of Cree

t. hunters-gatherers 5.

2. religion 6,

3. clothes '7 .

4. nomadic

III.

IV.

V.

Migratory tribes of Eastern Woodlands:

Agricultural tríbes of Eastern Woodlands:

Discussion on effects of the fur trade upon the

Huron, Iroquois, Tobacco, and Neutral Nations.

The Plains Tribes

the Blackfoot ConfederacY

role of Buffalo hunt

differences between Woodlands

Cree

effects of disease and ePidemics

Cree and Prairie

Pacific Coast

Kwakiult - Nootka:

the Potlatch

Kwakiult Economy
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Social organization of Kwakiult

t.otem .ooles and their significance

clothes, sTrelters, ceremonies, foods, etc.

the whale hunt of the Nootka

A comparison between Iroquois - Kwakiult system

VI. MacKenzie River Indi-ans

a general reviw

VII. Summary of Grade I course in preparation for Grade

XII.

Text: Jenness, D Indians of Canada, Queens' Printer,

Ottawa, Revised Ed. L972 Re.orinted.
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NATIVE HISTORY OF CANADA

Grade Il

Native Studies



I origins and

Canada' s

theories about

Indian culture groups before

35r

Indians:

1500' s

NATIVE HISTORY OF CANADA

the origins of

the firsÈ contacts

(a) Cartier
(b) Columbus

(c) Champlain

(d) The Recollets and the Jesuits

(e) The Indian and the Indian

Required Readings:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Indians Without Tipis

The Jesuit Relations

The White and the Gold

Indian Tribes of Canada

The JesuiÈs i-n North America

II. British and French Colonial Policies towards the

Indians:

French English

Church and State

Fur trade companies

Alliances

St. Lawrence Area

Acadia

Assimi lation

Land

Pilgrim Fathers

Amhert slavery

Church



Royal Government-I663

EarIy Reserves

CulturaI changes
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Indian Affairs

Colonial vs Imperial

Governments

CulturaI changes

Required Readings:

"Brit.ish Colonial Attitudes towards Inclians"

"French Colonial Attitudes towards Indians"

The Original People

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Wahbung

The Canadian Indian - Patterson

III. The Fur Trade

Mercantilism

Indian Middleman

Indian Explorations

French-English !i/ars

"coureur de bois"

Required Readings:

(a) The Fur Trade in Canada

Indian

I 6rh Century schools

Catholic schools

(b) The Hudson Bay Company

(c) The French Canadians - Volume I

Education to L974IV.

Roman
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V

Indian Control of Indian Education

Indian Act

Treaties I l1

Education in Upper Canada ( 1830' s )

"Native Studies files on Education"

Hawthorne Report Volume II

Confederation LA67

Anglican schools

Residential schools

treaties and education

Indian Act and Education

I.M.P.A.C.T.E.

P. E. N. T.

Required Readings:

(a) Church and State in Canada

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

B.N.A. Act and the Indians

Early Treaty negotiations prior

the provinces and the Indians

Indian Affairs Branch

Indians acts

Required Readings:

(a) British North America Act

(b) The ori inal Peo

to LB67

(c) Treaty Days

le



(d)

(e)
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From Sea unto Sea

Confederatj-on - National Historical Society

VI.

VIÏ.

The Numbered Treat.ies

Peace treaties of land treaties

Required Readings:

(a) Treaties I 1l

(b) N.w.T. claim

(c) The ori inal Peo 1e

(d) Treaty Days

(e) Manitoba: A History

( f) Centennial Histo of Manitoba

(g) "Native Studies file on Treaties"

(h) Wahbuns

(i) The Last War Drum

Native Peoples Between I900 1960

World War I

The Depression

World !,Iar II

Post, l¡Iar Developments

Required Readings:

(a ) Canada at !,Iar

(b) Art,icles on Canada's Partici.oation at War

Effort
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Ten Lost Years

The Dirty Thirties

How a People die

Without Reserve

The Uniust Society

Indians Without TiPis

Community DeveloPment Reports

Jean Legasse Report (I959)

Le Metis Canadien

VIII.

IX.

Native Organizations

M.I.B.

M. M. F.

Friendship Centres

Required Readings:

(a) Speeches by

(b) In Search of

Chief Dave Courchene

a Future

(c) Friendship Centre Materials

Indians and the Law

Required Readings:

(a) McCaskill RePort

(b) Task Force Report of Policing on Reserves

(c) Indians and the Law

(d) Native Studies file on Court Cases ie. Dry-

bones Case¡ etc.
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X Aboriginal Rights

origin

contemporary meaning

Required Readings:

a) Nishga Indian Claim(

(b) N.w.T. rndian claim

(c) Proclamation Act L763

(d) Mat.erials on James Bay Controversy

(e) Native Rights in Canada (particular chapters)

(f ) Natj-ve Hunting and Fishing Rights

(g) Native Studies file on Aboriginal Right.s
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CONTEMPORARY INDIANS

Grade L2

Native Studi-es
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I

CONTEMPORARY INDIANS

Definition of terms:

Indian, Metis, band,

etc.

IÏ. Problems:

Cult.uraI Clash

Cultural integration -
Problem of Stereotypes

church

school

social worker

Police officer

employer

merchant

landlord
judge

Assimi lation

III. Aboriginal Rights Theory

origin
Francisco De Vitora

reserve, Aboriginal Rights,

cultural change

regarding Indians held by:

Canadian Government Policies regarding Aboriginal

Rights
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Proclamation L763

Importance of RoYal Proclamation

Problems of Aboriginal Rights Theory

IV. Metis-Indian Relations Duri-ng the 1960's

the

the

The

The

M.I.B.

M.M.F.

Indian Act

"Indian Problem"

V. A Comparative studY of:

the total Commission

The Legasse RePort

fhe Hawthorne RePort

Report

vI. Beneficial and harmful effects of the Indian Act

The Metis

and the Manitoba Act, Sec. 3I

and the Indians their differences

As simi lation

Topics for Seminar Discussion

I. Aboriginal Rights

2. Urban organization: role of Friendship Centres

3. Trends in Native Education

V



4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

lr,

The Reserve System

Indians and the Law

Indians and the Church

Integration, Assimilation or ...?

The Indian Act

Social Agencies and the Indian

The Indian and the Indian

The Indian !'Ioman and the Indian Act

360

et âI, Indian-

L972.

Text¡ Native Riqhts in Canada Cummings

Eskimo Association of Canada, Ottawa,
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DISPOSSESSION OR CANADIAN INDIANS

Treaties

General introduction of treaties. Gather from students

and list what they think are rnost important points in

the treaties.

Having listed the points, a Treaty appropriate to t'he

area is then read by students and discussed. Important

points are listed. A comparison is made wittr what was

thought to be in the treatY.

Students then read and discuss other treaties signed.

Map of country showing reserves.

Where do popular myths about treaties arise?

LegaI obligations of Lreaties vs moral obligatiorls.

Confusion existing between Indian Act and Treaties.

Note that some treaties include Metis.

Note that some treaties exclude certain Indian groups.

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9 Assign selected reading

Indian Act.

of office Consolidation of the

I

2

INDIAN ACT

Simple laws and regulations passed by Parliament - can

be amended or legislated out of existence.

Compare treaty obligations and things granted Indians
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by the Parliament of Canada. Nothing in the Indian Act

is right, but a privilege extended by Canadian society.

3. $fhat \úere the advantages to the Indians of signing

treaties?

4. What were the disadvantages to the Indians of signing

the treaties?

5. In what way is the Indian Act beneficial? Harmful?

6. What are the pro.oosed changes in the Indian Act?

7 . What are the views of. the National Indian Brothertrood?

Grades 7, 8, 9

Introduction to Native Arts and Crafts:

A. Native Arts:

l. Painting and drawing

(a) traditional and modern techniques

and .oainting
(b) symbolism in Native Arts

2. Sculptures

(a) Technj-ques and various materials

in drawing

wood

clay

soapstone

3. Weaving

(a) Traditional and modern looms - backstrato loom

inkle loom

circle loom
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Native Crafts:

I. Leatherwork and Beadwork

(a) Technj-ques and projects to be co-operated with

local groups and resource people in town.

- belts, pouches

snowshoes

mukluks, moccasins

2. Ceramics

(a) handforming techniques

(b) utititarian and sculptural

3. Crafts

(a) additional crafts of interest. to the student

may be explored as an individual study ( inde-

pendent).

(b) additional crafts made available by resource

people of the town or northern area.
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TEACHING METHODS

Native Studies not being necessarily an historical dis-

cussion about Canada's First Citizens, requires careful

analysis by the individual teacher.

Anthropological, sociological, and at times psychological

areas about Native peoples are discussed. For this, the

teacher must have a good knowledgeable background about

what he/she will be teaching.

Since discussion of any minority group borders upon emo-

tionalism, the teacher must always maintain ob jectivit.y

within discussion. It is important, therefore, that no

bias be formulated for the sake of the students and the

professional ethic of the teacher.

fhe following approaches can be reviewd as roossible teach-

ing methods:
(a) Seminars
(b) Audio-visuals
( c ) Current Events Ap,oroach
(d) Comparative Approach
(e) Guest Speakers
(f) AIl courses to have required readings
(g) Field trip or cultural tour
(h) Use of Community Personnel as seminar leaders
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Program-ASSIST

Overview

During the past two terms, the School District of Mystery

Lake has seen a steady increase in the numbers of native

students attending school in Thompson. With the decrease

in the community population housing has become more avail-

able so numbers of families have relocated.

As at October, L979, 130 treaty Indian students are attend-

ing elementary schools and 68 att.end R.D. Parker for a

total of 2I8. 30 of these students are sponsored by the

Department of Indian Affairs.

Native students registered in Thompson reflect problems in

both academic and social adjustment. Many students have a

bad a record of sporadic attendance which has resulted in

low skill development. Language deficiencies are apparent

as are coping skills in a new and very different environ-

ment., both at school and in the community. There is a need

to provide support and counsel for the students and their

families during this transitional period. Remediation can

improve skills that are lacking at present.
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It is the expectation of the School District that the

number of native families relocating to Thompson is likely

to continue to increase. Inco Metals Company in a recent

statement has indicated that employment of nat.ive persons

witt be a first priority, In fact the company has hired a

coordinator, Lawrence Weenusk, whose responsibility is

recruitment of native employees, assisting in relocation

adjustments that affect the native family. The program has

been so successful consideration is being given to hiring a

second coordinator.

There has been a significant increase in the counselling

services that need to be provided to treaty Indian

students. Because many of these students require inten-

siver pefsonal counselling in order to adjust to the com-

munity, to the School and to their new homes we have not

been able to provide the type of quality service that we

need. In addition, there is need for one on one tutorial

assistance to these students.

The intent of this proposal is to provide one person

capable of working effectively with native students and

parent.s. This person would provide direct assistance to

students and assist the School District to more adequately

provide opportunities for good achievement and success for

students attending Thompson schools.
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General Program Obiectives

I. To provide counselling services Lo treaty Indian

students in order to enable them to adjust better t.o

the community, their new homes and the school.

2. To provide tutorial and remediation services to treaty

Indian students to enable them to develop skills pri-

marily in the areas of Language Arts and Mathematics

which are presently missing. Assistance is

particularly needed in language development and

vocabulary building.

3. To provide assistance to the farnily through coun-

selling t.o provide "coping skills" in adjusting to a

neh/ community

4. To provide a feedback link to the school concerning

moves, Eêlocation within the extended family, etc.

Scheduling

Initially the counsellor will be scheduled on a half-time

basis at R.D. Parker Collegiate and half-time in the

elementary schools. If needs changed then the distribution

of time would be altered. At present some elementary

schools have larger numbers of native children and would

receive time relative to the number of children requiring
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the assistance.

Evaluation

The most objective data would be reflected in:

a. attendance records

b. individual test results for diagnosing and evaluating

growth in skills (see appendix A)

c. class test (teacher tests) or day to day performance

in class assignments and activities.

More subjective evaluation would include:

a. teacher observations and recorded notations

b. teacher grade group meetings when student needs and

program plans are discussed. Records of these meet-

ings indicate subjective assessment of social and

academic achievement.

Teacher Qualif ications

The teacher/counsellor providing the assistance should have

experience with native students and have established under-

st.anding and empathy for the adjustment difficulties in

locating to a predominently whit.e community.

It is preferred that the Person:

a. have both teaching and counselling experience with

native students

b. is qualified as a counsellor (e. Ed. minimum)

c. teacTring experience-special education preferred
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ability to relate to both Indian and Non-Indian stud-

ents

ability to communicate !,/ith native students and native

parents

ability to vary teactring/tutorial methodology in basic

skills-Ianguage arts, maths study skills, organization-

a1 skills, grades I-Lz

ability to recognize individual student needs both

academically and socially

motivation and guidance skills would be beneficial

familiarization with the Native culture of Northern

Manitoba

ability to teach Language Arts and Mathematics
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Appendix

A.

B

D.

Preliminary report outlining some approaches in

elementary schools using the District's resources.

Information re progress of students sponsored by the

Department. of Indian Affairs.

Memo of meeting with elementary principal re needs.

Excerpt from Indian and Inuit Affairs Education Policy

( no.4. 9 )
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PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATION

Integration in the past twenty years has simply meant

the closing down of rndian schoors and transferring rndian

students to schools away from their Reserves, often against

the wishes of the rndian ,oarents. The acceleration with

which t.his program has deveroped has not taken int.o account

the fact that neither Indian parent.s and children, nor the

whit.e community: parents, children and schools, were pre-

pared for integration, or able to cope with the many pro-

blems which h¡ere created

Integration is a broad concept of human development

which provides for growth through mingling the best ele-
ments of a wide range of human differences. Integrated

educational programs must respect the reality of racial and

cultural differences by providing a curriculum which blends

the best from the Indian and the non-Indian traditions.

Integration viewed as a one-way process is not, inte-
gration, and will faiI. In the past, it has been the

Indian student who was asked to integrate: to give up his

identity, to adopt new values and a new way of life. This

restricted interpretation of integration must be radicatly
altered if future educat,ion programs are to benefit Indian

c nr- Idren .

The success of integration hinges on these factors:
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parents, teachers, pupils (¡ottr Indian and white) and

curriculum.

On the side of the Indian people, much more prepara-

tion and orientation is needed to enable parents to make

informed decisions and to assist their children to arljust

and to succeed. Indian parents must have the opportunity

through full representat.ion to participate responsibly in
the education of their children.

The Indian child also needs preparation and orienta-
tion before being thrust into a nev/ and strange envÍron-

ment. In handling the conflict of values, he wÍll need the

continuing support of his parents and Indian counsellors.

Inferiority, alienation, rejection, host.ility, depression,

frustration, are some of the personal adjustment. problems

which characterize the Indian child's experience with
integration. These are also factors in the academic

failure of Indian children in integrated schools.

Indian children will continue to be strangers in
canadian classrooms untir the curriculum recognizes rndian

customs and values, Indian languages, and the contributions

which the Indian people have made to Canadian history.
Steps can be taken to remedy this situation by providing in
provincial schools special auxiliary services in cultural
development, curriculum development, vocational guidance,

counselling, inservice training of teachers, tutoring and
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recreation. Evident.Iy many of t.hese services can be pro-

vided under the regular school program. However, if ser-

vices are introduced especially for the Indian chil<ìren,

the school board should have financial support from the

Federal Government.

The success of integration is not the responsibifity

of Indians alone. Non-Indians must be ready to recognize

the value of another way of life; to learn about Indian

history, customs and language; and to modify, if necessary,

some of their own ideas and practices.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

BY INDIAN STUDENTS

The contents of this report are problems encountered

by the Native Students who are attending schools in town'

This report does not cover all problems that exist within

the schools. It is only intended to give a general idea of

some of the problems as perceived by Èhe Native Paraprofes-

sionals. The following topics covered in this report are

as follows:

I. Student Absenteeism and Excuses

II. Tardiness

III. IIlness

IV. Leave of Absences

V. Peer GrouPs

VI. Student-Teacher Conflicts

VII. Social Problems

VIII. Teacher-student Conflicts

IX. DisciPIinarY Actions

X. Teacher-Parent Contact

XI. Parent-Chifd RelationshiP

The above subjects are discussed in a more detailed

manner and are followed by some recommendations for each

t.opic.

In conclusion, this is a not to Say one party is

responsible for the conflict that exists in the schooL

a)



system. It is uP to

to try and come to a

the students, parents, and

better understanding of one
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teachers,

another.

I. Student Absentisim and Excuses

when the students are absent from school, they are

required to bring a note from one of their parents. When-

ever pupils are absent with/or without parental consent for

unacceptable reasons, it is the Native Paraprofessional's

obligation to advise the parents that their child's educa-

tion is in jeopardy. If further similar absentism occur,

st.eps are taken to prevent re-occurring absentisim.

Parents most cotnmon excuses are as follows:

No lunch, îo clean clothes.

parents are responsible for providing the proper

necessities such as clean clothesi fOodi shelter ... etc'

At Èimes, the students are embarrassed because they

have no lunch or clean clothes to !./ear to school. They

suffer from ridicule from their fellow students and even

from their teachers.

Recommendation

Budgetting techniques are necessary within the house-

hold.

Parents put aside enough monies

which are necessities

for Iaundry and to

to the child's wellprovide

being.

lunches
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II. Tardiness

Parents are responsible for waking their children on

time and providing a means of transportation if the student

has missed the bus. The schools should be notified if the

student has no means of getting to school

The Native Paraprofessionals are required to inform

the parents when the student has missed the bus when school

is out. If the parents cannot be reached or if they have

no way of gettíng Èheir chj-Idren home, then it is up to

Home/School Co-ordinator to take the student home.

III . I llness

When a child is ilf and has to stay home, it is up t'o

the parents to notify the school through phone or a letter

stating reasons for absence. If and when a child has taken

ill during school hours, tTte parents are contacted. If the

parents cannot be reached, then the Home/School Co-ordina-

tor is required to take the child home.

Doctor, Dental, and Optical Appointments:

where it is unavoidable, pupils may be permitted to

keep appointments during school hours upon request from

parent or the guardian. Requests from the parents should

be submitted to the Principal at least one day prior to the

appointment.
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Recommendati-on

Parents are encouraged to give their chÍldren permis-

sion Èo be under the Dental Program which is provided by

the schools. It provides easier and faster dental services

for the child. Transportation to and from the clinic is

provided. It is preferrable that students obtain a slip

verifying that they have kept their appointments.

IV. Leave of Absences

On rare occasions, the parents are left with no

alternative but to take their children out of school for an

extended period of time.

Some parents take theír children when they go trap-

ping, while other parents go with their children on their

annual vacations. In case of death in the family, it is

unavoidable to ask for a leave of absence for t.he student.

Recommendation

Parents are required to let the school know 1{hy the

student is going on an extended Leave of Absence and for

how long. The principal usually recom¡nends whether or not

it is advisable for the studenÈ to take the Leave of

Absence except in the case of Death in the family.



How

present

alughed

excuses

himself

V. Peer Groups

s tudent

to talk

Recommendation

The student should go to the

the Native Paraprofessional for

behaviour is harmful to himself or

and parents should be made aware of

a student relates with his fellow students may

a problem. For example, a student who is put down,

ât, or rejected by his peers, may start finding

not to go to school. Sometimes the student finds

doing things against his wi1l. At times, the

does not know how to handle such situations or who

to.

Gu idance

advice.
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Counsellor or

If student's

to others, the principal

the situation.

VI. Student-Teacher Conflict

S tudents '

important factor

relationship with his teacher(s) is an

in pupil's attendance in school. Often, a

does not get along with his teachers may stay

others. Obviously,

general, Ii-ke and

student who

away from

students in

school more often than

teachers better than others.

individual differences in the

respond to some kind of

There are also favourable

kinds of teachers to whom

different kinds of students respond favourably.
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Recommendation

Student and teacher should meet and try to settle

their differences. If differences cannot be settled,

principals should make arrangements to move the student to

another cl-ass.

VII. Social Problems

Social problems refers to problems related to alcohol,

drugs, family breakdown, child abuse, child neglect,

sibling rivalryr permissive child rearing practices, and

strict child rearing

Students experi.r,"ing problems at home are unable to

cope efficiently at school. They tend to keep their pro-

blems to themselves and at times, unwilling to seek help.

The problem usually affects the student's way of thinking

and attitude towards life. The student either becomes

withdra!'/n or rebellious at sctrool and at home.

In some rare cases, a student be able to handlemay

themthe stresses and pressures making

succeed. The school becomes his

Ïrome s iÈuation.

more determined

means of escape from

to

his

Most noticeable behaviours at school include: disre-

spect for the adults¡ fighting; stealingi rudenessi tardi-

ness; bullying; disruptive behaviour, absentisim, poor

academic achievementi non-participation; unco-operative-

ness; unwillingness to help themselvesi skipping classesi
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no personal interest in themselves; and poor work habits.

Recommendation

Counselling is advisable in the home level in order

for the problem to be clarified and resolved. At the

present time, tTrere are not enough professional social

workers to work with families on an individual basis.

A Parent-Training Program is needed where parents can

Iearn different practices of child rearing. The Native

Paraprofessionals are made aware of the behaviour problems

of the child and notifies the parents. If the matter is

not rectified, or if the parents are unwilling to do some-

thing about the matter, then the Paraprofessionals talks to

Social Services. Problem is that Social Services can only

deal with those parents who get Social Assistance.

VIII. Teacher-Student Conflict

Complaints have'been made by the student concerning

the way the teachers handle them. Some complaints include

pulling hair; yelling; student ridiculei use of abusive

Ianguager uncomplimentary references. Teachers often tend

to neglect the students academic progress. They are impar-

tial to the Native students regarding academic achieve-

ments. There is also a lack of individual academic help on

the teachers' part. There are just too many students to

one teacher.
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Recommendation

The school staff should exercise their leadership

qualities in an orderly manner. All conflicts should be

dealt with fairly and firmly. When the student has a

complaint concerning a teacher's actions, they are

encouraged to inform either the parents, tþe

paraprofessionals or the principal of the incident.

Parties involved should meet to try and clarify the

matter.

IX. Disciplinary Actions Taken By The School

when a student misbehaves or disrupts the class, the

st.udent is asked to leave the room. The student who has

been asked to leave sometimes is not called back in again.

As a resulÈ, the student misses all his classes and may

decide to go Ìrome. The pupil gets behind in his work, and

is reprimanded or critized for not doing his work'

The more severe disciplinary actions used by the

schools are dententions, writing Iines, suspensions, and

expulsions. Disciplinary measures such as detentions and

writing Iines usually produces further negative attitudes

in the student. These times allotted for detentions should

be a time where the student can do tris school work with the

help of his teachers
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If parents are unsatisfied

pensions, expulsions, etc, they

to the principal.
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the reasons for sus-

their opinions known

with

make

X. Teacher-Parent Contact

There is insufficient contact made between the

teachers and the parents. As a result, there is a lack of

understanding and communication between them. The only

time,the teacher contacts the parents occurs when there is

a problem with the student, but never to discuss how the

child is doing otherwise. They should make an effort to

get to know the parent in order Èo understand the student

better.

Recommendation

Teachers should make an

home if the parent is unable

effort to visit the student's

XI. Parent-Child Relationship

Students of uneducated Parents today have a disadvan-

that the Indian childtage over the white students in

to come to the school.

doesn't

parents.

value of

children

always receÍve help and guidance

The uneducated parent usually does

from their

not see the

education and, therefore,

to attend school.

does not encourage their
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In a home where both parents are working, there may be

a communication gap due to less time spent with the family.

Students from single parent families tend to encounter more

social and emotional difficulties then students who come

from a two parent family. The single parent has to be the

provider and be both a mother and a father to the child.

The relationship between single parents and the child

becomes stressful because of the responsibilities the

parent is faced with.

Recommendation

There is a need for a Single Parent Organization with-

in t.he Band, where the parents tatk about their problems

and share ideas.
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SCHOOL DROPOUTS

GOOD SCHOOLS ARE OF VITAL IMPORTANCE

BUT THEY CAN,T HELP THE CHILD WHO

DOESN'T ATTEND THEM.

SOME CLUES TO IDENTIFYI NG POTENTIAL DROPOUTS

Studies done throughout the country have disclosed

certain characteristics which dropouts tend to Ïrave in

common. Recognizing these in time can provide

valuable clues to identifying the potential dropout

and helping him with his problems. (9) some of these

ares

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Intermittent and irregular attendance and

excessive tardiness

Poor reading abilitY

Physical and health Problems

Repeated tendency toward failure in formal

school experiences

Lack of active participation in school act-

ivities

Lack of personal sense of belonging to

9roup

(6)



(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(1r)

(r2)

( r3 )
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Financial problems

Inability to get along with school assoc-

iates

DislÍke of certain subjects

Excessive interest in gainful work outside

s chool

Lack of proper teacher-pupil relationship

Emotional instabilitY

Boredom and restlessness

SOME POSITIVE THINGS THE SCHOOL CAN DO ABOUT THE CAUSES

OF SCHOOL DROPOUTS

Those who have given much thought to the question of

how to hotd the high school student have made the

following suggestionsz (7 ) (9)

(r) Know the SÈudent as an Individual; give the

student personal recognition and counsel with

him concering his personal problems.

(2) Besin C ounsel ling Early; preferably in the elem-

(3)

entary grades.

Provide an Educational Proqram Wherein Each

Student Can Experience Achievement while he is

also challenged to work harder; this must take



(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(ro)
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care of the whole range of abilities from the

retared to the gifted.

Provide Different Levels of Instruction for atl

basic courses with methods of teaching geared to

the achievement level of the students.

Demonstrate the Relationship Betlveen Education

and Life; involve students to the fullest extent

in devloping and understanding of the practical

aspects of each course.

Give Grade of Course Repeaters Somethinq New

instead of just. repeating t.he same t.hing.

Provide Occupational Information and vocational

counselling beginning with the early high school

years.

Seek to Include Each Student in the Social and

Extra-curricular Life of the School.

( 9 ) Establish a Comprehensive System of Student

BeSorgs and use

clinics.

Allow Time for

interest and cooperation.

them by such means as faculty

Home Visits and secure parent
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HELPING INDIAN YOUTH TO STAY IN SCHOOL IS THE

RESPONSIBILITY OF MANY:

Parents - By understanding the critical importance of

an education for their chj-ldren and encouraging and

even insisting that they stay in school-by starting

children to school at the proper age and seeing that

they attend regularly.

The Community By developing a pattern and tradition

of high school graduation and fostering it through

Home and School Associations, School Committees, com-

munity clubs and organizaLions, church groups, etc.

Band Councils By placing their prestige behind the

idea of high school graduation for every Indian child

by informing Band members of the importance of

education, and, when possible and necessary, bY finan-

cial assistance.

Indian Affairs Branch By all IndÍan Affairs Branch

employees encouraging youth to stay in school by

informing parents of the importance of education by

providing the best possible school facilities by

improving the keeping of records about the educational
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status of each Indian child.

By providing the best. possible education

reaching them-by fitting education to

and

the

The School

standards for

needs of youth.

And, of course, The Students Themselves By overcoming

discouragement and giving up the gratification of temporary

desires so that they can prepare themselves adequately for

the long years ahead.

I"IANY STUDENTS COME TO A FORK IN THE

ROAD: TO STAY IN SCHOOL OR TO DROP OUT.

THAT DECISION WILL PROBABLY AFFECT THE

REST OF THEIR LIVES.
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Report on IndÍan and Eskimo Education Standing Committee

on Indian Affairs and Northern Development L97L (p. 2725 to

27 ¿L5) .

Transfer to Provi.nces

I. That the Government should continue its policy that no

tranfers of education programs from the federal level

to provincial systems take place without the express

and clear approval of the majority of the parents in

each community concerned'

Culture

That, aII curriculums within the federal program be

revised to include:

a) substantially more Indian history including

Indian contributions to the economy, science,

medicíne, agriculture, exploration, etc.,

b) special courses in Indian culture, music, art,

handicrafts, etc, and that pressure be brought

upon the respective provincial systems to inaug-

urate similar reforms wherever Indian children

are being taught.

2
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Languaqe Instruction

3 That the language of instructíon at the prFschool

level and up to the first or second year of primary

school should be in the language of the local Indian

or Eskimo community with secondary and t.eritary lang-

uages English and/or French being introduced gradually

through the pre-school and primary period and that

courses linked to the local Indian or Eskimo culture

continue to be taught. in the local language throughout'

the primary level of scTrool.

That decisions regarding the initial languages of

instruction and the timing of introduction of second-

ary and tertiary languages should only be made after

consultation with, and clear approval from a majority

of parenÈs in the communities concerned.

Pre-school Instruction

4

5 Over a phased period of five years that

instruction be made available to all Indian

pre-school

and Eskimo

e Ie-

ur"

to

children starting with the three year old category'

Student Residences

6 That the

mentary

s chools

present departmental policy phasing out

student residences and encouraging local

is endorsed and that the funding necessary



achieve an early end to

five and sixas
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a system which sees children

separated from their parents

of the year be provided.

as young

for eight or nine months

7 That the existing secondary

system for Indian and Eskimo

level student resident

children be phased out

schools or

is possible

wherever the establishment of local high

use of non reserve or local communities

and is desi-red by a ma jority of local parents.

Vacations

B.

9

That future educational programs provide for flexibil-

ity in the timing of väcation periods in consultation

with individual communities.

That the government give consideration to the advis-

ability of providing that sufficient. funds be set

aside each year to provide for transport to their

home, wherever it is possible of a1l boarding school

students at Christmas.

Vocational Training

10. That vocational training programs be reviewed and

revised in consultation with local fndian and Eski-mo

comunities with provincial Indj-an associaËions,
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employers, provincial labour departments and the

Federal Department of Manpower to achieve a vocational

training program which will properly reflect. the

employment opportunities and employment requirements

in the areas in which ïndian and Eskimo young people

live.

Education Committee and School Board Particípation
I1. That the setting up of education committees conÈinue

to be encouraged and that their scope and function be

widened in consultation with regional Indian associa-

tions, and parents, to include a role in improving

local community attitudes towards education.

12. That the question of the establishment of school

boards to administer all schools located on Indian

Reserves or within Indian and Eskimo communities be

reviewed and considered. in consultation with local,
provincial and national Indian associations.

Hi her Education

13. That Canadian universities and colleges be encouraged

to initiate university and college courses both at the

under graduate and post-graduate levels in Indian

studies including Indian history culture, languâ9€,
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anthropological studies relat.ing to the aboriginal

peoples of North America, guidance counselling commun-

ity and social work studies giving special attention

to the Indian Eskimo and Metis peoples of canada.

r4. That. the Government of Canada should widen its support

for experimental teaching approaches and training pro-

grams designed for Indian Eskimo and Metis people at

the secondary post-secondary and university leveIs.

Communi tv and Parental Attitudes to Education

15. That consideration be given to providing additional

resources be make available to Indian and Eskimo

organizations in particular, earmaked for the specific

purposeofencouragingparentalinvolvementineduca-

tion and fostering more positive community and home

attitudes towards education'

Television

That in collaboration with the cBc educational prog-

ramming Þe developed aimed specifically at the Indian

Eskimo and lr,Ietis .oeoples of canada including educa-

tional prograrnming, aimed at the pre-school, elemen-

tary school, secondary school and adult' education

IeveIs.

r6.
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Teacher Trainin P rarn

L7. That the primary objective should be the setting up of

additíonaI teacher training and teacher assistant

Èraining Programs'
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INFORMATION ON THE PROGRESS OF STUÐENTS

SPONSORED BY THE DEPT. OF NORTHERN AND INDIAN AFFAIRS

The following information ?ras been prepared by the

respective department heads in R.D. Parker collegiate,

together with the administration, Juldya Trot't'ier,

Teachers, Aide and student services personnel.

As of Friday, october L2, Lg7g, R.D. Parker collegiate

services 67 treaty students. Trhe increase in the number of

students from the anticipated 30 to 67 has caused some con-

straints on the qualit.y of service that we are able to pro-

vide.

Generally speaking, the students are experiencing some

serious adjustment problems as well as academic difficul-

ties. As a school, !rê are very concerned about these

problems and need assistance and addit'ional help to enable

the students to overcome some of the difficulties that have

been apparent for the past number of years'

The following is a summary of information prepared by

department Ïreads.

I Business Education, Head - Dave Kennedy

Comments: The students are generally shy and

drawn. They arrive frequently late for class'

progress is slower than other students but

with-

Their

their
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attendance and effort Ín the business education

courses are good.

2. Social Studies, Head Bernie Freeman

Comments: The problems that our department sees are:

a) The students are dislocated and have no feeling of

belonging. As a result, they are quiet and shy and

make no attempt to exert their presence. This

causes the other student's to ignore them at best

and occasionally leads to derogatory commenfs.

b) The native student,s have difficulty coping with the

unstructured setting of R.D.P.C. This leads in some

cases to skipping. More frequently, however, it

leads to their failure to complete or even hand in

assignments. fhis, it v/as felt, occurred because

the native students had no proper place to work and

spend much of their time in groups around the

guidance area.

c) It v/as also found that many of the native students

have no concept of the size of the school or the

síze of the Èown. fhey thus are lost within the

school and within the community some not even

knowing where they are staying. Mr. Kearn i-s in. ttre

process of arranging a bus tour for some of the

students, but it was felt that a thorough orienta-
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tion in the fall by the school might lessen the

impact of arriving in Thompson to start school

immediatelY.

3. French, Head - Dave HYckie

comments: It is dif f icult to def ine or s.oecify the

reason for the difficulties that some of our nalive

st.udents face. some tend to be withdrav/n or choose to

withdraw. some are shy and introverted but it is the

same as other nationalities. Ability seems to be there

at times in French, but in other cases the students

seem to be indifferent to the program'

4. i^Iork Education, Head Susan Thomas

The students that are in the Vüork Education dept' (4

students) are doing very well in this program' They

are more inclined to do extra homework than Thompson

students. They prefer to work by themselves but are

becoming more and more outgoing' They witl not offer

answers in class unless specifically asked. Tþe stu-

dents are co-operative and the teachers enjoy working

with them. In mathematics they do their assignment

slowly but when finished they are usually 958.cor-

rect. Trhe students generally work together and seek

out help without hesitating. fhey are not inclined to
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mixwiththerestoftheclass'InEnglish'Èheir

sentence structure is good spelling mediocre and

paragraphing needs work' So far the reading comprehen-

sion is good. social studies they are not inclined

to do preparation at Ïrome but catch on to nevt ideas at

an average pace.

MathemaÈics, Head - Karl GohI

Manyofthenativestudentsseemto}ravedefinite

aptitudesintheareasofmathematics.Theygenerally

can do the regular programs if there is intensive

remedial help at the beginning of the year' They are

cooperative, come to class regularly' Sometimes' they

come Iate and indicate that they have had lrouble

finding the area.

6. English, Head

Attendance 3

Materials:

Hugh Fraser

skipping classes

get classes confused (excuse?)

don't bring proper equipment to class

don' t sPeak uP when rnissing texts '
etc.

misinterpretation of questions

don't understand what is required

ehension:



extended interPretation lacking

Programs: mat'erial too difficult
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seem to be afraid of attempting work

won't come for helP aPPointments

made and kids don't show

amount of work required seems to

frÍghten them

Langu age Skills

Writinq Skills

- weak

can't communicate the problems they

are Ïraving

seem to be afraid - shy - evasive

can't write essaY-stYle answers

verb tenses a Problem

finding what seem to be incorrect

expressions of Ídiomatic sPeech

seem to be lacking knowledge of the

past tense

Verbal Skills
Iack of response

Strenqths

work is done neatlY

Trandwrit,ing is good

behaviour is excellent (perhaps too quiet)



titeral interPretation is fine

Recommendations

need exposure to essay-style writing

here (to write essaYS requires the

these kids seem to be missi*g)

need experience in making inferences

drawing conclusions

extended interPretation

need exposure to more classical

Shakespeare

classical novels

classical drama

Statement

We are concerned about

that
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before coming

skills which

literature

the welfare of these students.

this school sYstem is Èhe best!.Ie are not sure

for the needs of these students.

We stronglY

questions.

suggest official study of the whole

we feel that we need inservices to help prepare us

to cope with the problems these kids

We would like to visit the communities

are facing.

these people

are from and we would like to visit their schools.

Enqlish Grade 1l

composition: describing sensation, writing sequals,
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formulating questions answered by given information;

evaluating experiences, recreating experienc€sr naming

anddescribÍngemotions;description'feelingsand
possiblemessage¡eYe-witnessreporting;letter

writingfriendlyandthankyou'writíngapoem'

step-by-steP discussion and practice of the art of

composition writing; reflex writing' combining frag-

ments, combining sentences, parallelism' paraphrasing;

book rePort.

Usage, grouping, punctuation' use of thesaurus' vocab-

ularly skills, arranging material in sequencer cor-

recting misPlaced modifiers'

Werequirethecombiningoftheabovetwoskillsinto

essay writing. We teach skitls through literature'

Upon investigation as to the reasons why some of the

Oxford House students who were placed in Engtish 3O0

program were experiencing difficulties' it was obser-

vedthattheprogramthaèthestudentshadstudiedin
grade 11 in oxford House consisted mostly of materials

inthegenerallevel.PleaseseeattacÏredslreetfor

detailed information.

'7 . PhYsical Education, Head Glen Schmitke

rn this area the students experience very serious dif-
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ficulties in attendance. frre students are Ïresitant to

participate with other student's in the gym and do not

like to change into g¡!¡m clothes ' Julyda Trottier has

worked hard with tTrese students to encourage them to

wear thej-r long gym suits to school on the days that

theyhaveclass.Ithasworkedwithasmallpercent-

ageoft}rest'udentsbutthelargemajorityofthestu-

dentsdonot'attendphys.ed.Thiswillcausesomeof

thestudentsseriousdifficultiesasthegraduation

timeapproachesasManit.obarequirementsforgradua-

tion include one phys. ed. credit from grades l0 Èo

L2.

Tfhe following information is provided by Y. Tomlinson,

registrar counsellor who is responsible for the regis-

tration of students to R'D'P'C' There is a lack of

informationrequiredforproperplacementtheDept.

of. Northern and Indian Affairs provides personal his-

toryforsomeofthestudentssuchasbandnumber'

treaty numbers and family members. Also the names of

tlrestudentsandgradelevelplacementareprovided

butnofinalreportsorstatementofstandingare
gíve.n. An exception to this situation were the reports

received from oxford House complete and up to date

received in June, L979
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b)

c)

d)
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files when received often show that students:

enrolling in grade 10 have not always successfully

completed grade 9

enrolling from other schools are unsure of what'

credits they have earned discrepancies between

what has been indicat.ed to the school and what the

records officiallY shows

from other centres such as Dauphin, students þave

been previously enrolled in remedial programs at

the grade lo level which does not prepare them for

the 2oL subject at the grade 1I level. For the

most part the students are not af¡/are that the grade

10 core academic subjects v/ere at a remedial level

or that the 05 designated courses cannot be sub-

stituted for ol grade lo . courses in the core

areas. some students have had to be rescheduled.

The rescheduling of students causes more problems

aS the students have more adaptation to make resul-

ting from the changes.

have completed alI the required courses at the

grade 10 or lI Northern Affairs schools, with

better than passing grades but lack the skills

required of them to meet the academic expectations

at R. D. P. C.
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Miss Tomlinson feels that it is the agency's

responsibilitytoprovidetheschoolwithadequate

informationparticularlywhentheschoolmustprocess

approx . 40 students in a matter of a few Ïrours ' Each

student requires about I/2 hour for proper placement'

If adequate information was available before the

registration periodr solrlê of t'Ïre work could be done

beforehandinsteadofthedaybeforetheschool

opens. In summary, the registrar requires:

a) up-to-date or June end rePorts

b) completion of course planning sheets which can be

supplied by R.D.P'C' upon request'

Theadministrationoftheschoolisconcernedabout

thestudentsattendancewl.richinSomesubjectareasis
poor. Non attendance for unacceptable reasons results

inalossofcreditsonatermbasis.Thismakesit

very difficult for the student to catch up in his /ner

program. Many of the teachers are attempting to

accommodate the students in spite of their many

absences in some Programs'

It is also observed that another difficulty facing

the students is the lack of orientation to the commun-

ity.of Thompson. The students appear to be afraid and

unsure of, themselves ' Considering the size of

R. D. P . C. and the complexity of the many changes t'hé
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students

students

must face,

be properlY

it is veiY imPortant that the

oriented to the communit'Y before

they come to the school'

conclusion: R.D.P.C. cOUId better assist the

studentsSponsoredbytheDept.ofNorthernandlndian

Affairs if there could be additional provision of

counselling staf f f rom the dept ' on a full or 'oart'

time basis.

The placement and registration procedure could be

improved if the following procedures could be used:

a) pre-registration of aIl students before they come

to R.D.P.C. in June f980'

b) For those who are not pre-registered and who do not

indicatetheirschool,oreferenceuntilveryclose

t'oschoolopeningit.isadvisedthatthesestu-

dents not be registered until contact can be made

with the feeder school. This would prevent the

kinds of problems that the scl'rool has faced in the

misplacementofstudentsduetoinadequateinforma-

tion.Thiswouldmeanthatsomeofthestudents

would start classes approx' the L2 of September'

Thefactthattheywouldmissthethreeorfour

monthsinthebeginningisnotaproblemconsider-

ingthegainsthatwouldbemadeifthestudents

are adequately and pro.oerly placed into programs '
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c) Registration information or handbooks from previous

schools would certainly be of benefit to the

collegiate. we would be prepared to exchange infor-

mat.ion with sending school '

In-service possibilities to improve the communica-

tion between the teachers at R.D.P.C. and the teachers

and administrative staff from the sc'hools sponsored by

the Dept. of Northern and Indian Affairs certainly

would be very beneficial.

our school is very anxious to assist in the adjusÈ-

ment process and in the educational programs of the

student.s sponsored by the Dept. of Indian and Northern

Affairs.

D.M. Feniuk
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Appendix

c Memo of meeting with elementary principals re needs:

1. better transition from Cree to English

2. better understanding of evaluation criteria, Pro-

gram detail supplied from the school last attended

3. more specific information re basic skills Ievels of

students

4. poor attendance records from previous schools

5. reduce delay in receiving the students cumulative

records

6. some families seem to need assistance to achieve

regular attendance, adequate clothing, improved

nutrition, improved personal care and cleanliness.



APPENDIX XIV

PRELIMTNARY REPORT ON PRIMARY NATIVE STUDENTS NEW TO THE

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF MYSTERY LAKE ATTENDING BURNTWOOD SCHOOL
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Date: October 30, L979

Preliminary Report on PrimarY Native Students New to the

District of Mystery Lake Attendinq Burntwood SchoolSchooI

I. Backqround Information:

When Burntwood School opened this falf it was faced

with a large influx of nevt native students from out-

Iying areas. These students have been experiencÍng

limitedsuccessespeciallyintheareaofreadingat

Burntwood School and may I say in other subject areas

over the last two months'

These new st,udents also arrived v/ith limited informa-

tion in the areas of individual assessment and program

recoÌnmendations .

Harold Krenz, Principal Of Burntwood school, asked me

to give some advice or direction of how they should

proceed in this matter because the ne\¡/ students have

changed the whole direction and atmosphere of the pri-

mary grades at Burntwood School'

II. Directions or Steps To Be Taken:

I ) Complete Assessment of

2) Decisions made on what

or remediate.

these new students.

skills we want to teach and/
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3 ) Teaching Approaches and Remedial Technj-ques Decided

Upon.

4) Appropriate Programs and strategies decided upon.

5) Personnel trained.

6) Support Built into tÏe Programs for the teachers.

7) Evaluation of the Programming on an ongoing nature.

III. Specific Questions to be Answered:

Are the children readY to read?

Is language, concept formation, thinking skills and

experience going to be the main thrust to start off

wit.h?

3. I¡Ihat Programs have been attempted with these stu-

mostly phonics or mostIYdent.s? WhaL techniques

sight have been used?

4. Levels of the students - where are theY at develoP-

mentally?

5. Skilt of developmenè at .cresent - socially, Academ-

icallY?

6. What strengths, weaknesses or deficits do they

have?

7. Ways these children learn best and under what con-

ditions?
g. skills we want to develop short term and long

term?

I

2
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g, Who is going to work with these students teach-

ers, resource teachers,

peer-tutors, etc. ?

volunteers, native worker,

IV. Assessment Structure (oiagnostic Teaching PIan):

NOTE: Not aII tests must be used, this is a guide

outlined.

I ) Physical:

l. Hearing Tested

2, Vision Tested

3. Complete PhYsical

2) Informal Testinq:

Counting

Say Alphabet

Coloríng

Cutting

Printing alphabet and numbers 1-I0

Draw-A-Man

3) uage Assessment Expressive and Receptive:

I. P.P.V.T.

2. BOEHM

3. TACKLE

4. I.T.P.A.

5. T.O.L.D.

6. Carrow Elicited

or

I

2

3

4

5

6

Lang
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4) Visual Perception and Visual Motor:

1. M.V.P.T.

2. Berry

3. Bender-Gestall

4. Purdue

5) Auditory Perce tion

l. AudítorY Awareness

2. AuditorY PercePtion

3. AuditorY MemorY

4. AuditorY Discrimination

5. Audit.orY Blending

6. AuditorY ComPrehension

Tests Available:

6)

I. Wepman

2. Sineps-Larsen

3. Listening ComPrehension Tests

4. Roswell-Chall Blending

5: Subtests I.T.P.A.

Learninq Modalities:

Mills Learning Methods Tests

7) r.Q . or Achievement Potential:

Porteus Maze

Raven's Matrices

Detroit Learning APtitudes

Readiness Tests If Desirable:

Assessed in the areas !

B)
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e)

Met Readiness

ForÈworth Screening

Sprigle Screening

Reading AssessmenÈ - 1f NecessarY:

TestsA) Standard j-zed SurveY

- Woodcock Reading MasterY

Standford Diagnostic

B) Diagnostic

r) Siqht Vocabulary:

2)

Dolch

Slossen

San Diego

Word AnalYsis Tests:

Gates Regular Phonj-cs

Roswell Chall Word AnalYsis

EI Paso Phonics

Minnesota Ptronics Test

3) Readinq ComP rehension:

Cloze Tests for kids reading

Informal Reading Invent'ory for kids reading

V. Possible Pr ram ldeas:

To meet group and individual needs:

l. Distar Language I

2. Distar Reading I
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3. P.R.S. Kit

4. ReadY StePs

5. Peabody Language Development Xits

6. Boehm Kit for Developing Basic Concepts

7. Bill Martin EasY Readers

B. Project Read

g, Dr. Stott Materials

I0. Miscellaneous

a) Merrill Readers

b) LipPincott Readers

c) PrimarY Phonics Readers

d) S.R.A. Reading Program

e) s.R.A. Little school House

f) E.D.L. Machines

g) Programmed Readers Sullivan

VI. Possible Strategies:

I. Hegge-Kirke - Kirke Methods

2. Gillingham - Stillman Method - V'A'K'T'

3. Diagnostic APProach

4. Directed Reading

5. Language ExPerience APProach

6. Fernald KeIlar APProach

7 . Tact.ite APProaches

8. Orton APProach
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VII. People Resources:

1. Co-ordinator Special Education - Jim Haywood

2. Peggy Martin coordinator, CDSS

3. PhíI Bowman

4. PauI Leblanc PsYchologist CDSS

5. Sue November resource teacher CDSS

If more detail is needed in any of the seven areas, please

contact.
Jim Haywood

Co-ordinator Special Education


